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BROWNRIDGE greenhouses and nursery has been a family owned and operated company for 

over 50 years serving both garden centre and landscape trade. Our shipping season starts early March 
with the blooming of the Primula, Pansies and Hellebore and continues through May with over 1000 
varieties of perennials, vegetables, and unusual annuals.  In the summer, we carry a variety of larger 
potted annuals and 1st year flowering perennials along with a full selection of 1-gallon perennials and 
groundcovers.  The fall brings a selection of Garden Mums and Flowering Kale in a variety of sizes.  
Shipping stops for perennials only when the ground freezes and they are put to bed for the winter.   
 
The following people are available to assist you:   

  
Doug Brownridge (Greenhouse Operations, Perennial Production) for all custom and contract perennial 

orders, information, and shipping.   

 
Carrie Brandow (Seasonal Production, Accounts) for all information, availability and custom orders in 

seasonal production, account inquires. 
 

Ordering  

The best way for garden centers to order is from our availability lists.  These are e-mailed late Friday for 
the following week, and available on our website with a simple password.  The lists indicate if the plant 
is in bloom and sometimes have other good or bad comments.  All prices are listed.  The orders are 
picked in order of delivery, so it is better to take the order earlier in the week rather than later, as we do 
not guarantee availability.  Generally, product is sold as available on a first come-first-ship basis.  
 
All products having a size 4.5in or less are sold in full tray units.   
Single pot orders can be accommodated EXCEPT between April 19 and June 15.  A 20% service 
charge may apply. 
 
Not all products in this catalogue are available at all times.   
 
 

Pre-Pricing Option  

We offer pre-pricing for all plants at an additional charge of $0.15/pot.  All plants in pots 4.5” or 
greater will be marked with pot stickers, all sizes 4” and below will be marked with a pricing tag.  You 
can select to have all plants priced or just a certain group i.e. only the gallon perennials.  Pricing 
information must be supplied by you electronically, a minimum of 1 month prior to shipping season.   
Please call for more information.  
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Delivery 
Our delivery schedule is set as required within the GTA during the busier time we have a truck in this 
area almost daily. Delivery charge of xx per rack will apply to all loads in the GTA. 
 
FULL TRUCK (20 racks) - your preferred TIME and DAY, whenever possible 
MINIMUM (April-May) – $1400 -whenever possible, generally before the weekend. 
MINIMUM (OFF-SEASON) - $1200 - as soon as possible.  
BY CHANCE - Below minimum but we are going by your door before the weekend. 
             Delivery charge of $100.00 applies. Will not deliver during peak season*. 
LONG DISTANCE DELIVERY - Approximately more than 1hour from the greenhouse – north of 
Barrie, east of Whitby, west of Kitchener, south of Grimsby.  For ALL long-distance deliveries please 
book your truck early in week so, we can combine loads and deliver before the weekend.   Variable 
delivery charges apply- ask for quote.                                                  
                 

 
Pick-Ups 
Minimum Pickup: $200 value. 
NO orders picked up on a drop-in-basis. 
Most times, orders placed by noon can be ready for 7:00am the next morning. Orders placed after noon 
can be ready for 12:00pm the next day.  More time may be required during busy shipping time of 
April/May. 
 

 
 
Terms and Symbols used within this catalogue: 
  FULL SUN       PARTIAL SHADE    ⚫  SHADE 

 Cut Flower        Award winner    
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Credit Policy 

 
Terms 
All landscapers are C.O.D. 

Visa/Mastercard accepted at time of shipment, Debit also accepted for pickup orders.  

2% Visa/Mastercard fee applies to invoices paid by credit card more than 7 days past invoice date.   

Accounts are net 30 days, after which a 2% per month service charge will be applied.  

All prices are suggested list and are subject to change without notice.   

 

Cancellation of an order or any part thereof within 24 hours of delivery or at time of delivery will result 

in a 20% restocking charge. 

 

New Garden Centre customer credit policy   

 

1ST year - all purchases are C.O.D. Visa may be used at time of purchase. 

2ND year – upon approval, pay for 1ST order before 2ND order delivered or net 30 days whichever comes 

first. 2% service charge will apply to overdue accounts. Failure to comply results in all future orders 

being C.O.D. 

3RD year - if there are no problems with previous year: Credit net 30 days, 2% per month service charge 

will be applied. Failure to comply will result in all future orders being C.O.D.   

 

Claims  

We cannot be held responsible for any amount greater than the purchase price. 

We assume no responsibility for incidental losses. 

Orders shipped during inclement weather will be at customer's risk.  

For any quality claims or short shipment, we require notification within 48 hours of receipt of 

shipments.  

For credit on quality claim, we will arrange for product to be picked up. 
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ACHILLEA (Yarrow)  Zone 2   Fern-like aromatic foliage. Excellent for hot and dry locations. Provides good colour in summer.          
 hybrida ‘Moonshine’ Flat-topped, canary yellow flower clusters and bright silver ferny foliage. 
 Canary-yellow Silver-grey July-August 18” 24”   xx xx 

 millefol. ‘Pink Grapefruit’ Compact habit.  Lavender -pink flowers on large slightly mounded heads 
 Lavender-pink Green June-July 24” 24”    - xx 

 millefol. ‘Pomegranate’ Compact habit.  Rich pomegranate red flowers on large slightly mounded heads 
 Red  Green July-August 26” 24”    - xx 

 millefol ‘Seduction Series’ Tidy habit, uniform flowering, and beautiful compact shape.  Excellent addition to any garden.  Blooms of Bressingham variety. 

Saucy Seduction Deep rose Green  July-August 24” 24”  - xx 

Strawberry Seduction  Red/Gold Green  July-August 24” 24”  - xx 

Sunny Seduction Yellow Green  July-August 24” 24”  - xx 

 millefol. ‘Summer Berries’  Mixture of red, cerise, and pink shades top aromatic, gray-green leaves. 
 Assorted Green July-August 24” 10-12”   xx  

  Tomentosa ‘Goldie’ Large, golden flower clusters are held over silver-green foliage. Perfect for containers or groundcover. 
 Yellow Olive green July-August 6-8” 10”   xx - 

 

ACONITUM (Monkshood)  Zone 2   Tall, sturdy perennial with showy spikes of flowers in the summer months. 

 cammarum ‘Bicolour’ The hood of the flower is pale blue with white streaks and the lower petals are intense blue. 
 Violet/White Green July-August 32” 24”   - xx 

 carmichaellii ‘Arendsii’ Known as an Autumn Monkshood. Prefers moist location. Requires staking 
 Violet-Blue Green August-Sept. 40” 20”   - xx 

 Napellus Common Monkshood. Deep blue helmet shaped flower. 
 Blue Dark Green July-August 36” 24”   - xx 

 

ACTAEA (Bugbane, Cimicifuga) ⚫ Zone 4 Good for summer and late fall effect. Bottle brush spike held on tall stems.  Woodland perennial; makes 

an excellent companion to Hosta. 

 Atropurpurea Large Astilbe-like leaves ranging from deep green to bronzy purple. Fragrant pale-pink flowers. 
 Lt. Pink Purple-black August-Sept. 5ft 30”  - xx 

 Black Negligee Showy fragrant white blooms with a purple tinge.  Deeply cut dark purplish-black foliage give a lacy effect.  
 White Purple-black August-Sept. 5ft 30”  - xx 

 Brunette Significantly darker form than Atropurpurea. Pinkish white flowers fade to cream white. 
 White Purple August-Sept. 4-5ft 30”  - xx 

 Chocoholic Bronze-purple foliage and arching wands or spikes of fragrant, mauve-pink, bottlebrush flowers. Flowers lighten as they mature 
 Blush/White Purple-Black August-Sept. 4-5ft 30”  - xx 

 Hillside Black Beauty Foliage of coppery tinged purple.  Very fragrant. 
 White Purple August-Sept. 4-5ft 30”  - xx 

 Racemosa Native variety 
 White Green August-Sept. 4-5ft 30”  - xx 

 

AEGOPODIUM (Snow-on-the-Mountain)⚫ Zone 3      A quick growing groundcover- excellent in poor soil. 

 Variegatum (Gout Weed) Difficult to eradicate once established. Dislikes the sun, 
 White Cream-Green June 12” 24”  xx - 

 

AGASTACHE (Anise-Hyssop)Zone 5 Tall wands of bottlebrush flowers summer-fall. If plant is dead headed before it goes to seed plant will re-bloom.  

Use in borders, as dried flowers, and in herb gardens. Herb with antiviral properties. 
 Blue Fortune Compact habit, deep violet-blue flowers 
 Blue-violet Green August 30” 30”  - xx 

 Peachie Keen Loaded with lots of apricot-peach flowers with purple-pink calyxes 
 Peach Green June-Sept. 20-24” 26-32”  - xx 
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AJUGA (Carpet Bugle, Bugleweed)⚫Zone 3 A groundcover with low mat rounded leaves and spikes of flowers.         
  Black Scallop Dark burgundy to almost black glossy foliage with scalloped edges, very crinkled leaves, Deer resistant, very hardy.  Breeder- Plant Haven  
 Deep blue Burgundy-black May-June 6-8” 24”  xx xx 

  Bronze Beauty Deep blue flowers contrast nicely with the rich bronze foliage 
 Deep blue Burgundy May-June 5-6” 12”  xx - 

  Burgundy Glow Burgundy, white, pink and green foliage brightens up any shaded area 
 Blue Tricolour May-June 5-6” 12”  xx - 

  Catlin’s Giant This is one of the largest-growing varieties, forming a vigorous mound of deep bronzy-red spinach-like leaves. Spikes of blue flowers are 
attractive in spring.  

 Blue Bronze red May-June 10” 12”  - xx 

  Chocolate Chip A dwarf, spreading groundcover that creates a tight mat of rich, chocolate brown foliage with dark green undertones. Charming spikes of lacy 
blue flowers rise above the foliage in the spring. 

 Blue Purple-brown May-June 3-4” 12”  xx - 

  Princess Nadia Cream-purple foliage with glowing pink edges appear. In late spring, the foliage becomes covered with blue flower spikes.  
 Blue Cream/pink May-June 3-4” 12”  xx - 

 

ALCEA (Hollyhock) Zone 3 Time-honoured favourite blooms daily in mid-summer with lovely 2-4" masses of fully double rose like delightful flowers on 5-7' 

stalks in shades of red, pink, white, maroon, and yellow.  
 Charter’s Series Large double 3-5” blooms. Excellent colourful variety 

Mix Assorted Green June-Sept. 6ft 18”  xx  

Pink Pink Green June-Sept. 6ft 18”  xx  

Purple   Purple  Green June-Sept. 6ft 18”  xx  

Red Red Green June-Sept. 6ft 18”  xx  

Yellow Yellow Green June-Sept. 6ft 18”  xx  

 

ALCHEMILLA (Lady’s Mantle) Zone 2 Forms a mound of rounded leaves with sprays of yellow-green flowers.        
 Mollis Scalloped green leaves covered in soft down bloom in June. 
 Yellow Green June 18” 18”  xx xx 

 

ALLIUM hybrid Zone 4   
 Millenium Perennial Plant of the Year 2018. A truly impressive hybrid Ornamental Onion. Compact upright clump of glossy, thick, green leaves 

with 5cm (2") rose-purple ball clusters appearing just above the foliage on strong stems in mid to late summer. Easy to grow. Leaves have a 
slight onion smell when crushed. This looks best when combined with a bushy, low-growing perennial to hide the withering onion leaves at 
blooming time. 

 Purple Green August 16-20” 10-14”    xx 

 

ALLIUM (Ornamental Onion) Zone 4 Great colour in spring.  Will tolerate poor, dry soil, are deer resistant and can be left undisturbed for years for 

colour every spring.  Can be used as a cut flower.  The seed pods give textural interest in the garden through late summer. 
 Ambassador Large, jam-packed round heads of bright purple flowers holds double the number of florets compared to other varieties.  
 Purple Green May-June 36-48” 12”    xx 

 Giganticum Big round heads of mauve-purple flowers in late spring. The tall stems are excellent for cutting or drying. 
 Lavender Green May-June 35-47” 10”    xx 

 Globemaster Flowers are an amazing 10” in diameter.  Best planted in groups  
 Lavender Green May/June 36” 12”    xx 

 Mount Everest These 4″ pure white blooms have a unique role in any late-spring border that seeks some gravitas. Pair with A. 'Purple Sensation' in 
thoughtfully spaced clusters, then stand back. The snow-white blooms of 'Mount Everest' also make bouquets of tall Aquilegias and other 
purple Alliums even more spectacular. 

 White Green May/June 20+” 6-8”    xx 

 Purple Sensation Reddish-violet balls 4-5in across are borne on 20-30in stems in late spring. This is the earliest of the large-flowered Alliums 
 Purple Green May- June 20+” 6-8”    xx 

 

AMSONIA (Blue Star) Zone 4 
 Blue Ice Starry blue blooms against bright green willow like leaves that turn yellow in the fall. 
 Blue Bright green June 12 24”  - xx 

 taber. ‘Storm Cloud’  Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots.  In spring, new stems emerge near-black with leaves that are very dark green with silver 
veins and stay dark throughout spring. Light periwinkle blue, star-shaped flowers completely cover the foliage in late spring, and rebloom for 
many weeks afterward. Younger plants show vase-like habit but when mature has a wide, mounding habit. 

 Blue green June/July 24-30” 35-40”  - xx 
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ANEMONE Japanese Zone 5   Late summer to fall, there is no flower quite like it in the border. 2" flowers on tall stems are freely and continuously 

produced. Likes moisture.  Deer resistant. 
  Curtain Call Deep Rose  Beginning in late summer, this perennial produces dark rose-pink flowers that are positioned right above a small mound of green foliage. The 

flowers are fuller than single, producing a double row of petals. Its shorter stature lends itself well to containers, both as monoculture and in 
combination with other perennials. It spreads by underground rhizomes. 

 Rose  Green Aug.-Sept. 14-18” 16-18”  - xx 

 Curtain Call Pink Beginning in late summer, this perennial produces pink flowers that are positioned right above a small mound of green foliage. Its shorter 
stature lends itself well to containers, both as monoculture and in combination with other perennials. It spreads by underground rhizomes. 

 Pink Green Aug.-Sept. 4-18” 16-18”  - xx 

 Fall in Love Sweetly Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  Semi-double, rose-pink flowers over dark green foliage. 
 Rose Green Aug.-Sept. 20-26” 24-30”  - xx 

 Hororine Jobert Perennial Plant of the Year 2016! Large single snow-white flowers tinged pink on back with a striking yellow centre. 
 White Green Sept.-Oct. 36-48” 24”  - xx 

 hupehensis japonica 
‘Pamina’  

Semi-double blossoms in a glowing deep rose-pink shade. 

        Rose Green August-Sept. 24-36” 24-36”  - xx 

 hupehensis ‘September  Strong grower with silvery-pink blooms.  Deep green grape-leaf type foliage. 
          Charm’ Pink Green August-Sept. 30” 24”  - xx 

 tomentoasa Robustissima This is the easiest to grow, and hardiest of all the fall-blooming Anemone, with a vigorous, spreading habit and reliable late-summer display. 
Plants form a low mound of grape-like green leaves, with taller branching stems of soft-pink cup-shaped flowers. 

                                          Pink Green August-Sept. 35” 24”                                                xx 

 Whirlwind Semi-double white bloom 
 White Green Sept.-Oct. 24-36” 24”  - xx 

 

ANEMONE sylvestris Zone 3   Delicate nodding white flowers appear in late spring and early summer, over a low mound of ferny foliage. Plants will form a 

dense patch, suitable for a groundcover. Makes a useful over-planting for Narcissus or tulips, the Anemone leaves helping to disguise the bulb foliage in summer. Both the flowers as well as 
the fluffy seed-heads are useful for cutting. Allow this spreader plenty of room, or plan to edge each spring to keep the patch to a reasonable size. Easily divided in spring or fall. 
 Snowdrop               Fragrant; vigorous grower; Beautiful 2” pure white bloom.  Excellent groundcover. Rabbit resistant. 
 White Green May-June 8-12” 24”  xx xx 

 

AQUILEGIA (Columbine) Zone 3 Colourful blossoms. Both the blossoms and ferny foliage are good for cutting.    
 Biedermeier Mix Shades of white, pink, and purple.  Small variety that works well in containers or rock gardens. 
 Assorted Green May-June 8-12” 8-12”  xx - 

 Canadensis Native variety. 
 Red Green May-June 30” 12”  - xx 

 x hybrida EarlyBird series Bred for vibrant colours, neatly mounded habit and unusual colour combinations. Single colours and may include doubles like purple, white, 
purple yellow and red yellow usually with a yellow eye. They feature a controlled habit, with relatively short stems on well-mounded plants. 

 Blue/White Blue/white Green May-June 9-11” 10-12”  xx - 

 Red/White Red/white  Green May-June 9-11” 10-12”  xx - 

 Purple/White Purple/white  Green May-June 9-11” 10-12”  xx - 

 Mix Assorted colours Green May-June 9-11” 10-12”  xx - 

 

ARABIS (Wall Cress) Zone 4  Wall Cress is a widely planted rock garden or edging perennial, used for a bright spring display. Drought tolerant once 

established. Requires good drainage, particularly in the winter months. Shear plants lightly after blooming to maintain a bushy, compact habit. Evergreen.  
 caucasica Catwalk Pink Neat pink rosettes with great flower power announcing the start of spring. 
           Pink Green  6-8” 8-10”  xx - 

  caucasica Catwalk White Uniform, compact, globe-shaped habit, with bright white flowers. 
 White Green  6-12” 8-12”  xx - 

 

ARALIA (Golden Japanese Spikenard) Zone 3 This hardy, tropical looking beauty brightens up the shade garden.   
 cordata ‘Sun King’ Perennial of the Year 2020. Large, compound, bright gold leaves.  Colour is greener in deep shade.  Tiny white flowers give way to purple-

black berries in fall 
 White Gold Late July 36” 36”  - xx 

 

ARENARIA (Sandwort)  Zone 4 Use for rock garden or edging.  
 Montana Glossy green cascading foliage with snowy-white flowers.  
 White Green June 8” 12”  xx - 
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ARMERIA maritima (Thrift) Zone 3 Ball-shaped flower clusters, complimented by narrow grassy foliage     
 Morning Star White Low grass tufts of evergreen leaves, flowers are showy over a long period. 
 White Green May-June 10” 10”  xx - 

 Morning Star Deep Rose Low grass tufts of evergreen leaves.  Flowers are showy for a long period. 
 Rose-pink Green May-June 6” 12”  xx - 

 Nifty Thrifty Cute little alpine flower with variegated foliage. 
 Rose-red Green-cream May-June 8-10” 10”  xx - 

 Rubrifolia Burgundy red foliage makes a stunning backdrop to the hot magenta pink bloom.  Very compact growth habit. 
 Magenta-pink Burgundy May-June 6” 10”  xx - 

 

ARMERIA pseudarmeria (Drumstick Thrift)  Zone 3 Plants form a low mound of evergreen leaves, bearing upright stems of pompom 

flowers beginning in late spring. Stems are strong and good for cutting. Removing faded flowers will keep plants blooming for longer. Flowers can also be picked when just opened and hung 
indoors to dry for winter arrangements. 
 Ballerina Red Spherical red flowers bloom profusely over grassy foliage 
 Red  Deep green May-June 18-10” 10-14”  xx - 

 Daydreams This beautiful breakthrough in Armeria breeding provides frost-to-frost flowering in containers or in the garden. Very heat tolerant and easy to 
grow. Remove old flowers once a month for best performance.  Rosy pink flowers resembling lollipops blooming frost-to-frost. The blooming 
powerhouse looks excellent in the front of the garden, in containers or in rock gardens, where it can be tucked in between boulders. Its petite 
size makes it ideal for fairy and mini gardens.  

 Applebossom Green May-June 10-12” 12”  - xx 

 Dreameria Dreamland This beautiful Armeria provides frost-to-frost flowering in containers or in the garden. Very heat tolerant and easy to grow. Remove old flowers 
once a month for best performance. 

 Pink Green May-Oct 10-12” 12”  - xx 

 Sweet Dreams This beautiful breakthrough in Armeria breeding provides frost-to-frost flowering in containers or in the garden. Lavender flowers resembling 
lollipops blooming frost-to-frost. 

 Lilac Green May-June 10-12” 12”  - xx 

 

ARTEMISIA (Silver Sage, Wormwood) Zone 3   These plants are loved for their aromatic foliage and interesting texture. Deer resistant. 
 Powis Castle              

Zone5 
Bushy upright mound of feathery leaves.  Excellent contrast plant in the garden. 

 - Silver-grey - 24” 24”   xx - 

 Silver Brocade Velvety, silvery grey leaves look like trailing Dusty Miller.  Propagation prohibited. 
 - Silver-grey - 4-8” 10”  xx - 

 Silver King Plants form a bushy, upright mound, with clusters of creamy flowers. 
 Silver-white Grey Aug-Sept. 20” 24”  xx xx 

 Silver Mound Feathery leaves form a beautiful compact dome.  Clip back hard to 2” when required. 
 Silver-grey Silver-grey Late June 10” 18”  xx xx 

 

ARUNCUS (Goat’s Beard)  Zone 2 Creamy-white plumes in summer. Beautiful lacy foliage.  
 Aethusifolius Dwarf variety.  Delicate mound of dark green leaves with short forked spikes of flowers. 
 White Deep Green June-July 12” 12”  - xx 

 Diocus  A rather monstrous border plant, spectacular in flower with its enormous creamy plumes the size of your head. Elegant lacy leaves form a very 
dense and bushy clump. This plant demands space. It is somewhat inclined to sulk in hot summer areas, so plant in a moist, peaty soil, or even 
at the waterside. Cut plants back in summer if they look untidy. An excellent companion to summer-blooming shrub roses. 

 Cream Green June-July 45-70” 35-60”  - xx 

 Diocus Kneiffii Lacy leaves form a very dense and bushy mound. Feather-like plumes 
 Cream Green June-July 36” 36”  - xx 

 Misty Lace 
(Dwarf Goat’s Beard)  

Forms a midsized mound of delicately-cut, ferny leaves. Taller beet-red stems hold open and airy plumes of ivory-white flowers in early summer.  

 Cream Green June-July 24-30” 18”  - xx 

 

ASARUM (Wild Ginger)⚫  Zone 5 Superb foliage plant for the shady woodland garden or border. 
 Canadensis 

(Little Brown Jug) 
A native plant that features two smooth, broad spade-shaped, dark green, basal leaves. Cup-shaped, insignificant, purplish brown flowers give 
the plant its nickname, "Little Brown Jug", and appear in spring on short, ground-level stems. 

 Purplish brown Green May 6-12” 12”  - xx 

 Europaeum It will slowly form a solid patch of glossy, dark green rounded leaves, which remain evergreen in mild winter regions. Brownish flowers are 
insignificant, hiding underneath the foliage. Use this in small areas, since the plants take a few years to establish. 

 Brown Green May-June 8” 8”  - xx 

 Splendens Forms a clump of arrowhead shaped leaves, dark green with handsome silver markings like a Cyclamen.  Deep purple-brown flowers hide 
among the leaves in spring. 

 Deep purple Green/Silver May-June 8” 8”  - xx 
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ASCLEPIAS incarnata (Swamp Milkweed) Zone 3 Asclepias incarnata, the swamp milkweed, rose milkweed, rose milk flower, swamp 

silkweed, or white Indian hemp, is a herbaceous perennial plant species native to North America. It grows in damp to wet soils and is cultivated as a garden plant for its flowers, which 
attract butterflies and other pollinators with nectar. Like most other milkweeds, it has sap containing toxic chemicals, a characteristic that repels insects and other herbivorous animals. 
 Cinderella Forms a tall, upright clump of long green leaves, bearing clusters of rosy-pink, vanilla-scented flowers in mid-summer that are a magnet to 

butterflies! 
 Pink Green July-August 3-5ft 24”  - xx 

 Ice Ballet Strong pure white umbels.  Extremely attractive to butterflies. 
 White Green July-August 40” 24”  - xx 

 incarnata Native variety. 
 Pink Green July-August 3-5ft 24”  xx - 

 

ASCLEPIAS tuberosa (Butterfly Weed) Zone 4 Excellent summer bloomer, fine border plant, removing faded flowers encourages continual 

bloom. Breaks dormancy late. 
 Butterflies Mix Mixture of yellow, orange, and red flowers. Very showy for butterflies and hummingbirds. 
 Assorted Green July-August 24” 24”  xx xx 

 

ASTER alpine  Zone 2  An early-blooming species, often grown in rock gardens or used for edging in the perennial border. Plants form a low clump of bright green 

leaves. Branching stems of single daisy-shaped, yellow-eyed flowers appear in late spring and early summer. Not a long-lived plant, but will self-seed to produce successive generations, if 
allowed to. 
 Happy End  Blooms in shades of rose and pink.  
 Pink Green May-June 12” 8”  xx - 

 

ASTER divaricatus (Wood Aster)  Zone 3  
 White Masses of tiny, star-shaped flowers in late summer and fall. 
 White Green August-Oct. 30” 18”  - xx 

 

ASTER laevis  Zone 4   
 Blue Bird This tall, vase-shaped wildflower has large 1" diameter blue flowers held in cloud-like clusters at the tips of the arching branches. You can 

pinch back the young shoots in June for denser habit and more flowers, but it is not essential. Staking is helpful by late summer if you forget to 
pinch. Perfectly clean foliage makes for easy maintenance in production and in the landscape. Aster laevis is a great source of nectar for 
migrating monarchs and other late season butterflies. 

 Blue Green Sept-Oct. 36-48” 12”  - xx 

 

ASTER lateriflorus  Zone 3   
 Lady in Black An elegant 3-4' mound of purplish- black strappy leaves smothered in rose-centered tiny pale pink daisies in fall. Thousands of flowers per 

plant - a butterfly's dream! 
 Pale pink Green Sept-Oct. 36-48” 18”  - xx 

 

ASTER novae-angliae  Zone 3  A bright display of daisy like flowers. Excellent cut flower. 
 Purple Dome Heavy bloomer.  A solid mass of purple blooms with yellow centre in fall.   
 Purple Green August-Oct. 18” 18”  xx xx 

 

ASTER novi-belgii (New York Aster)  Clusters of clear semi-double flowers.  Excellent fall colour.   
 Wood’s Blue Dwarf compact habit.  Clear semi-double light blue blooms.  Prolific bloomer.  Excellent resistance to mildew and rust. 
 Blue Green August-Oct. 12” 12”  xx xx 

 Wood’s Pink Dwarf compact habit.  Clear semi-double pink blooms.  Prolific bloomer.  Excellent resistance to mildew and rust. 
 Pink Green August-Oct. 12” 12”  xx xx 

 Wood’s Purple Dwarf compact habit.  Clear semi-double purple blooms.  Prolific bloomer.  Excellent resistance to mildew and rust. 
 Purple Green August-Oct. 12” 12”  xx xx 
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ASTILBE arendsii (False Spirea) ⚫ Zone 4   Large flower spikes appear over upright mounds of lacy foliage.  
 Amethyst Many strong plumes of lavender in early summer. 
 Lavender-rose Green June-July 18” 18”  - xx 

 Bressingham Beauty Dusty salmon-rose plumes on long arching stems.  Long lasting bloom. 
 Salmon-rose Green June-August 36” 24”  - xx 

 Bridal Veil Lacy white panicles gently droop on deep green glossy foliage. 
 White Deep Green July 28” 18”  - xx 

 Chocolate Shotgun Incredible dark glossy purple, chocolate-purple lacy foliage is the deepest darkest foliage color by far in an Astilbe. Blooms of soft pink appear in 
late summer to about 2 feet tall. 

 Light pink Purple-black August-Sept. 18-24” 18”  - xx 

 Fanal Deep blood red narrow spikes, foliage is mahogany in spring turning to green in summer. 
 Red Bronze to green June-August 16” 15”  - xx 

 Montgomery Dark red triangle shaped plumes, darker red stems, leaf has bronze red tint in spring that turns to dark green 
 Red Bronze-red June-Aug. 24” 15”  - xx 

 

ASTILBE chinensis ⚫ Zone 4  These have very dense, lacy foliage, bloom a little later than other varieties.  
 Fireberry A more compact form of astilbe from the dwarf varieties of the Short' n Sweet series ™. Plants have raspberry-pink feathery blooms with 

petite green foliage. 
 Raspberry Dark green July-Sept. 12-15” 18”   xx 

 Maggie Daley Bright lavender-purple plumes are dense and fuzzy.  Shiny dark green foliage. 
 Lavender Green July-Sept. 24” 14”  - xx 

 Pumila Popular dwarf groundcover variety.  One of the last varieties to bloom. 
 Lavender Green August-Sept. 10” 12”  - xx 

 Visions Dwarf sweetly scented, diamond shaped plumes.  Ground hugging foliage. 
 Lilac-purple Green July-Sept. 14” 12”  - xx 

 Visions in Pink Pale pink blooms over a very upright plant habit 
 Pink Green July-August 16” 14”  - xx 

 Visions in Red Extremely good long lasting true red-purple plumes.  Sun tolerant. 
 Red Green July-Sept. 16” 14”  - xx 

 Visions in White Has pointed plumes of long-lasting white flowers over deep green foliage with hints of bronze. 
 White Green July-Sept. 16” 14”  - xx 

 Visions Inferno Dense light pink plumes that fade to apple-green compared to the usual brown.  
 Pink Green July 24” 14”  - xx 

 

ASTILBE  hybrida ⚫ Zone 4    
 Colour Flash Everchanging foliage emerge a brilliant green and matures to a blend of burgundy, purple and green in summer. In fall, foliage morphs again 

into shades of gold, orange, and russet. Light pink flowers appear above foliage. 
 Pink Assorted July-Sept. 18-20” 16-18”  - xx 

 Colour Flash Lime Its leaves emerge light green and develop an intense yellowing as the season progresses. This plant is ideal for containers, shaded perennial 
gardens and borders where its vibrant colored leaves provide a flash of color all season long. 

 Blush pink Lime July-Sept. 10(15)” 18”  - xx 

 Dark Side of the Moon Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  The only dark leafed Astilbe with purple flowers on the market. Rich 
deep chocolate burgundy leaves form an incredibly attractive mound of foliage. Emerging leaves are yellow with a dark margin with a glossy 
sheen that become completely dark as they age. Dark stems hold raspberry buds that burst forth with rosy purple flowers. This performs best 
both for growing and flowering in full sun in the north with adequate moisture, but also grows in shade. 

 Purple Dark green July-Sept. 20”(28”) 24”  - xx 

 Delft Lace Blue-green foliage with red highlights.  Deep red stems carry panicles of deep salmon red buds opening to apricot pink blooms. An improvement 
over Peach Blossom. 

 Apricot-pink Dark green July-Sept. 12-15” 18”  - xx 

 Mighty Chocolate Cherry Tall growing, strong, velvety-red flower spikes, divided dark green and chocolate brown to reddish foliage. 
 Cherry Red  Green/red July-Sept. 45” 30”  - xx 

 Younique Low mound of lacy green foliage, topped by large branching heads of fragrant plumes. Bred by Jan Verschoor. 

Cerise Pink Green June-July 12-16” 14-18”  - xx 

Lilac Lilac Green June-July 12-16” 14-18”  - xx 

Ruby Red Red Green June-July 12-16” 14-18”  - xx 

Silvery Pink Lt. Pink Green June-July 12-16” 14-18”  - xx 

White White Green June-July 12-16” 14-18”  - xx 
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ASTILBE japonica ⚫ Zone 4   Most have large pyramidal-shaped plumes and vibrant colours. This is a short species with narrow sharply toothed, glossy dark 

green foliage.  Use for borders and woodland.    
 Europa Mounded, lacy green foliage with fragrant, rose-pink plumes. 
 Pink Green June-July. 24” 20”  - xx 

 Peach Blossom  Warm-toned blooms of peachy coral, plus ferny foliage with bronze highlights among the green. 
 Coral Green June-Sept. 24” 24”  - xx 

 

ASTILBE simplicifolia ⚫ Zone 4   Have a compact habit making them excellent for a low groundcover or edging. Foliage is not as lacy as other types but 

darker in colour. 
 Sprite Lovely shell pink blossoms. The rust seed heads add winter interest. The foliage is an excellent bronze-green.  
 Pink Green  July-Sept. 12” 12”  - xx 

 

ASTILBE thunbergii ⚫ Zone 4   Large panicles of bloom have a drooping appearance and red flower stalks. 
 Ostrich Plume A taller, later blooming beauty with pink drooping trusses. 
 Rose Green  July-August 30” 18”  - xx 

 

ASTILBOIDES ⚫ Zone 4   An unusual perennial, formerly known as Rodgersia tabularis. Best in a very moist area, even beside a stream or pond. In hot, humid 

summer regions this is best in partial shade. Will tolerate full sun with plenty of moisture and rich soil.  
 Tabularis Forms a large specimen-sized mound of deep green circular, umbrella-like leaves. Big creamy white plumes of Astilbe-like flowers make an 

appearance in early summer. 
 White Green  July 36” 35”  - xx 

 

ASTRANTIA (Masterwort) ⚫ Zone 4  Masterwort is highly regarded by floral designers for the unique umbels of starry flowers, a bit like a refined Queen-

Anne's-Lace in effect, but not at all weedy in habit. Ideal groundcover for a woodland garden in dappled sun. 
 Major ‘Ruby Wedding’  Stunning ruby-red flowers with a suggestion of white at the base of each petal held on wiry, branched stems above lobed, mid-green leaves. May re-

bloom late summer. 
  Red Dark green  June-August 36” 24”  - xx 

 Major ‘Star ’of Beauty’ Produces umbels of pincushion-shaped white flowers with magenta-purple tips, arranged like spokes on a wheel.   
  Purple/white Dark green  June-August 20” 22”  - xx 

 

AUBRIETA (Rock Cress)  Zone 4   Low, evergreen mat-forming, blooms form a solid mound of colour. Excellent in borders and rock gardens.        
  Audrey Sky Blue Large flowers on compact, uniform plants produce a good display of color. 
  Lt. blue Grey-green April-May 6-8” 24”  xx - 

  Glacier Series  
                            Red Grey-green April-May 4-8” 12”  xx - 

                             Sky Blue Grey-green April-May 4-6” 12”  xx - 

  Violet Grey-green April-May 4-6” 12”  xx - 

  Royal Mix Dense mats of evergreen foliage with profuse flowers in spring. 
  Assorted Grey-green April-May 4-6” 24”  xx - 

  Whitewell Gem Dense cushion of cascading foliage is smothered in flowers in spring 
 Pink Grey-green April-May 4-6” 12”  xx - 

 

AURINIA saxatilis (Perennial Alyssum) Zone 3  Forms a low, trailing mound of silvery-grey leaves, bearing masses of bright-yellow flowers in mid 

to late spring. Clip plants lightly after blooming to maintain a bushy habit. Requires good drainage. 
  Mountain Gold Compact silvery mats are smothered by fragrant yellow flowers 
 Gold Grey-green May-June 10” 12”  xx - 

  Summit Forms a low bushy mound of grey-green leaves, smothered by masses of tiny, bright golden-yellow flowers for several weeks. Is compact and has 
excellent disease resistance. 

 Gold Grey-green May-June 10” 12”  xx - 

 

BAPTISIA (False Indigo)  Zone 4  Thrives in poor, dry locations but resents being moved once established. 
  Australis 2010 Perennial Plant of the Year. Dark spikes of blue flowers bloom over blueish-green foliage creating a blue mound of colour early 

summer. 
 Blue Green June-July 48” 36”  xx xx 

 Twilite Praireblues Forms a tall and bushy clump of healthy blue-green leaves, bearing long tapering spikes of violet purple flowers with yellow markings. 
  Yellow/violet Grey-green June-July 36-42” 36”  - xx 
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BELAMCANDA chinensis  Zone 5      Derives its name from the clusters of shiny black seeds exposed when seed capsules split open. Even though it is 

called a lily it is actually in the Iris family.  
   Blackberry Lily Fan-shaped iris like foliage. Brightly coloured orange and yellow speckled blooms. 
 Orange/yellow Green August 30” 12”  - xx 

 

BELLIS (English Daisy) Zone 3 Used for bedding with spring-blooming bulbs, massing, edging, dislikes hot weather.                
  Bellissima Mix  This strain flowers well even in the first year, with cute little double button flowers of bright red, pink or white. 
 Mix Green May-June 6” 10”  xx - 

  Bellissima Red  This strain flowers well even in the first year, with cute little double button flowers of bright red. 
 Red Green May-June 6” 10”  xx - 

  Bellissima Rose  This strain flowers well even in the first year, with cute little double button flowers of rose. 
 Rose Green May-June 6” 10”  xx - 

 

BERGENIA (Pig-squeak) Zone 3 Incredibly hardy, and reliable evergreen. The winter leaves are a valuable addition to cut flower bouquets. Most effective 

when mass planted or used as an edging along a walkway.  

   Bressingham Ruby This exceptional British selection has rich, deep burnished maroon winter colour, turning deep green for the summer. In early spring, short stems of 
magenta-pink flowers rise above the shiny foliage.  

 Pink Green May-June 12-14” 20”  - xx 

   Bressingham White Foliage is red in winter and early spring. Flowers are pure white and held on taller stems, clear of the foliage 
 White Green May-June 10” 14”  - xx 

   Cordifolia Plants form a low clump of bold, leathery green leaves, which often turn bronze during winter. Short stems of magenta-pink flowers rise above the 
shiny foliage in mid spring. 

 Pink Green May-June 12-18” 18-23”  xx xx 

   Cordifolia ‘Winter Glut’ Shiny evergreen, cabbage-like leaves with unique leathery appearance.  Turns reddish bronze in fall and winter.  Bright red flowers. 
 Red Green May-June 20” 18”  xx xx 

   Cordifolia ‘Shoeshine  Features strong stems of deep rose blooms rising above the glossy, dark green foliage in mid spring. 
            Rose’ Rose Green May-June 20” 18”  xx xx 

   Dragonfly Sakura This selection forms a low clump of green leaves, which develop rich plum-red tones in the winter. Taller stems of bright pink, double to semi-
double flowers rise above the shiny foliage in mid spring. This Bergenia was introduced to the market by Terra Nova Nurseries of Oregon. The 
blossoms reminded them of cherry blossoms and since that is "Sakura" in Japanese, that’s what they named it.  

 Pink Green May-June 12-14” 12”  - xx 

 

BRUNNERA (Siberian Bugloss) Zone 3 Light blue flowers resembling forget-me-not cover these beautiful low clumps of heart shaped leaves in the 

spring.  Ideal for the moist, shaded area.           
 Frostbite  Low-maintenance Frostbite brings attractive silver foliage to the shade for years of enjoyment. Mixes seamlessly into a wide range of shade garden 

designs. Bright blue flowers are an extra bonus in Spring! 
 Blue Silver-green May-June 6-9” 12”  - xx 

 Hapsen Cream Variegated leaves with creamy-white margins. Plant has good stability and is good for shady borders or open woodlands. 
 Blue Green/cream May-June 12” 14”  - xx 

 Jack Frost 2012 Perennial Plant of the Year!  Heart-shaped silver leaves, delicately veined with mint green. Handles more direct sun that most other 
variegated types of Brunnera 

 Blue Green-silver May-June 15” 15”  - xx 

 Jack Of Diamonds Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. A giant version of the classic 'Jack Frost'-with a twist. The huge 9-10" leaves 
overlap dramatically at the base giving it a shape like the snail delicacy escargot. Overall, the foliage is circular from a distance. The leaves have a 
heavy silver overlay with vivid wide, dark green veining pattern. From mid to late spring, baby blue, forget-me-not type blossoms are held in 
clusters above the foliage. 

 Blue Green-silver May-June 16”(30”) 28”  - xx 

 Macrophylla Common brunnera has green leaves with silver overlay. 
 Blue Green May-June 12” 12”  - xx 

 Sea Heart A clump of very thick, heart-shaped leaves that are green-on-silver with pronounced veining. Sprays of two-tone pink and blue Forget-me-not 
flowers appear in spring. This is a choice collector’s plant, but an easy-to-grow perennial that performs well in all but the driest of shady areas. 

 Blue/pink Green-silver May-June 6-12” 12-23”  - xx 

 Variegata Huge leaves with irregular creamy white leaf margins, some leaves are almost entirely cream. 
 Blue Green-cream May-June 12” 12”  - xx 

 

CALAMINTHA (Calamint Savory) Zone 5 Close cousins to the garden mint, but without the nasty spreading habit.  Useful towards the front of 

the border, or in a woodland setting among Hosta or ferns. Also attractive in mixed containers. Remove any all-green shoots as soon as they are noticed, since this plant has a tendency to 
revert.  
 Nepeta Perennial Plant of the Year 2021! Compact mounds of tiny white flowers blush with a hint of blue with age. Very fragrant foliage. 
 White Green/Blue July-frost 14” 14”  - xx 

 Variegata Forms an upright, bushy mound of soft green leaves, splashed with creamy white. Rosy-pink flowers are studded on short spikes among the leaves.  
 Pink White-green July-August 18” 18”  xx - 
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CAMPANULA Carpatica (Bellflower)   Zone 2       One of the most popular Bellflowers. Plants form a low, cushion-shaped mound of small 

green leaves, with loads of up-facing, open bells appearing in early summer. Excellent choice for the rock garden, edging and in containers. Will bloom longer if old blooms are removed. 
 Rapido Blue  Wonderful true-blue flowers cover this plant.  Improvement on the ‘Clips’ series 
 Blue Green July-Sept. 8” 12”  xx xx 

 Rapido White  Pure clear white flowers.  Improvement on the ‘Clips’ series.  
 White Green July-Sept 8” 12”  xx xx 

 

CAMPANULA Garganica    Zone 4 
 Dickson’s Gold Golden toothed foliage offers a stunning contrast to small lavender blue flowers. Needs afternoon shade to keep its golden colour. 
 Blue Chartreuse  June-August 6-8” 18”  xx - 

 

CAMPANULA Glomerata    Zone 2  Will produce a low clump of large green leaves. Medium-tall upright stems appear in early summer. Plants will 

quickly form a large clump, so allow plenty of space when planting, or plan to reduce the size each spring. Plants may benefit from a hard clipping back immediately after blooming, to 
maintain a low, compact mound. 
 Superba Large, showy clusters of rich purple funnel-shaped flowers. Good cut flower. 
 Blue Green June-July 28” 18”  xx - 

 

CAMPANULA Persicifolia    Zone 3 Forms small clumps of low-growing foliage sending up tall stems of bellflowers in shades of white, blues and violets. 

Leaves at base of plant are larger and broader than stem leaves. 
 Takion Blue Compact strain, with the classic cup-shaped violet-blue bell flowers but with a showier outfacing habit. 
 Blue Green June-July 20” 12”  xx xx 

 Takion White Compact strain, with the classic cup-shaped white bell flowers but with a showier outfacing habit. 
 White Green June-July 20” 12”  xx xx 

 

CAMPANULA Poscharskyana (Serbian Bellflower)    Zone 4 This is a vigorous plant, keep it away from delicate alpine plants 

that could be accidentally smothered. 
 Blue Waterfall Lovely cascading habit. A gush of cool blue, bell-shaped flowers cascade from the center of the plant. 
 Blue Green July-Sept. 10” 24”  - xx 

 

CAMPANULA Punctata    Zone 4 
 Pink Octopus          Zone 5 Weeping buds, the thin, bright candy pink petals spray downward in dancing swirls against a cool background of deeply cut, dark green foliage. 
 Pink Green June-July 12-15” 15”  - xx 

 

CENTAUREA (Bachelor Button) Zone 3 Thistle-shaped bloom, long lasting cut flower, cut back will re-bloom               
 Amethyst Dream Vivid amethyst flowers on soft green foliage. 
 Purple Grey-green June-July 14” 28”  - xx 

 Amethyst in Snow Unique color combination of satiny white petals surrounding a deep royal purple center.  
 White-purple Grey-green June-July 14” 28”  - xx 

 Montana Blue An erect, clump-forming perennial which features solitary, fringed, rich blue 2” cornflowers with reddish blue centers. 
 Blue Green June-July 24” 24”  xx xx 

 

CERASTIUM (Snow in Summer)  Zone 2   Very drought tolerant. Excellent groundcover.                 
 Silvery Summer Low, silver-grey plant with white flowers in late spring. Cascades over walls nicely. Cut back hard in the early spring for best results. 
 White Grey May-June 8” 18”  xx  - 

 

CERATOSTIGMA (Leadwort)Zone 5 Deep blue flowers, foliage turns maroon red in fall. Nice ground cover or in front of border.  
 Plumbago  Versatile groundcover with intriguing leaves and breathtaking gentian-blue flowers.  In autumn foliage turns brilliant scarlet. 
 Blue Green August-Oct. 8-12” 18”  xx xx 

 

CHELONE (Turtle Head)  Zone 3 Loves moist areas and is pest resistant, excellent for cutting. Pinching shoot tips in early summer results in fuller 

plants.  Outstanding for fall flower colour.  
 Hot Lips Emerging in spring, the handsome, purple-bronze foliage changing to a glossy green. Bright pink tubular flowers in early fall. 
 Bright Pink Glossy green August-Sept. 28” 18”  xx xx 

 Oblique Alba  Clear white turtleheads. 
 White Glossy green August-Sept. 28” 18”  - xx 

 Oblique Pink  Dark glossy green leaves and topped in September with mauvy-lavender turtleheads. 
 Pink Glossy green August-Sept. 28” 18’  - xx 
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CONVALLARIA (Lily of the Valley)⚫ Zone 3 Ground cover for shady sites. Old fashion cut flower.  
 Majalis (common) Excellent groundcover in woodland gardens 
 White Green May-June 6-8” 6-8”  xx - 

 

COREOPSIS auriculata (Maysville Daisy, Mouse Ears)  Zone 4 A wonderful little plant for edging, the rock garden, or growing in 

containers. Plants form a small mound of leathery green leaves, bearing bright golden-orange single daisies in late spring and early summer. Remove faded flowers to encourage repeat blooming. 
Dislikes drying out. Tolerates hot, humid summers. Attractive to butterflies 
 Jethro Tull                 Brilliant golden yellow flowers with fluted petals and a compact habit 
 Golden yellow Green June-Sept. 15” 18”  - xx 

 Nana 1.5” yellow orange blooms over low spreading mats of deep green lobed leaves 
 Golden Green June-July. 7-9” 18”  xx xx 

 

COREOPSIS grandiflora (Tickseed)  Zone 4-5 Blooms constantly to frost, remove fading blooms.  Can become leggy and tippy if grown in crowded 

conditions but are generally sturdy and upright to eighteen inches if it gets good sun from top to bottom of the clump. Tolerant of hot, humid summer climates. Attractive to butterflies.       
 Early Sunrise          Zone 5 All American Winner! Semi-double bright yellow flowers.  Blooms 3-4 weeks earlier than other varieties  
 Yellow Green June-Sept 24” 18”  xx - 

 Sunfire                    Zone 4 Bushy, midsized selection forms a mound of leathery green leaves, bearing upright stems loaded with single golden-yellow flowers with a burgundy 
eye. Tolerant of hot, humid summer climates. Attractive to butterflies. A 2004 Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winner. 

 Yellow/red Green June-Sept 16-18” 12”  xx - 

 Tequila Sunrise The olive-green leaves are heavily variegated with an irregular marking of creams and yellows. The new growth in the spring picks up a pinkish-
red tint. In the fall, it takes on a darker mahogany color. Daisy-like yellow-orange flowers. 

 Golden Green-gold June-Sept. 18” 18”  - xx 

 

COREOPSIS hybrid (Tickseed)  Zone 3 Blooms constantly to frost, remove fading blooms.  Can become leggy and tippy if grown in crowded conditions 

but are generally sturdy and upright to eighteen inches if it gets good sun from top to bottom of the clump.           
 Big Bang Mercury Rising                        A very long-blooming perennial for sunny areas, forming a narrow, upright mound of medium-textured leaves. The exceptionally large velvety-wine 

daisies have a contrasting gold-orange button centre, appearing in succession from mid summer to mid autumn. 
           Red Green July-Sept. 18” 24-36”  - xx 

 Cosmic Eye Loads of 1.5 yellow with a burgundy centre and golden button eye blooms cover plant in summer.  Foliage is texture is between a treadleaf and a 
grandiflora. 

 Yellow/burgundy Green June-Sept. 12-15” 18”  - xx 

 Lil Bang Daybreak Golden yellow blooms have broad red banding surrounding yellow center.  
 Yellow –Red  Green July-Sept. 10” 12”  - xx 

 

COREOPSIS verticillata (Tickseed)  Zone 3 Blooms constantly to frost. Remove fading blooms for best results.  The airy slender foliage makes it a 

good choice for a crowding fill-in plant amidst other sun-loving perennials, for it will not shade anything.           
 American Dream Rose-pink flowers with cheerful yellow eyes lay among the tight, green foliage. 
 Rose Green July-Sept. 12” 14”  xx xx 

 Moonbeam Perennial Plant of the Year 1992. A classic with airy texture and continuous bloom throughout the summer 
 Lemon yellow Green July-Sept. 18” 18”  xx xx 

 Zagreb                    Zone 4 Clear golden yellow flowers upon fern-like foliage. 
 Golden-yellow Green July-Sept. 15” 15”  xx xx 

 

CORYDALIS  Zone 5 Ferny foliage and upright stems of delicate showy flowers. Great for rock walls or slopes. Plants may go dormant in mid summer, sometimes 

coming up again in the fall, or otherwise the following spring.   
 Blue Panda Clump of lacy green leaves with electric-blue, tubular flowers dangle above the foliage. 
 Deep Blue Green May-Sept 8-16” 10”  - xx 

 

CROCOSMIA Zone 5       Cousins to the gladiola, these are hardy plants that produce clumps of green sword-shaped leaves, with tall, arching spikes of funnel-shaped 

blossoms appearing in mid to late summer. 
 Ember Glow Large flowers that are a rich, deep burnt scarlet-red 
 Red Green July-August 36-42” 12”  - xx 

 Lucifer Brilliant flame red flowers stand in rows on wiry, arched stems. The broad, sword foliage adds a spiky element to the landscape. 
 Red Green July-August 36-42” 12”  - xx 
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DELOSPERMA (Hardy Ice Plant) Zone 6       The hardy Ice Plants are native to dry areas in South Africa but are amazingly hardy in North 

America, provided they are grown in very well-drained soil. Makes an excellent groundcover for hot, dry slopes, and will tolerate poor sandy soil.  Drought tolerant. 
 Cooperi Succulent, needle-like leaves studded with fluorescent 2” wide daisy pink flowers.  Good red fall colour. 
 Pink Green July-August 4-6” 12”  xx - 

 Fire Spinner Forms a low carpet or mat of succulent, apple-green leaves, bearing loads of starry flowers with petals that are bright apricot around the perimeter 
with a darker halo effect, vibrant pink at the base and a white eye.  

 Apricot/Pink Green July-August 4-6” 12”  xx - 

 Ocean Sunset Violet Ocean Sunset has a high flower count per plant, with the largest flowers of any Delosperma, on a great habit. Outstanding performance in pots, 
with showy flowers that close at night and open mid-morning.  

 Violet Green  Sumer-Fall 4-6” 10-12”  xx - 

 Red Mountain Flame Produces masses of fiery red flowers with magenta and white circling the yellow stamens all summer long on shiny, deep green foliage.  
 Red Green Summer-Fall 3-5” 10-12”  xx - 

 

DELPHINIUM (Larkspur)  Zone 3 Delphiniums are the stars of the early summer border. Plants form a low mound of deeply-cut green leaves, bearing tall 

spikes of satiny flowers. Removing faded spikes at the base will encourage repeat blooming in fall. In hot, humid summer regions, plants do not usually last more than 2 to 3 years. Plants are 
often attacked by mildew in mid summer; simply cut back hard to encourage fresh foliage. Use a high phosphorous fertilizer each year, in early spring. CAUTION: Harmful if eaten. 
 Blue Mirror  This strain forms a low, bushy mound of lacy green leaves. Plants bear loose sprays of single electric-blue flowers throughout the summer. Ideal for 

containers, the rock garden and for edging the sunny border. 
 Blue Green July-August 12-18” 10”  xx - 

 Delphina Naturally compact habit. 

Dark Blue White Bee Dk Blue/WhiteEye Green June-August 18-20” 14-16”  xx  

Light Blue White Bee Lt Blue/White Eye Green June-August 18-20” 14-16”  xx  

Pink White Bee Pink/White bee Green June-August 18-20” 14-16”  xx  

 Guardian   Mid-sized selection has strong stems that are great for cutting. 
                  Blue Blue Green June-July 30-40” 14”  xx xx 

                  Lavender Lavender Green June-July 30-40” 14”  xx - 

                  White White Green June-July 30-40” 14”  xx - 

 Magic Fountains Series Dwarf, early variety.  Good for windy locations where taller varieties may be damaged. 

Cherry Blossom Pink/white bee Green June-August 24-30” 14”  xx - 

Dark Blue Dark Bee Dark blue Green June-August 24-30” 14”  xx - 
Lavender Lavender/whitebee Green June-August 24-30” 14”  xx - 

Sky Blue  Light blue Green June-August 24-30” 14”  xx - 
White Dark Bee White/dk. bee Green June-August 24-30” 14”  xx - 

 Pacific Giant Series Elegant flowers stalks.  Well suited to backgrounds and along fences  

Astolat Lavender/black 
bee 

Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Black Knight Dp.blue/black bee Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Blue Bird Blue/white bee Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Black Knight Dp.blue/black bee Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Galahad White Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Guinevere Pink Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Round Table Mix Assorted colours Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 

Summer Skies Sky Blue Green June-August 5-6ft 18”  xx - 
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DELPHINIUM (Larkspur) New Zealand Hybrids  Zone 3  The English hybrid type of delphiniums are bred by New Zealand 

Delphiniums and are hand crossed to produce the highest quality seed. These F1 hybrids have excellent form, strong stems, and a vigorous growth habit. They were selected for their improved 
tolerance of heat and humidity, while retaining their cold hardiness. 
 Black-eyed Angels  Produces tall spires of frilly white flowers with black bees. The stems are very strong, holding up well in the landscape.  Planted en masse, they 

make a magnificent display in early summer. 
 White/black eye Green June-August     4-6ft 18”   xx 

 Blue Buccaneers Dark electric blue flowers hold black bees on strong flower spires. Since it is from seed, some lighter blues may appear. Compared to 'Cobalt 
Dreams', 'Blue Buccaneers' is more compact, has black bees, and has a more intense blue color. 

 Blue Green July-August 48” 20”  - xx 

 Blue Lace Densely packed spires of true sky-blue flowers with a touch of lavender pink are presented on very strong stems in early summer. Removing spent 
flower spikes will result in another round of blooms on secondary spikes in late summer and fall. Its large, deeply incised leaves make this plant 
attractive even when it's not in bloom. 

 SkyBlue Green July-August 60” 18”  - xx 

 Cobalt Dreams Produces strong, tall spires tightly packed with cobalt blue florets with brightly contrasting white central bees. They draw your attention from quite 
a distance and add terrific architectural presence to the garden in early summer and fall.  Uniform color and form ensure a stunning display 
whether planted singly or en masse. 

 Blue/White Green July-August 60” 18”  - xx 

 Pagan Purples Bold spires of very dark bluish-purple flowers with white or brown bees stand up to 6' tall, adding a dramatic presence to the landscape in early 
summer. Approximately 10% of these flowers will be either white or pale mauve and are often double flowered.  

 Bluish purple Green July-August 60” 18”  - xx 

 Purple Passion Intense, deep purple blossoms with a purple and white striped bee. The densely packed flower spikes are produced on very strong stems that do not 
require staking.  

 Deep Purple Green July-August 60” 18”  - xx 

 

DIANTHUS barbatus (Sweet William)  Zone 3 Biennial, Excellent for cutting.  Remove fading flowers to encourage more buds to form. Pruning 

plants back hard after blooming will encourage them to survive for another year. Self-sown seedlings may be moved in fall or early spring.  
 Double Dwarf Mix Produces a low mound of light green leaves, bearing showy clusters of bright double flowers in mixed shades from white through to pink, salmon 

and red, often with a contrasting eye. 
 Assorted Green June-July 6-8” 12”  xx - 

 Indian Carpet Mix Mixed shades of red and pink blossoms held upright over mounds of rich foliage.  
 Assorted Green June-July 12” 12”  xx - 

 

DIANTHUS Caryophyllus (Carnation)  Zone 4 Very nice clove fragrance. Dislikes heat.              
 Grenadin Mix Lovely clove-scented favorites in a rainbow of colors. 
 Assorted Grey-green June-July 20” 12”  xx - 

 

DIANTHUS gratianopolitanes (Cheddar Pink) Zone 3 Cheddar pinks are best in rock gardens, border fronts or in some difficult sites such 

as rocky slopes or over stone walls. Effective small area ground cover. Also, an effective edging plant. 
 Firewitch Perennial Plant of the Year 2006! Spreading low growing form with blue green foliage and magenta blooms 
 Magenta Silver-grey May-June 6” 12”  xx xx 
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DIANTHUS hybrida (Pinks) Zone 3-5  A diverse group of plants, many are low growing suited to rock-gardens and edging.  
 American Pie Series A set of hybrid pinks with delicious colours.  

Georgia Peach Pie Blush/Coral Silver-grey May-Oct. 8-11” 8-11”  - xx 

 Appleblossom Burst A mixture of white and intense pink blush flowers over grey-green foliage. 
 White/Pink Silver-grey May-Oct. 8-10” 16”  - xx 

 Electric Red Dramatic, rich red flowers that grab you from a distance. Flowers are held on strong stems above blue-green leaves. 
 Red Silver-grey May-Oct. 4-8” 12”  xx xx 

 Everbloom ‘Strawberry 
Tart’ 

This series are densely branched with strong, short flower stems and bold color. Pink blooms with a dark pink and white centre. 

 Pink Silver-grey May-Oct. 6-8” 18”  - xx 

 Everbloom ‘Watermelon 
Ice’ 

This series are densely branched with strong, short flower stems and bold color. Large, bright watermelon-pink petals have white fringed tips.  

 Pink Silver-grey May-Oct. 6-8” 18”  - xx 

 First Scent Series This series of border pinks are known for their spicy fragrance, compact habit, and long bloom season. Double blooms. 

Coconut Surprise White Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  xx xx 

Coral Reef Coral with Light 
Pink/White edges 

Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  xx xx 

Raspberry Surprise Pink with 
Burgundy centre 

Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  xx      xx 

                  Tickled Pink Lavander-Pink Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  xx xx 

 Frosty Early and long-blooming, miniature snowballs glisten against short mounds of blue-green foliage. 
 White Blue-green May-August 6-8” 8-10”  xx xx 

 Frosty Fire Fully double, cherry-red flowers often flaked with white.  
 Red Blue-green May-June 6” 12”  xx xx 

 Fruit Punch Series Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  Fully double, carnation-like flowers. 1in wide flowers with a fine, serrated 
edges. The sweetly scented flowers appear proportionately above the narrow, blue-green foliage. 

Black Cherry Frost Velvet-Red Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Cherry Vanilla Dp. Red/Lt Pink 
edge 

Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Classic Coral Coral Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Cranberry Cocktail Red Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Funky Fushia Fushia Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Maraschino Red with Burg. eye Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Spiked Punch Fushia/Dp. Redeye Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Sweetie Pie Pink/ Dk. Pink eye Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

 Hello Yellow Soft-yellow double blooms with sliver-blue foliage. 
 Pale Yellow Silver-grey May-Oct. 8-11” 12”  -      xx 

 Paint the Town Series Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. These beauties are prized for their bright colors and increased heat tolerance. 
‘Paint the Town’ has single ¾-1” flowers atop a low mound of glaucous blue foliage. 

Fancy Fushia w/ Red eye Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Fushia Fushia Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Magenta Magenta Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

Red Red Silver-Grey May-Oct 8” 12”  - xx 

 Pretty Popper ‘Double 
Bubble’ 

This series are semi-evergreen that offer an abundance of flowers. Double, medium pink flowers that are very floriferous and petite. 

 Pink Green June-August 6-8” 6-8”  -      xx 

 Raspberry Swirl Single light-pink flowers with deep maroon picotee edge and eye. 
 White/maroon Silver-grey May-June 7” 12” - xx - 

 Rosebud Bright coral pink double blooms all summer. 
 Coral pink Blue-green June-Aug. 7” 12” - xx - 

 Single Ladies Lip Gloss Hot pink flowers with light pink centers that will shine. Plants in this series have domed habits covered in multiple layers of large, single 
flowers. The domed, well-rounded habits contrast the typical flat, spreading habits of other single varieties. Hot pink flowers with light pink 
centers that will shine  

 Bright Pink Blue-green June-Aug. 8” 12” - - xx 

 Single Ladies Red Rouge Burgundy red flowers have rosy pink flecking and edges. Each bloom is slightly serrated for additional texture. Flowers are notably large for 
single Dianthus at 1½" wide. Plants in this series have domed habits covered in multiple layers of large, single flowers. The domed, well-
rounded habits contrast the typical flat, spreading habits of other single varieties. 

 Red  Blue-green June-Aug. 8” 12” - - xx 
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DIANTHUS hybrida (Pinks) Zone 3-5  A diverse group of plants, many are low growing suited to rock-gardens and edging.  
 Star Series Mound of grey-green foliage, with an early summer display of bright flowers. Excellent for use in rock gardens and border edging. 

Eastern Star Red/burgundy Silver-grey May-June 7” 12”  xx - 

Fire Star  Red Silver-grey May-June 7” 12”  xx xx 

Neon Star Magenta Silver-grey May-June 7” 12”  xx xx 

Silver Star White/maroon Silver-grey May-June 7” 12” - xx xx 

Star  Silver-grey May-June 7” 12” - xx - 

Starburst Cherry red 
splashed with white 

Silver-grey May-June 7” 12” - xx - 

Super Star Pink/Red eye Silver-grey May-June 7” 12” - xx xx 

  

DICENTRA (Bleeding Heart)⚫ Zone 3  All types have classic heart-shaped flowers, divide dwarf varieties every 3 years. Plant will often go dormant 

through the heat of the summer.  
 Cupid         Heart-shaped, cotton candy pink blooms and green foliage. 
 Pink Green May-Sept. 18-24” 24”  - xx 

 King of Hearts        Zone 4 Dark rose flowers combine with luscious ferny blue foliage.  Will flower intermittently throughout the summer. 
  Deep rose Blue-green May-Sept. 12” 12”  - xx 

 Luxuriant Compact, tolerates sun more than other varieties. 
 Rose-red Silver-grey May-Sept. 10” 12”  - xx 

 Spectabilis ‘Alba’  White heart shaped petals on the outside and white petals on the inside. 
  White Green April-June 30” 24”  - xx 

 Spectabilis ’Gold Heart’ Usual chains of pink and white locket flowers, but on a plant with stunning chartreuse foliage.  
  Rose-pink Chartreuse April-June 36” 24”  - xx 

 Spectabilis Pink  
(Old Fashion) 

 Dangling bright-pink locket flowers are held on arching stems. 

  Pink/white Green April-June 36” 24”  - xx 

 Spectabilis ‘Valentine’  Heart-shaped red flowers hung from arching stems, overlooking a vigorous growth of deeply dark grey-green lobed foliage 
  Red/White Green April-June 30” 24”  - xx 

 

DICTAMNUS (Gasplant)  Zone 5 The glossy, leathery leaves are dark green and retain their deep colour until late in Fall. The white, pink and purplish-

brown flowers are borne on spikes 2 feet to 3 feet high. Both the foliage and flowers are fragrant and when the parts are crushed in the hand, they have the fragrance of lemon. Once established, 
the plant is very drought tolerant.  Produces an oil that irritates some people's skin. The oil appears to be sunlight activated. If you wash the exposed skin before it receives too much direct 
sunlight, irritation won't occur. 

 Alba White flowers on 2-foot stalks 
 White Green  24-36” 24”  - xx 

 

DIGITALIS (Foxglove)  Zone 4  Famous for its statuesque spires of drooping, tubular flowers.  Excellent in woodland gardens and perennial borders. 
 Candy Mountain First upward facing bloom on a digitalis. Large rose-pink blooms 
 Rose-pink Green May-June 3-4ft 24”  xx xx 

 Mertonensis A true perennial. Compact habit. Spikes of large strawberry flowers with a salmon pink blush.  
 Deep pink Green June-August 30” 24”  xx xx 

 Pink Panther Compact, uniform, heavily branching plants that produce multiple spikes of vibrant rose-pink with speckled throat flowers.  First year 
flowering, attracts pollinators 

 Rose Pink Green June-August 36” 18”  xx - 
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ECHINACEA (Coneflower) Zone 3 A North American native.  Produces a daisy flower with pronounced central cone. They make a bold statement in a 

sunny border or an open meadow.  Recent smaller varieties are excellent in small gardens and containers. 

 Artisan Red Ombre  F1hybrid collection. Flowers open red and soften as they mature 
 Red Green July-Oct. 16-28” 10-14”  - xx 

 Artisan Soft Orange F1 hybrid collection. Flowers open deep orange and soften as they mature 
 Orange Green July-Oct. 16-28” 10-14”  - xx 

 Artisan Yellow Ombre Intense golden yellow bloom along with graduated colors of yellow. 
 Yellow Green July-Oct. 16-28” 10-14”  - xx 

 Cheyenne Spirit Shades of red, orange, purple, scarlet, cream, yellow and white.  Extremely well branched plants.  First year only 18” in height. 
 Mix Green July-Oct. 22-30” 18”  xx xx 

 ColorCoded Orange you 
Awesome  

Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Large, tangerine orange flowers have dark cones and produced above dark 
green leaves. Highly scented. 

 Orange Green July-Oct. 16-20” 15”  - xx 

 Dark Shadows Wicked  Glowing watermelon-pink, daisy-like flowers cluster atop dark chocolate brown stems. Flowers are displayed in slightly varying heights as if 
carefully arranged for a stunning bouquet. Large toasty brown cones punctuate the centers for contrast and texture. Strong, upright habit and 
masses of single flowers.  

 Pink Green July-Sept. 16” 14-16”  - xx 

 Dark Shadows Mystic  Flowers emerge a bright shell pink and as the color shift progresses, the eye becomes the color of red velvet cake and the petals turn an antique 
pink. 

 Pink Green July-Sept. 16” 14-16”  - xx 

 Delicious Candy The color on this double coneflower is practically fluorescent, with glowing fuchsia pink flowers. The single ray petals are held horizontally 
underneath the large pom-pom blooms. ‘Delicious Candy’ is one of the first Echinacea to flower and stays fresh looking long into the season. In 
addition to its beautiful flowers, this coneflower also has attractive dark green leaves and dark stems on compact plants. 

 Fuchsia Pink Green July-Sept. 18-24” 14-16”  - xx 

 DoubleCoded Raspberry 
Beret 

Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Fully double intense raspberry pink flowers, 4” wide, with ray petals to 
match. Prolific floral production seated atop dense rosettes of foliage. Broad, horizontal ray petals maximize flower size. 

 Pink Green July-Sept. 18-20” 16”  - xx 

 Double Scoop Series A new series of Coneflower bred to produce well-branched, sturdy and compact plants with excellent hardiness. This selection produces large, 
double flowers. 

Cranberry Cranberry-Red Green July-Sept. 20-23” 16-18”   xx 

Mandarin Orange Green July-Sept. 20-23” 16-18”   xx 

Raspberry Raspberry Green July-Sept. 20-23” 16-18”   xx 

 Fatal Attraction Plants are strong and bushy in habit, ideal for sunny borders and growing in mixed containers. Large blooms have flat, non-droopy petals of 
deep magenta-purple around a dark cone, held on red stems. 

 Pink Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

 Green Jewel Fairly compact in habit, an ideal height for sunny borders and growing in mixed containers. The large and fragrant blooms have a row of light-
green petals surrounding a large central cone of deep green. 

 Yellow-green Green July-Sept. 20-23” 12-18”   xx 

 Green Twister A unique colour combination. The outer edge of the petals are yellow-green and bleed into a pale, lilac-pink in the centre, surrounding a bronze 
cone. 

 Yellow-green Green July-Sept. 32” 12-14”  xx xx 

 Kismet Intense Orange Large, vivid orange daisy flowers with gold-brown cone that rebloom throughout the summer. Upright and compact growing habit.  

 Orange Green June-Oct. 16” 18”   xx 

 Kismet Raspberry Large, raspberry daisy flowers with gold-brown cone that rebloom throughout the summer. Upright and compact growing habit.  
 Deep Pink Green June-Oct. 16” 18”   xx 

 Kismet Red Large, red daisy flowers with cinnamon hued cone that rebloom throughout the summer. Upright and compact growing habit.  
 Red Green June-Oct. 16” 18”   xx 

 Kismet White Large, white daisy flowers with green centre that rebloom throughout the summer. Upright and compact growing habit.  
 White Green June-Oct. 16” 18”   xx 

 Kismet Yellow Large, yellow daisy flowers with green centre that rebloom throughout the summer. Upright and compact growing habit.  
 Yellow Green June-Oct. 16” 18”   xx 

 Lovely Lolly Unique, lovely pink flowers atop deep purple stems, making this Echinacea truly one of a kind. 
 Pink Green June-Oct. 24” 16”  - xx 

 Mellow Yellows Mixture of creamy, lemon, and dark yellow 
 Yellow Green June-Oct. 30” 16”  xx - 

 Parrot  Chocolate-brown, velvety cones are surrounded by warm, golden yellow petals with a vivid and fascinating orange-pink halo.  
 Yellow-orange Green June-Oct. 24” 16”  - xx 

 Pollynation Magenta  Very early flowering. Large magenta pink flowers. Well-branched habit. Excellent heat and drought tolerance. 
  Magenta Pink Green April-June 26” 14”  xx xx 

 Pow Wow White  An outstanding, seed grown cultivar that blooms all season with a profusion of white flowers over a compact plant. 
  White Green April-June 22” 14”  xx xx 

 Pow Wow Wildberry  Plants form a midsized mound of coarse dark-green leaves, bearing large daisy flowers with magenta-pink petals surrounding an orange-brown 
central cone by midsummer.  Excellent variety! 

  Rose  Green April-June 22” 14”  xx xx 
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ECHINACEA (Coneflower) Zone 3 A North American native.  Produces a daisy flower with pronounced central cone. They make a bold statement in a 

sunny border or an open meadow.  Recent smaller varieties are excellent in small gardens and containers. 

 Prairie Splendor Large, deep rose flowers with a coppery orange centre cone.  Blooms early and keeps on blooming!  
 Rose Green June-Oct. 24” 24”  xx - 

 Ruby Star Spectacular summer display of carmine pink flower petals accents the chocolate brown centre cone. 
 Carmine Green July-Sept. 24-36” 24”  xx xx 

 Sombrero Series A new series of Coneflower bred to produce well-branched, sturdy and compact plants featuring a high bud count. This selection, part of the 
Sombrero® series, produces very large, single flowers with overlapping petals surrounding a large, rust-brown cone. 

Adobe Orange Orange Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Baja Burgundy Burgundy Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Blanco White Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Grandada Gold Melon-Orange Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Hot Coral Coral Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Lemon Yellow Yellow Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Salsa Red Bright Red Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

Sangrita Dark Red Green July-Sept. 24” 18”   xx 

 SummerSong Firefinch Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. This incredibly colorful coneflower is a mixed strain showcasing shades of red 
flowers, including reddish-orange and pinkish red. A shorter plant that’s perfect for small spaces. 

 Red to pink Green July-Sept. 12-16” 12” - - xx 

 Sunseekers Rainbow A hybrid coneflower offering a rainbow of colours in its semi-double blooms first opening light yellow, quickly transforming to blush, coral, 
lavender and then salmon all centred around a dark, fragrant cone. Part of the Sunseekers collection bred for exceptional vigor, masses of non-
fading flowers and dense, compact growth habit. 

  Green July-Sept. 16” 12” - - xx 

 Sweet Sandia Boasts a profusion of fragrant daisies with broad petals reminiscent of a slice of watermelon with their deep pink centers and pale green edges. 
 Pink/green Green July-Sept. 16” 12” - - xx 

 Tequila Sunrise Showy, large yellow flowers with a red bullseye center surrounding a dramatic red cone.  
 Yellow/red Green July-Sept. 18” 12” - - xx 

 White Swan Buttermilk petals around a greenish yellow centre. 
 White Green July-Sept. 30” 24”  xx xx 

 

ECHINOPS (Globe Thistle) Zone 3  Tall thistle like looking plants with needle-studded flower balls.           
 Royal Globe Handsome spherical flowers have a metallic lustre and may be cut and dried for winter decoration. 
 Blue Green-blue July-August 36” 18”  xx - 

 Veitch Blue Striking globe-shaped powder-blue flowers steal the show when in bloom on a relatively compact plant. Not an invasive type of thistle.  Good for 
attracting pollinators to the garden; do not over-fertilize 

 Blue Green-blue July-August 36” 18”  - xx 

 

EPIMEDIUM (Barrenwort)⚫ Zone 4   A wonderful dense groundcover plant for the hard to plant dry shade area. They will take a couple of years to reach a 

mature size, plants are long-lived and very sturdy. Old leaves should be pruned to the ground in late winter to show the flowers to best effect. Drought tolerant once established. 
 Grandiflorum Lilafee Plants form a bushy mound of dark green leaves, bearing sprays of delicate violet-purple flowers, in mid to late spring. 
 Violet-purple Dark green May-June 8-10” 12-18”   xx 

 Rubrum Has rose red flowers and red-flushed foliage. The leaf color is more intense in full sun but will require more water. 
 Rose-red Reddish-green May-June 12” 12”   xx 

 Versicolor Sulphureum Young leaves are flushed red, turning green as they mature. Blooms are pale yellow with red tinged spurs. 
 Pale yellow Green May-June 8” 12”   xx 

 Youngianum Merlin ‘Merlin’ Young’s Barrenwort starts blooming in early spring, producing delicate lavender purple nodding flowers that resemble tiny Columbines. 
The small heart-shaped leaves also emerge in early spring in shades of wine and purple, turning green in early summer. 

  Green May-June 10” 12”   xx 

 Youngianum Niveum Delicate white spidery flowers suspended on wires dangle above red-veined, heart-shaped leaves. 
 White Green May-June 8” 12”   xx 

 

ERODIUM  Zone 6  
 Bishops Form A very cute little plant, this forms a low clump or tuft of tiny, filigreed green leaves. Starry little pink flowers appear from late spring through to 

the fall.  
 Pink Green June-Sept 2-4” 6-12”  xx - 
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ERYNGIUM (Sea Holly) Zone 4  Prickly flowers are a favourite for cutting & drying, very drought tolerant, attractive in border. Good for high salt 

environment  
 Big Blue Eryngium Big Blue has a surprisingly iridescent blue flower. With blue stems and silver leaves. It is a spectacular and long-lasting cut flower.  
 Blue Blue-green July-August 24-30” 18-24”  - xx 

 Blue Hobbit Small flowered but with intense blue colour in the garden. 
 Blue Blue-green July-August 24-30” 18-24”  xx xx 

 

EUONYMUS (Wintercreeper)⚫Zone 4 Can be used as a shrub or trained as creeping ground cover or to climb.  
 Coloratus Forms a dense carpet of dark green leaves with a course to medium texture. Foliage turns dusky purple during the colder months 
 - Green - 18” 24”  xx  

 
EUPATORIUM (Boneset) Zone 3  Native, meadow plant.  Provides excellent colour to the late summer garden. 

 Atropurpureum (Joe Pye  Masses of lavender-pink flowers in late summer.  Attracts butterflies.  
           Weed) Lavender-pink Green Aug.-Sept. 6ft 24”  - xx 

 Chocolate Tall masses of chocolate-purple leaves with shiny deep purple stems and petioles, followed in autumn with huge heads of small white flowers. 
 White Chocolate August-Sept 3-4ft 24”  - xx 

 Gateway Huge bright mauve pink flower clusters atop deep wine-red stems. More compact and shorter than others in this species. 
 Lavender-pink Green August-Sept. 3ft 24”  - xx 

 Little Joe A dwarf cultivar of a species of our native Joe Pye weed. Has the familiar large domes of lavender-pink flowers that attract lots of butterflies 
 Lavender-pink Green August-Sept. 3-4ft 24”  - xx 

 

EUPHORBIA (Spurge) Zone 5  Colourful flower heads sit on top of foliage.  Foliage turns rich purple-red in fall. 

 Ascot Rainbow Flashy green and yellow variegated foliage takes on pink and orange tones in cool weather.  Unique variegated bracts appear in large clusters in 
spring. 

 Green-yellow  Green May-June 20” 18”  - xx 

 Myrsinites (Donkeytail 
Spurge) 

Oval, blue-green, fleshy, succulent-like leaves are arranged in close spirals around the stems. Non-showy greenish flowers subtended by showy 
yellow bracts bloom in spring. 

 Yellow Grey-green June 6-8” 18-24”  xx - 

 Polychroma  Commonly called cushion spurge, is a mounding, clump-forming perennial which typically grows in a dome (or cushion) shape to 12-18" tall 
and as wide on erect, sturdy stems bearing oblong, downy, medium green leaves (to 2" long). 

 Yellow Bronze-green June 12-18” 12-18”  - xx 

 

FERN Adiatum Pedatum ⚫ Zone 3  Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting.  Prefer rich moist soil. 

 Northern Maiden Hair A great cold hardy fern that is native to large areas of the U.S.A. and Canada. This pretty, dainty and delicate fern has vivid bright green leaves 
on thin and wiry, shiny black or dark brown petioles (stem). The fronds are feathery and circular; grow outward in a flat, fan-like position. 

  - Green - 12-18” 12”  - xx 

 

FERN  Athyrium  ⚫ Zone 4-5 Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting.  Prefer rich moist soil. 

 Filix-femina  ‘Frizelliae’ 
(Tatting Fern) 

One of the most distinctive ferns. Narrow fronds on which the pinnae(leaflets) are rolled up tightly together.  Look like delicate beads strung on a 
necklace.  

                                         Zone 3  - Green - 12-18” 12”  - xx 

 Angustum forma  Dark green upright fronds with deep burgundy stems.  Burgundy colour takes 2-3 years to develop. 
           Rubellum ‘Lady in Red’  - Green - 30-36” 20”  - xx 

 Filix-femina -Lady Lush fine-textures, mid-green fronds radiate gracefully, arching out from the crown. Vigorous but spreads slowly. 
            - Green - 12-18” 12”  - xx 

 Niponicum ‘Crested 
Surf’ 

Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  First Proven Winner perennial fern. Looks similar to a traditional Japanese 
Painted Fern, but the tips of the fronds are double crested. A vigorous, taller variety.   

            - Silver-grey - 20-22” 28-30”  - xx 

 Niponicum Picum Perennial of the Year 2004! Silvery-grey fronds are dusty purple toward the centre.  Purplish-red veins and stems. 
          ‘Japanese Painted’  - Silver-grey - 12-18” 12”  - xx 

 Niponicum Picum   This selected form of Japanese Painted Fern has arching triangular leaves of silver, with contrasting red stems in each leaflet. 
          ‘Regal Red’  - Silver-grey/red - 12-18” 12”  - xx 

 Niponicum  
‘Red Beauty’ 

This fern has a broad habit with attractive, arching triangular fronds of silvery-green. Contrasting stems and veins are bright, burgundy red with 
the intense colour perhaps taking up to 3 years to develop.  

            - Silver-grey/red - 14-18” 12”  - xx 

 Niponicum ‘Ghost’ A hybrid cross between Japanese Painted fern (A. niponicum 'Pictum') and Lady Fern (A. filix-femina). Frosted apple green fronds emit a 
ghostly white light in the shade. Dark purple stems hold the broad fronds rigidly upright. 

  - Green/silver - 24-36” 24”  - xx 

 Niponicum ‘Godzillia’ A giant paintd fern! It forms a massive, arching clump of silvery fronds with green highlights and dark purple stems. Like the Lady Fern, 
‘Godzilla’ spreads slowly where it is happiest in moist, loamy soils. 

  - Green/silver - 36” 4-6ft  - xx 
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FERN Dennstaedtia  Zone 3 

 Punctilobula  
(Hay-Scented) 

Hay-scented Fern is a fast-growing deciduous native that forms colonies.  Fronds smell of hay when bruised. It can become invasive but is 
extremely useful as a ground cover for sun. Reserve Hay-scented Ferns for locations where you need to cover large expanses quickly and 
inexpensively with something deer-resistant, attractive, and undemanding.  

 - Green - 18-36” 24-30”  - xx 

 

FERN Dryopteris ⚫ Zone 4-5 Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting. More tolerant of drought once it has been 

established. 
 Erythrosora ‘Brilliance  Lustrous young orange fronds light up against the glossy, deeper green colouring of the mature fronds.  Best leaf colour in part sun. 
               Autumn’        - Green - 24” 12”  - xx 

 Filix-mas (Male Fern) A large, clump-forming woodland fern. Fresh green fronds unfurl from scaly, brown, underground rhizomes that push through the soil in mid 
spring. These grow in height in the summer to form impressive stands, but will die back later in the year. Male-ferns are hardy plants and can 
survive in quite dry conditions.  

 - Green - 30” 15”  - xx 

 affinis ‘Crispa The King’ Forms a medium to large-sized clump of arching, deep-green fronds, each leaflet “crested” or divided at the tips. Plants are clumping in habit, 
and well suited to use in any moist, shady situation. 

            - Green - 18-24” 12-18”  - xx 

 Marginalis 
‘Leatherwood’ 

This is a popular evergreen native fern that is common in woods of northeast North America. Its fronds are bluish-green. 

          (Eastern Wood) - Green - 18-30” 12”  - xx 

 

FERN  Matteuccia ⚫ Zone 3 Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting.  Must have rich moist soil. 

 Struthiop ‘Ostrich’ Green, pinnate fronds are shaped like ostrich plumes, being much wider at the top and tapering to a bare stipe.  Turns greenish bronze in fall, 
then brown in winter.  Spreads rapidly underground. 

 - Green - 3-6ft 24”  - xx 

 

FERN  Osmunda ⚫ Zone 3 Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting.  Prefer rich moist soil. 

 Cinnanomea ‘Cinnamon’ Robust tall clumping fern that is named for its bright cinnamon-coloured fertile fronds (turning after the green spores are shed). It is native of 
swamps and other wet areas in North America. 

 - Green - 30-60” 18”  - xx 

 Regalis ‘Royal’ It can grow 4-5 feet tall in a clumping form and forms raised islands of root mass above swampy areas, but plants do well in garden locations in 
moist soil in sun or shade. They remain green until hard freeze. 

 - Green - 24-60” 24”  - xx 

 

FERN  Phyllitis ⚫ Zone 5 Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting.  Prefer rich moist soil. 

 Hart’s Tongue The long, narrow, uncut fronds of this fern are unlikely to be mistaken for any other. Small plants with one or two fronds can be found in cracks 
in old walls, or large luxuriant plants with 20 or more fronds, can grow in shady patches of humus-rich soil. 

 - Green - 8-24” 12”  - xx 

 

FERN  Polystichum ⚫ Zone 4 Ferns play an essential role in shade gardens. Not recommended for fall planting.  Prefer rich moist soil. 

 Acrostichoides 
‘Christmas’ 

One of the most dependable, undemanding evergreen ferns.  North American native.  Forms a medium-sized clump of dark green, leathery fronds 
which unfurl from attractive silvery grey fiddle heads in spring. 

 - Green - 18-24” 12”  - xx 

 

FILIPENDULA (Meadowsweet) Zone 4  Requires consistently moist soil; do not let dry out between waterings. This plant is attractive to bees, 

butterflies and birds. 
 Palmata Red Umbella The green leaves on this compact 2.5' tall meadowsweet are heavily veined with crimson, which is also prevalent in the new growth. In early 

summer, the plants are topped with umbels of pink. 
 Pink Green June-July 30” 20”  - xx 

 Rubra Venusta Fragrant salmon pink plumes top the turkey foot shaped foliage. A nice plant for the back of the border in a moist area, preferably in afternoon 
shade. 

 Salmon pink Green June-July 6-8ft 36”  - xx 

 

 FRAGARIA (Ornamental Strawberry)  Zone 3 Has a creeping habit that makes for a wonderful groundcover as well as an accent to almost 

any perennial in the garden. 
 Lipstick Improved ornamental strawberry is slightly mounded in form with luscious dark green foliage, deep rose-red flowers appearing in June, then again 

in fall. Small berries also appear, but are not advisable to consume. 
 Rose Green June 4-6” 24”  - xx 
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GAILLARDIA (Blanket Flower) Zone 4  Blanket Flowers are valuable for their very long season of bloom. They form a low mound of light-green 

leaves, bearing upright stems of large daisy-like flowers. Attractive to butterflies. Drought tolerant once established. Not the best choice for heavy clay soil, especially if it remains wet through 
the winter. Removing faded flowers will encourage constant blooming. 

 Arizona Red Shades  Arizona Red Shades' produces masses of large, crimson red blossoms from early summer all the way into early fall, even under hot and dry 
conditions.  Since it is produced from seed, about 20% of the flowers will have slight yellow tips.  What sets this new variety apart from the older 
‘Burgundy’ is its much shorter, compact size and uniform habit that is perfect for pot production. 

 Red Green June-Sept. 12” 12”  xx - 

 Arizona Sun Large fiery orange red blossoms of Arizona Sun are tipped by a ring of rich flame yellow. Forms a neat mound of lance-shaped, grayish-green 
leaves. Near end of season, leave spent flower heads for seed to attract goldfinches. 

 Red/Yellow Green June-Sept. 12-15” 12”  xx - 

 Burgundy Large 3” wide wine-red blooms. Has a button-like centre which emerges bright yellow and then slowly changes to oxblood-red. 
 Red Green June-Sept. 24-30” 14”  xx - 

 Goblin Scarlet-red petals with sunny yellow tips surround the reddish-brown button-like centre of these daisy-like flowers. 
 Red/Yellow Green June-Sept. 14’ 12”  xx - 

 

GALIUM (Sweet Woodruff)⚫ Zone 4   Fast-spreading excellent groundcover. 

 Odoratum’Sweet 
Woodruff’ 

Small green leaves, whorled like spokes of a bicycle around the stem. Clusters of sweetly fragrant starry white flowers. 

  White Medium green May-June 6” 10”  xx - 

 

GAURA (Wand Flower)Zone 5  Excellent in containers or along the front to middle of a sunny border. Needs good drainage. 

 lindheimeri ‘Passionate  Forms a bushy mound of leaves, edged red in spring then later becoming solid green. Wands of small soft-pink and white silky blooms. 
              Blush’ Soft pink Green July-Sept. 24” 18”  - xx 

 lindheimeri ‘Passionate  Forms a bushy mound of leaves, edged in cream and flushed pinkish red. Wants of small, deep pink silky blooms. 
               Rainbow’ Deep Pink Green July-Sept. 24” 18”  - xx 

 Siskiyou Pink A North American wildflower, highly valued for its long flower display in the garden. Plants bloom for many weeks, with loose sprays of deep 
pink flowers. In the breeze these move constantly, looking like a cloud of small butterflies. Although Gaura may not always winter reliably, 
plants flower for the entire summer and fall, so consider using it even as an annual in colder winter regions. 

 Pink Green July-Sept. 24” 24”  - xx 

 

GERANIUM cantabrigiense  Zone 5 Great evergreen groundcover by creating a dense mat that helps reduce weed growth in the garden.  

 Biokovo Perennial Plant of the Year 2015! Flowers are white with light pink veins and stamens.  Foliage turns a brilliant red in the fall. 
Fragrant. 

 Light pink Green  June-Aug. 6-8” 12”  - xx 

 

GERANIUM cinereum (Greyleaf Cranesbill)  Zone 5 This selection of Cranesbill is a superb choice for meandering through the front 

of a partly shaded border or woodland garden. 
 Ballerina Low-growing variety -forms a trailing mat of grey-green leaves. The soft-pink flowers have a deep purple eye and veins, appearing on and off from 

early summer. 
 Lilac-pink Grey-green  June-Aug. 4-6” 12-18”  - xx 

 

GERANIUM hybrida  Zone 5  These geraniums are all hybridized to improve colour and garden performance. 

 Brookside This long-flowering hybrid forms a sprawling mound of deeply cut green foliage, bearing large cup-shaped violet-blue flowers with a white eye. 
Plants may need to be cut back hard after blooming to encourage fresh new foliage. Appreciates a moist site. Easily divided in spring or fall. 
Rates highly as one of the best newer blue selections. Received a Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit (2004). 

 Blue  Green  June-Aug. 23-27” 23-35”  - xx 

 Johnson’s Blue Vivid periwinkle blue 2” flowers.  Finely cut, green leaves quickly form wide clumps. 
 Blue  Green  June-Aug. 15-18” 24”  - xx 

 Rozanne Perennial Plant of the Year 2008! Large violet blue flowers with a white eye are produced prolifically from late spring to frost. Plants are 
widely sprawling creating a beautiful groundcover.  Also good in containers and baskets.   

 Lilac-pink Grey-green  June-Oct. 18-20” 24-36”  - xx 

 

GERANIUM macrorrhizum (Bigroot Geraniums)  Zone 5 One of the best ground cover plants, useful for weed suppressing. 

Spread by fleshy underground rhizome making dense mate 12-18" across.  The broadly lobed, rounded leaves are aromatic. 
 Macrorrhizum Fragrant apple scented foliage and flowers. Think clusters of five-petaled, pink flowers in late spring on dense groundcover.  
 Rose  Green  June-July 8” 14”  - xx 
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GERANIUM maculatum (Wild Geraniums)  Zone 3   
 maculatum  
 Rose  Green June 12-28” 12-18”  - xx 

 

GERANIUM pratense  Zone 5   
 Boom Chocolatta Proven Winner variety sold in PW pots    Rich, dark bronze leaves and an upright habit, with blue-purple flowers covering the top of 

the habit, starting in early summer. Compared to older genetics, 'Boom Chocolatta' is more vigorous, and has a very refined habit. Use it as a 
contrast with green-leaved plants in your sun garden! 

 Blue-purple  purple  June-Aug. 24” 28”  - xx 

 Dark Reiter A compact selection forming a mound of deeply cut, plum-purple foliage, bearing clusters of lilac-blue flowers appearing early to late summer. 
Perfect for containers. 

 Lilac-blue  purple  June-Aug. 8-10” 10-12”  - xx 

 

GERANIUM sanguineum (Bloody Cranesbill) Zone 5   
 Alba A lovely white form of the meadow Cranesbill. 
 White  Green  June-Aug. 16-19” 30”  - xx 

 Sans max Frei Compact variety forms a low mound of fine-textured green foliage, bearing a nice display of bright magenta-pink flowers 
 Magenta  Green  June-Aug. 6-8” 18”  - xx 

 Var.Striatum Very low, lusciously dense spread mats of the softest pink flowers - noticeably veined in red - practically smothering the small, deeply cut, glossy 
leaves. The fine foliage turns bronzy-red in fall. 

 Soft pink  Green  June-Aug. 6” 36”  - xx 

 

GEUM (Grecian Rose) Zone 5  Long blooming season. Flowers rise up from a bushy clump of hairy leaves. Excellent in summer borders. 

 Blazing Sunset Double, scarlet red flowers that are 50% larger than other varieties. 
 Red Green June-July 24” 12-18”  - xx 

 coccineum ‘Koi’ Dwarf variety with single, overlapping, brilliant orange petals with orange-yellow stamens 
 Orange Green June-July 6” 16”  - xx 

 Fire Storm Improved version of ‘Fireball’ as it has twice the flower power and half the plant size. 
 Orange Green April-Sept. 20” 18”  - xx 

 Lady Stratheden 3” semi-double golden yellow flowers  
 Golden-yellow Green June-July 24” 12”  xx - 

 Mrs Bradshaw Brilliant double orange-red flowers.   The dense mat of bright green foliage makes an effective groundcover.  
 Orange Green June-July 24” 12”  xx - 

 Petticoats Peach Airy, semi-double, peach flowers in abundance cover this fresh, easy to grow perennial. Amazingly green leaves with a compact habit make it 
perfect in a pot or in a border. 

 Peach Green June-July 12” 12”  - xx 

 Tempo Coral Bright coral-red flowers are held in great numbers over this compact garden plant. The excellent quality foliage stay clean all summer long. 
Reblooms in the summer! 

 Coral Green June-Sept 7”(18”) 10”  - xx 

 Tempo Rose This early bloomer produces a plethora of dark, rose-pink flowers on short, dark stems. This easy to grow plant has a long bloom time allowing 
pollinators to enjoy this gem for months. 

 Rose Green June-Sept 8”(21”) 10”  - xx 

 Tempo Yellow Blooms early spring with numerous semi-double yellow flowers with dark edges on black stems. Long blooming. Bright green leaves grow in a 
dense mound. Loved by pollinators. Deer resistant. 

 Yellow Green June-sept 14”(20”) 18”  - xx 

 Trifolum A unique plant with feathery pink seed heads and foliage covered with silky hairs 
 Pink Green May-July 12” 12”  - xx 

 

GYPSOPHILA paniculata (Baby’s Breath) Zone 3  Excellent cut flower adds an airy look to bouquets. 

 Double Snowflake Cloud-like masses of ultra double, dainty white pom-poms. Cut back after summer bloom to encourage fall flowers 
 White Grey-green  June-Aug. 24-36” 24”  xx - 

 

GYPSOPHILA  Zone 3 Excellent in rock gardens. 

 Repens Rose Plants form a low mat of grey-green leaves, bearing masses of small starry pink flowers in early summer, which literally smother the clump. 
 Rose pink Grey-green  June-Aug. 8” 12”  xx - 

 Repens White Plants form a low mat of grey-green leaves, bearing masses of small starry white flowers in early summer, which literally smother the clump. 
 White Grey-green  June-Aug. 8” 12”  xx - 
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HEDERA HELIX (IVY)⚫ Zone 5  Excellent groundcover,  will also climb a wall.   
 Thorndale One of the hardiest of the English Ivies. Evergreen. 
   - Green - 6-8ft+ 12”  xx - 

 

HELENIUM autumnale (Helen’s Flower) Zone 3  Excellent for massing in borders and backgrounds. 

 Salsa This compact variety is part of the Mariachi™ Series and features spicy, red petals with a hit of orange surrounding a dark brown cone. 
 Red Green August-Oct. 12-18” 18”  - xx 

 

HELIOPSIS (False Sunflower) Zone 4 False Sunflowers are reliable for their very long season of bloom.  Removing faded flowers regularly will greatly 

extend the blooming season.  May require staking, particularly when grown in very rich garden soil. A North American native plant. 
 Tuscan Sun Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. This beautiful and carefree native cultivar offers a more compact habit and good disease 

resistance compared to other varieties of Heliopsis. Bright golden yellow, daisy-like flowers with an orange-gold button center are produced on 
strong stems from mid through late summer atop the deep green foliage.  

 Yellow Green July-Sept. 24-36” 20-24”  - xx 

 

HELLEBORUS  Zone 5  One of the finest low-growing, early-flowering plants in cultivation.  No garden should be without one.  3-4” flowers last for 8-               

10 weeks.  Evergreen. Easy to grow requiring shade and occasional water. CAUTION: Harmful if eaten/Skin irritant. 
 ballardiae  

'Pink Frost'  
A sturdy hybrid is gorgeous both in leaf and in flower. It forms a low mound of leathery evergreen silvery-green leaves with red stems. Large 
outfacing single soft-pink flowers appear in early spring, gradually ageing burgundy red. Quite possibly hardy to Zone 4. 

 Pink  Green March-May 12-16” 18”  - xx 

 ericsmithii 
'Champion'  

Forms wide clumps of dark green foliage topped with stalks of buds that begin rosy pink and open to a creamy white with pink backs.  

 Cream  Green March-May 12-16” 18”  - xx 

 hybrid ‘Irish Luck’  Single green flowers with a central burgundy flare. 
 Green  Green April-June 18-22” 20”  - xx 

 hybrid ‘Ivory Prince’  A truly regal beauty whose up-ward facing ivory flowers are flushed with pink, and streaked with green and rose hues which deepen with time.   
 Ivory  Green April-June 12-18” 24”  - xx 

 hybrid ‘Rosemary’ Helleborus Rosemary is the best hellebore introduction in the last five years and one of the most unique of all hellebores with incredible numbers 
of white-veined pink cup-shaped flowers that deepen to glowing salmon tones. The flower heads are more upward looking than other varieties, it 
has inherited the longer flower period of its H. niger parentage and it produces a much greater number of flowers than others.  

 Rose pink Green April-June. 12-18”  18”  - xx 

 niger Has large cup-shaped white flowers that are said to be particularly early to appear, depending on the season 
 White Green April-June. 15-18”  18”  - xx 

 x niger Snowbells 
 

Semi-double, pure white flowers measure 2½-3" across, with five petals and additional petaloids at the center. Unlike H. hybridus types, these 
flowers are naturally side-facing versus downward-facing, so you can enjoy the bright white flowers with little effort. Very early flowering. 

 White Green April-May. 10-12”  12”  - xx 

 x niger Snow Love Creamy white to yellow blooms. As the blooms mature, they develop a celadon green patina and remain attractive on the plant well into spring. 
           White-green Green April-June. 15”  15”  - xx 

 Victoria A new Helleborus oriental variety is according to the breeder striking for its mass of purple flowers. Specifically bred to begin flowering in fall, it 
tolerates full sun and is a Niger-Cor hybrid which makes it very hardy in northern climates. 

 Purple-Pink Green Nov-May. 10-12”  12”  - xx 

 

HELLEBORUS ‘Frost Kiss Series’  Zone 5  The Frost Kiss series is a late blooming hellebore with unique marbled foliage that remains 

attractive all year round.  
 hybrid ‘Bayli’s Blush’ Lavender-pink blushed and creamy white flowers. 
 Lavender/Pink  Green marbled April-June 12-18” 24”  - xx 
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HELLEBORUS ‘Honeymoon Series’  Zone 4  These are single flowering hellebore with notable vigor, rich flower colours and showy floral displays and 

a large number of blossoms per plant.  Introduced by Walters Garden. 
 California Dreaming 3", single clear yellow, unspotted flowers 
 Yellow  Green April-June 18-22” 20”  - xx 

 French Kiss  3" single white flowers lined with raspberry pink that veins in toward the center of the petals.  
 White/raspberry  Green April-June 18-22” 20”  - xx 

 New York Night  2.5-3", single flowers with shades of black that include deep grey-purple, jet black, and black-purple. 
 Black  Green April-June 18-22” 20”  - xx 

 Paris in Pink Bears 3½-4”, single light to medium pink flowers. 
           Pink Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 Rio Carnival  2.5-3”, single light-yellow flowers with heavy burgundy red speckling. 
 Yellow/burgundy Green April-June 18-24” 18”  - xx 

 Romantic Getaway 3", single white flowers with a dramatic red patterned center. 
 Burg-red/White Green April-June 15-18” 18”  - xx 

 Rome in Red  3-4" single blooms single rich maroon to wine red flowers 
 Maroon Red  Green April-June 15-18” 18”  - xx 

 Sandy Shores   3" single pale apricot flowers with a lovely rosy pink colour on the back 
 Apricot  Green April-June 15-18” 18”  - xx 

 Spanish Flare   Single, light yellow flowers with maroon flares concentrated around the nectaries. 
 Yellow/maroon Green April-June    18-23” 18”  - xx 

 Tropical Sunset   3", single creamy yellow flowers that are dramatically streaked with burgundy red veining and picotee edges. 
 Yellow/burgundy Green April-June    18-23” 18”  - xx 

 Vegas Nights  3", single slate gray to dark purple flowers. 
  Purple  Green April-June    18-23” 18”  - xx 

 

HELLEBORUS x glandorfensis ‘Ice N’ Roses’  Zone 5  Bred for heat tolerance and exceptionally large, long-blooming flowers, 

HGC® Ice N’ Roses® is a real game changer in the world of Hellebores. They are extremely hardy and long lived, and grow very well in full sun in all but the hottest climate. 
CAUTION: Harmful if eaten/Skin irritant. 
 Ice n’ Roses Bennotta Bright ruby red, outward-facing flowers with frilly yellow centers, above waxy, deep green leaves. 
 Red  Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 Ice n’ Roses Carlotta Large, rosy red flowers. Vigorous, evergreen foliage provides year-round interest in the landscape.  
 Rose  Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 Ice n’ Roses Dark 
Picotee 

White to creamy yellow blooms with dramatic burgundy red picotee 

 Burgundy  Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 Ice n’ Roses Frosted 
Rose 

Outward-facing, yellow green and green white flowers with red purple margins.  

   Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 Ice n’ Roses Merlot Large, forward-facing wine colored flowers bloom on tall stems 
 Wine  Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 Ice n’ Roses Rosali Unique bicolored blooms in shades of white to deep rose pink 
 Rose-pink  Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 Ice n’ Roses White Crisp white, upward-facing flowers. 
 White  Green March-May 13-20” 18”  - xx 

 

HELLEBORUS ‘North Star  Zone 4  This evergreen, deer-resistant plant adds dramatic color to sunny borders and tree understories as late winter turns to 

spring. Bred for reliable tissue culture production planning. Plant in spring for flowering the following winter. 
 Garnet Frills  Stunning garnet-laced flowers with red veins on every brilliant white petal.  
           White/red  Green April-June 15” 18”  - xx 

 Plum Stunningly rich, plum-purple double flowers are held just above the pine-green foliage.  
           Purple  Green April-June 15” 18”  - xx 

 Ruby Heart Semi-double flowers covered in ruby dots and freckles. Heavy flowering with minimal effort.  
           White/Red  Green April-June 15” 18”  - xx 
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HELLEBORUS ‘Wedding Party Series’  Zone 4  These are double flowering hellebore with notable vigor, rich flower colours and showy floral displays 

and a large number of blossoms per plant.  Introduced by Walters Garden. 
 Blushing Bridesmaid 2” double white flowers with raspberry pink veining and picotee edge 
           White/Raspberry  Green April-June 18-24” 18”  - xx 

 Confetti Cake 3” double white flowers with burgundy speckling near the centre of the flower 
           White/Burgundy  Green April-June 18-24” 18”  - xx 

 Dark and Handsome Rich maroon black blooms really pop against the bleak and sometimes snowy winter landscape 
           Black Green April-June. 15-18”  18”  - xx 

 Dashing Groomsmen 3” double slate gray to dark purple flowers 
           Black Green April-June. 18”-24”  18”  - xx 

 First Dance Bears 2-2½" double flowers that range from bright yellow to yellow with a maroon picotee edge and veining. 
           Yellow Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 Flower Girl 3” double blush to light pink flowers. – N/A until Fall 2022 
           Pink Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 Maid of Honour 2-3” Double flowers ranging from light to dark pink 
           Pink Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 Mother of the Bride 3” Double apricot flowers with light pink picotee edge. 
           Yellow/Pink Green April-June. 18-24”  24”  - xx 

 Shotgun Wedding  Large, double white flowers with thick, heavy burgundy spotting.  
           Burgundy/white Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 True Love 3” rich maroon red 
           Red  Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 Wedding Bells  2.5” Double clear white flowers   
           White Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 Whirlwind Romance Dark burgundy veins over white petals, with the back of the petal showing dark burgundy color. Compared to 'Blushing Bridesmaid' this 
variety is a darker burgundy with more color saturation at petal tips. 

           Burgundy/white Green April-June. 18-24”  18”  - xx 

 

HELLEBORUS ‘Winter Jewels Series’  Zone 4  The Winter Jewels™ Hellebores have been carefully hand-bred from only the best plants collected from 

around the globe in order to produce a range of new and exciting flower forms and colours. These form a mound of leathery, evergreen foliage bearing upright stems of large, saucer-shaped 
blooms from late winter through spring. Great in part shade. Site these where they will stay for many years, since the plants resent being disturbed. Trim the old leaves to the ground in late 
winter before the buds emerge, to allow the flowers maximum impact. Bred by Hellebore hybridizer Marietta O’Byrne of Oregon. CAUTION: Harmful if eaten/Skin irritant. 
 Cherry Blossom Leathery, evergreen foliage. Single pink blooms with a cherry-red picotee edging and red centres. 
 Pink Green March-June 12-14” 18”  - xx 

 Golden Lotus Features fluffy, double, lemon-yellow petals, often streaked, spotted, or edged with burgundy. Reported to be the rarest member in the series.  
 Yellow Green March-June 12-14” 18”  - xx 

 Picotee Pearl Nodding flowers of single white petals surround a semi-double ruffled center trimmed in pink. Bright green, toothed foliage provides a crisp 
backdrop for the pearl-white flowers. Anemone flowering.  

 Pink/white Green April-June. 12-14”  18”  - xx 

 Ruby Wine Single blooms of deep, velvety wine red.  
 Wine red  Green April-June. 12-14”  18”  - xx 
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HEMEROCALLIS – Common (Daylillies) Zone 3 These hardy perennials have large and attractive blooms that are similar to lily 

flowers. They are very easy to grow, many of the forms are tolerant of almost total neglect and will still be seen thriving in a neglected garden long after most of the other cultivated perennial 
species have been choked out by the invading native plants. All parts of the plants are edible though it is the flowers that are most frequently used. Daylilies also have a number of other 
uses and, all in all, deserve to become a standard plant in edible and ornamental gardens. 
 Bonanza Brightly coloured star-like flowers of orange-yellow with a burgundy throat. 
 Yellow/burgundy Green July 34” 18”  - xx 

 Catherine Woodbury Very fragrant lightly ruffled, orchid-lavender petals with a wide green throat and a flower size of 4.5”. 
 Orchid-lavender Green July 30” 18”  - xx 

 Frans Halls Striking bicolour orange sepals and bright reddish-cooper petals with creamy orange midrib. Flower is 6-pointed star form. 
 Orange/red Green July 24” 18”  - xx 

 Gentle Sheppard 5.5” almost pure white flowers with yellow-green throats 
 White Green July 20” 18”  - xx 

 Happy Returns Dwarf variety. 3” blooms in a soft-yellow shade. Flowers constantly from May to frost. 
 Yellow Green May-frost 35-40” 45”  - xx 

 Hyperion Large, fragrant lemon-yellow flowers 
 Yellow Green July 35-39” 23”  - xx 

 Pardon Me Miniature cranberry red flowers with a narrow yellow watermark and green throat. Heavily budded. Re-bloomer. 
 Cranberry-red Green July-Sept. 18” 18”  - xx 

 Purple de Ore 3" medium dark purple flower with a lighter midrib and edge above a gold throat.  Re-blooming variety. 
 Purple Green June-Sept. 15” 18”  - xx 

 Rocket City Large bittersweet orange petals with a burnt orange eye.  The throat and mid-ribs are lighter orange-yellow. 
 Orange Green July 40” 18”  - xx 

 Rosy Returns Rose pink with a deep rose eye zone and yellow throat. Blooms from June to frost. 
 Rose pink Green June-Sept. 14” 18”  - xx 

 Sammy Russel Deep red flowers with orange-yellow throat. 
 Red Green July 36” 18”  - xx 

 South Seas  5", coral-tangerine tepals with a reddish-coral band and yellow throat; very distinctive coloring. Smooth, rounded petals with beautifully ruffled edges. 
Fragrant. Multiple branching with 30-35 buds; rebloomer. 

 Coral Green July-August 30” 18-24”  - xx 

 Strawberry Candy Pink petals with a bright raspberry red eye, orange-gold watermark and a green throat.  Ruffled with red edges.  Long prolific bloomer 
 Pink/raspberry Green July-August 26” 18”  - xx 

 Summer Wine Light wine-red flowers with a yellow throat and ruffled petals. 
 Pale wine- red Green July 24” 18”  - xx 

 Stella de Ore Most popular daylily! Blooms profusely a golden yellow in early summer followed by waves of bloom until fall. 
 Golden yellow Green June-Sept. 15” 18”  xx xx 

 Stella Supreme Features bold lightly-scented buttery yellow trumpet-shaped flowers with yellow throats 
 Yellow Green June-Sept. 14” 18”  - xx 

 

HEMEROCALLIS – Proven Winner(Daylillies) Zone 3 Proven Winner varieties sold in PW pots. 

 Blazing Glory Blazing Glory' has 6" golden yellow flowers with a bold burgundy red eye and matching picotee edge. Where traditional cultivars have picotee edges 
that bleed or fade, 'Blazing Glory' remains consistent with a wide margin that extends the length of the petal. 

 Yellow/Red Green July-August. 32” 18”  - xx 

 Blood Sweat and Tears 'Blood, Sweat and Tears' is aptly named to reference the years of hard work by renowned breeder Karol Emmerich to find a truly exceptional red 
daylily. Massive 6" raspberry red flowers are complemented by a wide rosy pink eye that leads to a yellow throat. A thin white margin edges each 
petal. Flowers are held on proportionate scapes, just above the foliage.  

 Raspberry Green July-August. 28” 18”  - xx 

  Lake of Fire The enormous 7" flower is apricot orange with an incredibly wide, orange red eye. Along the ruffled edge is a matching orange red picotee edge with a 
razor thin golden yellow margin.  

 Apricot orange Green July-August. 24” 18”  - xx 

 Orange Smoothie  4" wide, orange mango petals with a light rose band, pink mid-rib, and green throat. The flower scapes have well-branched, 4-way scapes and upwards 
near 32 buds per scape, packing quite a punch with its flower performance. The diamond dusting will dazzle you as it sparkles in direct sun. Flowers 
are cookie-cutter consistent in form and color and we have observed excellent rebloom. 

 Peach-orange Green July-August. 24” 18”  - xx 

 Ruby Spider  Gigantic 9”, dark ruby red flowers are classified as “unusual form-spatulate” since the petals are long and spoon-shaped.  The petals open very wide 
and flat, displaying the large, golden yellow throat and matching midribs nicely.  

  Red Green July-August. 34” 18”  - xx 

 Sound of My Heart This daylily from Walters Gardens hybridizer Chris Meyer (of 'Going Bananas' fame) has taken over a decade to reach critical mass in production 
and has outperformed a ruthless selection process. 5", pastel pink flowers have a very wide, wine purple eye with a matching purple picotee edge on the 
ruffled margins. Petals open flat, maximizing the floral display. 

  Purple Green July-August. 28” 18”  - xx 

 Storm Shelter This stunning, high quality, tetraploid produces 5 inch wide, mauve colored blossoms with an enormous deep eggplant purple eye that extends to nearly 
the edge of the petals. Piecrust edges have a wide picotee margin that matches the eggplant color of the eye zone. The flowers boast heavy substance that 
stands up to adverse weather. Rounded petals and flower form complete the package. The rich color saturation of the flower make this daylily a can't 
miss! 

 Purple/mauve Green July-August 24” 18”  - xx 
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HEMEROCALLIS – Specimen (Daylillies) Zone 3 These hardy perennials have large and attractive blooms that are similar to lily flowers. 

They are very easy to grow, many of the forms are tolerant of almost total neglect and will still be seen thriving in a neglected garden long after most of the other cultivated perennial species have 
been choked out by the invading native plants. All parts of the plants are edible though it is the flowers that are most frequently used. Daylilies also have a number of other uses and, all in all, 
deserve to become a standard plant in edible and ornamental gardens. 
 Be Fruitful and Multiply  This mid-size daylily will bring a bounty of blooms to your garden. 5½" ruffled flowers are light purple with dark wine-purple eyes and matching thin 

edges. The color contrasts well with a bright green throat that really pops. 
 Purple Green July 30” 18”  - xx 

 Bela Lugosi One of the best purple daylilies. Outstanding saturated purple bloom with lime green throat. Non fading. Heavily budded and well branched. 
 Purple Green July 33” 18”  - xx 

 Chicago Apache Intense scarlet red loosely ruffled petals with a small yellow watermark and green throat.  Non-fading. 
 Scarlet red Green July 30” 18”  - xx 

 Custard Candy Reblooming, designer daylily has light creamy-yellow trumpets with plum band around a yellow-green throat; pretty ruffled blooms 
 Cream/plum Green July 20” 18”  - xx 

 Daring Deception Dusty pink blooms with a deep purple eye, ruffled picotee edging and bright green throat are not only striking, but also outstanding performers. By the 
third year, each plant will produce up to 500 blooms per season! Rebloomer. 

 Pink Green June-Sept. 24” 18”  - xx 

 Funny Valentine Here's a great large-flowered red daylily with foliage that looks attractive all season long.  This breeder selects for superb foliage, and it shows in the 
beautifully arching, dark blue-green foliage of this variety.  Sunfast rose red, ruffled flowers with a bright green throat are produced on 4-way branched 
scapes, up to 25 buds per scape. 

 Red Green July-August 24” 18”  - xx 

 Joan Senior Creamy white with a large pale-yellow watermark and a soft green throat.  Slightly ruffled.  Excellent bud count and branching. 
 White Green July 30” 18”  - xx 

 Little Grapette Miniature, light grape-purple flowers with a green throat. 
 Purple Green July 10-12” 18”  - xx 

 Precious de Ore A striking dense clump of grassy foliage with upright stems of 4" white flowers with a yellow-green throat. Rebloomer. 
 White Green June-July 15” 18”  - xx 

 Red Hot Returns Large blooms (5 inch) of rich true red with a contrasting lemon-yellow throat. Repeats constantly from June to frost. 
  Red Green June-Sept. 20” 18”  - xx 

 Ruby Stella Ruby, yellow throat, 20” flower scapes, 3” blooms. 
  Red Green June-Sept. 14” 18”  - xx 

 Stella in Red Deep red flowers with navy edging and yellow centre 
 Red Green July-August 14-18” 18”  - xx 

 

HEUCHERA Americana Hybrids (Coral Bells)  Zone 4   Hybrid Coral Bells offer the gardener a tremendous new range of foliage 

colours, especially for shady areas.  Use to add colour and texture to any bed or container.  Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is 
the foliage height. 
  Black Taffeta Large, glossy, ruffled, black leaves. 
 Pink Purple-Black May-June 12” (21”) 15”  - xx 

  Cherry Cola Front of the border charm with lovely red brown leaves and rust- cherry red flowers. 'Cherry Cola' performs all year round.  

 Red Red Brown  June-July 6” (18”) 14”  - xx 

 Dale’s Strain Unique silver-blue marbled foliage accented by white flowers on long panicles in the spring 
 White  Silver-blue June-July 12” (30”) 18”  xx xx 

 Electric Lime Dramatic lime tinted foliage sports red veins in cool temperatures. Large leaves create full, mounding plants. As a bonus, clusters of dainty white 
flowers appear on spikes above the foliage in the spring. Heat and humidity tolerant. 

 White  Lime June-July 16” (30”) 18”  - xx 

 Forever Purple It forms a mound of glossy, purple leaves with fluted edges year-round. Short sprays of purple-pink flowers appear in summer. Sturdy in habit and 
vigorous. 

 Pink  Purple June-July 12” (18”) 14”  - xx 

 Forever Red The cut, softly ruffled leaves are considered the reddest ever. The best red colour will be in cooler temperatures spring and fall. Spikes of small, white 
flowers appear in mid summer. Vigorous grower. 

 White  Red June-July 12”(18”) 18”  - xx 

 Frosted Violet  Emerges deep maroon purple, maturing to deep plum purple.  Fine hairs cover foliage giving them a ‘frosted’ looked.  Colour intensifies in fall. 
 Pink  Plum-purple June-July 20”(30”) 18”  - xx 

 Lime Marmalade  Frosted, ruffled leaves are a shocking lime green.  Great in containers. 
 White Lime green June-July 8”(17”) 14”  - xx 

 Lime Ruffles A vigorous mound with very large and ruffled lime green leaves with a frosty white overlay. 
 White Lime green June-July 10”(18”) 14”  - xx 

 Marmalade  Shiny, undulating leaves in shades of peach and honey with bright purple undersides.  Red buds open to white flowers 
 White  Orange-peach June-July 10”(16”) 12”  - xx 
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HEUCHERA Americana Hybrids (Coral Bells)  Zone 4   Hybrid Coral Bells offer the gardener a tremendous new range of foliage 

colours, especially for shady areas.  Use to add colour and texture to any bed or container.  Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is 
the foliage height. 
 Northern Exposure Series Richly coloured, round mounded leaves with attractive short flower stalks. 

                  Amber Cream  Amber orange June-July 14”(20”) 18”  - xx 

Black White Black May-Oct. 10”(28”) 23”  - xx 

Lime Red  Lime June-July 16”(22”) 18”  - xx 

Purple Pink  Purple June-July 16”(22”) 18”  - xx 

Red Green  Red June-July 16”(22”) 18”  - xx 

Silver Pink  
Silver/burgundy 

June-July 16”(22”) 18”  - xx 

 Obsidian  Deep purplish-black leaves have a polished glassy lustre.  Undersides are shiny and deep purple. Smoky purple buds and cream flowers 
 Cream  Purple-black June-July 10”(18”) 12”  - xx 

 Pink Panther Semi-glossy leaves emerge metallic pink and mature to a dark berry pink with darker veins. 
 Pink Pink-Purple June-July 10”(28”) 16”  - xx 

 Plum Pudding  Rich plum-purple leaves with a shimmering metallic finish. Sprays of creamy flowers appear in June. 
 Cream  Plum-purple June-July 8”(25”) 14”  - xx 

 Primo ‘Peachberry Ice’ Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. Large 4½-5", apricot orange leaves have a silver overlay. Its beautifully pronounced 
ruffling reveals bright pink undersides of the leaves. The bright orange color is most pronounced in the spring with newly emerging foliage, over 
the warmer months the color mellows. Burgundy stems hold airy, cream flowers. 

 Cream orange June-July 8”(18”) 15”  - xx 

 Primo ‘Mahogany 
Monster’ 

Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. Massive glossy, mahogany red leaves form a substantial clump of foliage. Slightly ruffled 
leaves can grow up to 6 inches wide. The flower stems are proportionate to the size of the clump: very thick, burgundy stems hold masses of 
light pink buds with cream flowers. Although the color is consistent throughout the season, older leaves become copperier with age. 

 Lt.Pink  Mahogany Red June-July 8”(20”) 18”  - xx 

 Primo ‘Wild Rose’ Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. Forms a dense habit of large, bright rosy purple leaves with deep charcoal gray veining. 
The prominent dark veining really causes the foliage color pop, making it a great choice for shade. 

 Rose Purple June-July 10”(18”) 15”  - xx 

 Red Dragon An impressive red Heuchera consisting of massive heavily textured leaves. 5-7" wide burgundy red leaves have a coppery finish with newly 
expanding leaves showing a silvery overlay. White flowers on tall scapes. Site in loose, well-drained soil for the best performance. 

 White Burgundy June-July 12”(26”) 18”  - xx 

 Silver Scrolls Rounded leaves are silver and burgundy in spring, deepening to silver and near black later in the season. Sprays of ivory-pink flowers appear 
in late spring, held on beet-red stems. 

 Ivory-pink Silver-bronze June-July 10”(14”) 18”  - xx 

 Timeless Series  The Timeless Collection boasts different colors such as purple, yellow, black, and silver. Each has a reblooming flower performance like their 
predecessor with similar sizes for ease in combination. 

  Berry Timeless A myriad of light pink flowers which age to a deeper rose red are produced in tight wands on 18-20” scapes. 
 Lt Pink Purple-Black June-July 7” (20”) 16”  - xx 

  Timeless Glow Chartreuse yellow foliage has a silver overlay and matures to lime green. Foliage color is best in partial sunlight, and greener in full shade. 
Intense, rich rose pink flowers contrast beautifully with the bright foliage.  

 Rose-pink Chartreuse June-July 7” (20”) 16”  - xx 

  Timeless Grape Shiny, dark purple leaves with charcoal veining. Bright rosy pink flowers are produced on dark purple stems. Flower height is proportionate to 
the size of the plant. 

 Rose Purple June-July 10” (20”) 16”  - xx 

  Timeless Night Deep black leaves form a compact mound of foliage. Beautiful medium pink flowers are held on dark pink calyxes. 
 Pink Black June-July 7” (20”) 16”  - xx 

 

HEUCHERA Micrantha (Coral Bells)  Zone 3   Propagation by seed. 

 Palace Purple Perennial Plant of the Year 1991!  Maple-shaped leaves, range in colour from deep olive green to purplish-bronze with amethyst purple 
undersides.  

 Cream  Purple-brown June-July 12”(20”) 14”  xx xx 
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HEUCHERA Villosa Hybrids (Coral Bells)  Zone 4   Hybrid Coral Bells offer the gardener a tremendous new range of foliage 

colours, especially for shady areas.  Use to add colour and texture to any bed or container.  Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number 
outside is the foliage height. Villosa hybrids are more heat and humidity tolerant.  Tend to be more hardy then other hybrids 
  Caramel A robust grower with fuzzy, bright yellow-orange foliage with purple undersides.  Much brighter than Amber Waves and great plant habit.  
 Cream  Orange-yellow June-July 12”(14”) 16”  - xx 

 Dolce Black Pearl Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. Forms an incredibly dense habit of shiny, jet black leaves with scalloped, ruffled edges. 
Each 4-4½” leaf has rosy purple undersides, revealed with the intense ruffling of the leaves. Oldest leaves have a slight silver overlay. To top it 
off, ‘Black Pearl’ keeps its intense black color even in full sun, instead of bleaching to brown. White flowers with pink calyxes appear in 
midsummer (requires vernalization). 

 White Black June-July 10”(18”) 18”  - xx 

 Dolce Silver Gumdrop Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. It has vibrant pink flowers instead of the typical white or cream. Match it with its silver, 
iridescent leaves with a semi-glossy finish and you have a winning combination. A smaller scale Heuchera, the perfect size for a container. Its 
silver leaves take on a rosy blush overtone later in the season for additional interest. 

 Pink silver June-July 8”(22”) 12”  - xx 

 Dolce Wildberry 2023 Proven Winners National Perennial of the Year! Proven Winner variety sold in ‘PW’ pots. Intense, large, 
scalloped purple leaves with have charcoal veins. Dark stems hold rosy pink calyxes and white flowers 

 White Purple June-July 10”(26”) 16”  - xx 

 Grape Expectations Forms a dense, upright mound of broad, thick, and durable, vibrant grape purple leaves with black veins.  Holds colour well then develops a 
bright silver overlay in the heat of summer. 

 Cream-white Purple  June-July 12”(34”) 24”  - xx 

 Lemon Love Slightly ruffled, chartreuse leaves that are less prone to burning compared to other Heucheras in this colour.  
 White Lime green June-July 10-14” 28-32”  - xx 

 Mega Caramel Supersized foliage in caramel-tines that transition to creamy golden hues. Pronounced veining gives the leaves a quilted appearance. Red buds 
open into while buds. 

 White Gold-orange June-August 18-20” 24-28”  - xx 

 

HEUCHERELLA (Foamy Bells)  Zone 4  A hybrid between Heuchera and Tiarella.  The resulting hybrids retain the best of each genus- the 

foliage colour of Heuchera with the leaf shapes of Tiarella.  Best if planted in morning sun and afternoon shade.  Excellent planted in woodland gardens. 
 Pink Revolution Bright green leaves with burgundy veins with bubble gum-pink flowers. 
 Pink Green June 12”(20”) 18”  - xx 

 Plum Cascade Trailing purple foliage masked with a silver veil. Small pink flowers in summer 
 Pink Purple June 10”(12”) 32”  - xx 

 Pumpkin Spice Bronze red leaves emerge in late spring and hold their colour well into early summer.  Each lobed leaf has deep mahogany centers that follow the 
veins of the leaf. Dark red stems hold cream flowers 

 White Mahogany June 8”(16”) 15”  - xx 

 Solar Power The lobed yellow gold to lime green leaves are splattered with deep red. It forms a large mound of color in part shade or shade. This 
Heucherella takes higher light levels than any yellow Heuchera or Heucherella.  When grown in full shade it stays lime green with splatters of 
deep red. 

 White Yellow June 12”(20”) 16”  - xx 
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HIBISCUS (Rose Mallow)  Zone 4  Hibiscus is a warm season plant and does not grow until the soil is warm therefore patience is required in the spring 

for this beauty to wake up – in southern Ontario is approximately mid –June.  Excellent in the sunny border with large Alliums which die back just as the hibiscus is starting to grow. 
 Airbrush Effects The beautiful art deco pattern of this Hardy Hibiscus looks like it has been spray painted. 8-8½", vibrant pink flowers with salmon tones 

have an airbrushed central white halo and a small dark red eye. Overlapping petals create a three-dimensional look to the flowers. The rich, 
dark green foliage forms a compact habit. Lots of flower buds translates to a long season of bloom. 

 Pink Green August-Sept. 48” 36”  - xx 

 Blackberry Merlot  8" rich, deep velvety red flowers are produced above a tight, upright habit of deep green leaves.  
 Deep Red Green August-Sept. 48” 36”  - xx 

 Luna Pink Swirl Large 6-8in pink picotee blooms with a dark eye on a bushy plant. 
 Pink Green August-Sept. 24-36” 24”  xx - 

 Luna Red Large 6-8in red blooms on a bushy plant. 
 Red Green August-Sept. 24-36” 24”  xx - 

 Luna Rose Large 6-8in rose blooms on a bushy plant. 
 Rose Green August-Sept. 24-36” 24”  xx - 

 Mars Madness Dark olive-green leaves have copper highlights, with the newest leaves emerging coppery purple. The large, maple-like leaves are broadly smooth 
and form a full, billowy habit. Huge 6-8” flowers open flat and are magenta red in color, more on the pink side of the spectrum than 
‘Cranberry Crush’. Each flower has a small, darker red halo with overlapping petals and deeply impressed veins. Flowers are produced from 
the top to the bottom of the plant, rather than only at the top like some older cultivars. 

 Red Green August-Sept. 48” 60”  - xx 

 Midnight Marvel Huge deep scarlet-red flowers, over a bushy clump of deep wine-purple foliage 
 Red Bronze August-Sept. 36-48” 36”  - xx 

 Plum Crazy Dinner plate-sized blooms of 10” across are an unusual shade of lavender-plum with purple veining. Plum-coloured leaves resemble maple leaf 
 Lavender-plum Green/purple August-Sept. 48” 36”  - xx 

 Starry Starry Night Incredibly dark, near-black, broad, maple-like leaves form an upright clump in the landscape. Interesting 7-8” flowers are pale pink with 
darker pink speckling and veining. The flowers are held on bright green carpels, which contrast nicely with the dark foliage. Flowers are 
produced from the top to the bottom of the plant, rather than only at the top like some older cultivars. 

 Pink Black August-Sept. 42” 42”  - xx 

 Summer in Paradise Truly delivers with its refined habit and attractive, large flowers and floriferous performance. Deep red buds open to 7-8” hot cerise red flowers. 
Medium green, maple-like leaves are accented by olive green edges that quickly fill in the habit to keep it appearing full and refined. Flowers are 
produced from the top to the bottom of the plant, rather than only at the top like some older cultivars. Use in place of a shrub in your garden. 

 Red Green August-Sept. 36-42” 42”  - xx 

 Vintage Wine  Near black buds open to huge 7in, scarlet red flowers.  Dark green heart shaped leaves form a densely upright columnar clump.  Late blooming. 
 Red  Green August-Sept. 48” 36”  - xx 

 

HIBISCUS (Rose Mallow) Proven Winner varieties Zone 4  All Sold in Proven Winner Pots.  Their large stature and 

dinner plate sized blossoms make them the talk of the neighborhood from midsummer to early fall as they flaunt their tropical looking blossoms. Hummingbirds and pollinating bees are 
attracted to the colorful flowers, but deer typically pass them by.  Not available for sale until mid June. 
 Ballet Slippers This hardy perennial fits the need of providing a Hibiscus lineup with near-white blooms. Huge 7” wide, ruffled flowers are white with a deep 

red eye. The edges of the petals are edged with blush pink. Combined with the heavily overlapping petals, this creates a pinwheel effect on the 
flowers. Attractive, healthy leaves are bright green with slightly serrated edges. A polished, upright habit and extremely high bud count with 
good axillary branching ensures that this Hibiscus will have a longer season of color, from late summer through early fall. Flowers are produced 
from the top to the bottom of the plant, rather than just at the top like some other cultivars.  

 White/red eye Green August-Sept. 48” 48”  - xx 

 Berry Awesome 2019 Proven Winners National Perennial of the Year.  Huge 7-8” wide lavender pink flowers and red eye, with contrasting deep 
midnight green foliage. Flowers are produced from the top to the bottom of the plant, rather than just at the top like some other cultivars. The 
foliage forms the perfect habit and will be ready to show off from late summer into early fall.  

 Pink Midnight-Green August-Sept. 48” 48”  - xx 

 Edge of Night At only 3-3½' tall, this is our most compact Hibiscus to date. 7-8" bubble-gum pink flowers have overlapping petals and darker pink veining 
for a dramatic 3D effect. Jet black foliage is the darkest we've seen on a Hibiscus and contrasts nicely with the green flower calyxes and red 
veining and petioles.  

 Pink Black August-Sept. 36” 48”  - xx 

 Holy Grail There's a whole lot to love about this plant, beginning with its incredible dark, near-black foliage of beautiful, oval shaped leaves. Rich, deep 
red flowers are enormous at 8-9" across. The red and black colors perfectly complement each other. As an added bonus, once the flowers are 
finished, bright green calyxes starkly contrast the dark foliage.  

 Red Black August-Sept. 48” 48”  - xx 

 Spinderella Large, 8" white flowers have medium pink accented edges and a dark red eye. Dark green leaves form a tidy, dense, and well-rounded habit 
that will fit perfectly as the centerpiece of your garden. The impeccable habit is a great improvement over other varieties of this flower type. 

 Pink/white Green August-Sept. 48” 48”  - xx 
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HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Standard ⚫ Zone 3  One of the most popular perennial for the shade gardens. Hostas offer an amazing palette of colours, 

sizes and textures.  They can be used in beds or containers. .  Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is the foliage height. 
 August Moon Brilliant gold to chartreuse leaves.  Tolerates full sun which will intensify the gold colour.  Corrugated leaves. 
 Pale lavender Gold  July-August 20”(24”) 30”  - xx 

 Fortunei ‘Albo picta’ The center of the leaf emerges a fairly bright cream-green colour in spring and fades to a golden green with a green edge. 
 Lavender Two tone green July-August 20”(40”) 36”  - xx 

 Fortunei 
‘Aureomarginata’ 

Spinach green leaves with a hint of blue and deep golden yellow margins.  Leaves are broadly ovate and slightly puckered.  

 Lavender Green/gold July-August 20”(40”) 36”  - xx 

 Francee Medium to dark green somewhat glossy leaves have narrow white margins.  Forms a wide, low mound of foliage perfect for edging. 
 Lavender Green/white July-August 14”(30”) 36”  - xx 

 Halycon Leaves are frosty blue-green and pointed. Foliage has a heavy substance and is slug resistant. 
 Pale violet-blue Blue-green July 18”(28”) 24”  - xx 

 Royal Standard Forms a very large mound of glossy, wavy, green leaves.  Fragrant white flowers.  Sun and drought tolerant. 
 White Green July 26”(40”) 36”  - xx 

 Sieboldiana ‘Elegans’ Huge blue-grey rounded leaves measure 10X9 inches.  They become heavily textures and corrugated as they mature.  Slow to establish.  
 White Blue-gray July 20”(34”) 48”   xx 

 Undulata Albo Marginata Medium green leaves have wavy white margins.  May lose its variegation temporarily in containers in the hottest part of summer. 
 Pale lavender White/green July 18”(40”) 30”  - xx 

 Undulata Variegated 
(Medio Picta) 

Wavy leaves have white centres and wide irregular, green margins. They twist and tip. May lose its variegation temporarily in containers in the 
hottest part of summer. 

            Lilac White/green July 15”(38”) 30”  - xx 

 

HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Premium ⚫ Zone 3  One of the most popular perennial for the shade gardens. Hosta offer an amazing palette of colours, 

sizes and textures.  They can be used in beds or containers. Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is the foliage height. 
 Blue Angel Large, blue-green leaves of heavy substance form a huge mound.  Excellent slug resistance. 
 White Blue-green July 36”(48’) 36”  - xx 

 Big Daddy Chalky-blue leaves are rounded, cupped and puckered at maturity. 
 Pale lavender Blue July 24”(30”) 36”   xx 

 Fragrant Blue One of the few blue Hosta with fragrant flowers.  Chalky blue, heart-shaped leaves have a beautiful smooth texture. 
 Light lavender Blue June-July 18”(22”) 36”   xx 

 Francis Williams Giant, blue-green leaves with very wide, chartreuse to yellow margins.  Leaves are leathery corrugated, and slug resistant. 
 White Green/yellow July 22”(30”) 36”   xx 

 Gold Standard Forms a large mound of leaves with dark green margins and light green centres which turn gold by summer. 
 Pale lavender Gold/green July 20”(30”) 30”   xx 

 Golden Tiara Small, heart-shaped, medium green leaves have wide, chartreuse margins that turn gold in sun.  Compact grower. 
 Purple Green/yellow July 15”(24”) 20”   xx 

 Krossa Regal Frosted blue-green leaves and a graceful vase-like habit.  Leaves are wavy and good substance.  Excellent background plant. 
 Lavender Blue-green July 40”(60”) 36”   xx 

 Minuteman A stunning selection.  Dark green cupped leaves with wide pure white margins.  Sport of ‘Francee’ 
 Pale lavender Green/white June-July 18”(24”) 36”   xx 

 Patriot 1997 Hosta of the Year! Dark green leaves with wide, crisp white, jetting margins.   
 Lavender Green/white July 22”(30”) 30”   xx 

 So Sweet  1996 Hosta of the Year! This mid-sized selection produces a medium-large mound of glossy, deep green leaves with creamy-yellow margins 
that lighten to white as the season progresses. In late summer, very fragrant pale lavender to white flowers appear. 

 Pale lavender Green/yellow July-August 18”(28”) 35”   xx 

 Wide Brim Nicely mounded leaves are dark green with wide, irregular margins of buttery yellow.  Prefers full shade. 
 Pale lavender Green/yellow July-August 16”(24”) 30”   xx 
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HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Specimen ⚫ Zone 3 One of the most popular perennials for the shade gardens. Hosta offer an amazing palette of colours, 

sizes and textures.  They can be used in beds or containers. Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is the foliage height. 
 Abiqua Drinking Gourd 2014 Hosta of the Year! Dark green-blue seersuckered leaves with heavy substance display a unique cupped form.  Good slug resistance 
 White Blue-green June-July 18”(22”) 30”   xx 

 Blue Ivory Blue centres and wide creamy-white margins in spring that in summer brighten to white while the leaves deepen to blue-green. A greenish blush 
may appear over the margins in the heat of late summer. 

 Lavender Blue/Ivory July-August 12”(16”) 29”   xx 

 Blue Mammoth Leaves are large, rounded and puckered, powdery blue turning blue-green as the summer progresses. 
 White Blue-green July-August 22”(30”) 70”   xx 

 Blue Mouse Ears 2008 Hosta of the Year! Adorable miniature hosta!  Thick rounded blue-green leaves form a nice round mound. 
 Lavender Blue-green July 8”(12”) 12”   xx 

 Blueberry Muffin A strong and reliable grower.  Long-lasting blue foliage deepens to blue-green late in season.  Forms a medium sized mound of rounded, 
puckered leaves with lavender petioles. 

 Lavender Blue-green July 14”(18”) 24”   xx 

 Brim Cup This smaller selection has deep green, upwardly cupped, lightly corrugated leaves with a wide, streaky white margin. Pale lavender flowers 
appear in midsummer. Suitable also for planting in mixed containers or tubs.  

 Lavender Green/cream July 12”(18”) 24”   xx 

 Brother Stefan 2017 Hosta of the Year! Forms a large clump of thick heavily corrugated, puckered leaves.  Spring leaves are chartreuse with a blue 
margin.  Mature leaves are gold with a green margin. 

 White Gold/blue-
green 

July 20”(24”) 24”   xx 

 Captian Kirk  This midsized selection has thick leaves of golden yellow, with a contrasting wide, streaky border of deep green. Midsummer blooms are 
lavender mauve. Fairly sun tolerant, give morning sun for best colour. A sport of the popular variety ‘Gold Standard'. 

 Lavender Green/yellow July 20”(24”) 35”   xx 

 Cherry Berry This medium-size selection has pointy white leaves, with a distinctive streaky green margin. Pale lavender flowers appear in late summer.  
 Pale lavender Green/cream July 12”(16”) 24”   xx 

 Curly Fries 2016 Hosta of the Year! Curly Fries is perfect for tucking into small spots or for growing in containers and contrasts nicely with blue 
varieties. Plants form an arching mound of wiggly narrow gold leaves. As the plants mature the petioles will develop red specks. For the best 
color locate the plant where it can get a few hours morning sun. 

 Pale lavender Green/cream July 6”(16”) 16”   xx 

 Dancing Queen 2020 Hosta of the Year! Unlike other yellow Hosta which emerge or turn chartreuse, ‘Dancing Queen’ emerges bright yellow and remains 
yellow all season long.  The large leaves have a prominent pie crust edge, adding even more pizzazz to this colorful Hosta.  

 Purple Yellow July-Aug 18”(28”) 30”   xx 

 Dancing with Dragons This beautiful blue hosta positively dances when you look at it. Heart-shaped leaves have margins that are heavily rippled and give the hosta an 
overall wavy appearance. As an added bonus, 'Dancing with Dragons' holds its beautiful blue color throughout the season. Near white flowers 
top the habit in late summer. 

 Lavender Blue July 18”(25”) 40”   xx 

 Deep Blue Sea Thick, rick dark blue leaves that turn shiny green in late summer. Rich lavender flowers in late July that don’t always open. Slow growing 
 Lavender Blue July 15”(20”) 34”   xx 

 Dream Queen Beautiful contrast of blue and yellow on these corrugated and slightly cupped leaves.  
 White Blue/yellow July 20”(18”) 36”   xx 

 Drop Dead Gorgeous A beautifully variegated large, majestic hosta. Large, ovate leaves have green centers with brightly contrasting yellow margins. The margins are 
heavily rippled and give the leaves a lightly wavy overall effect. White flowers appear above the foliage in midsummer.  

 White green/yellow July 30”(41”) 86”   xx 

 Earth Angel 2009 Hosta of the Year! A sport of Blue Angel.  Large, heart shaped blue-green leaves with wide, creamy white margins that are creamy 
yellow in spring.  

 Pale Lavender BlueGreencream July 48”(48”) 48”   xx 

 Fire and Ice Small, twisting white leaves with a dark green margin. Reverse of Patriot. 
 Lavender Green/white July 18”(20”) 24”   xx 

 Fire Island Brilliant yellow leaves with rippled margins emerge on red petioles in spring.  Red extends from petiole base up into the leaves.  Foliage darkens 
to chartreuse in summer.  Vigorous grower. 

 Lavender Chartreuse July 12”(18”) 24”   xx 

 First Frost 2010 Hosta of the Year! Intense blue-green leaves with margins of gold in spring, turning to pure white.  Foliage holds up well until the 
first frost. 

 Light lavender Blue/gold July 16”(28”) 30”   xx 

 Fragrant Bouquet 1998 Hosta of the Year! Broad leaves with pointed tips are light apple-green with pale yellow to cream margins.  Forms a very sizable 
mound.  Large fragrant flowers 

 White Green/cream July 20”(36”) 48”   xx 

 Ginko Craig Funnel-shaped purple flowers over top of narrow dark green leaves with grey streaks and white margins. 
 Purple Green/White July 10”(24”) 18”   xx 

 Great Expectations Thick leaves with wide, irregular, blue-green margins.  Creamy yellow to white centre with green jetting towards the centre. 
 White Blue 

green/cream 
June-July 20”(24”) 36-48”   xx 

 Guacamole 2002 Hosta of the Year! Huge, apple green leaves develop dark green margins and brighter gold centres in summer.  Large, fragrant, pale 
lavender flowers 

 Pale lavender Green/gold August 22”(36”) 36-48”   xx 
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HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Specimen ⚫ Zone 3 One of the most popular perennials for the shade gardens. Hosta offer an amazing palette of colours, 

sizes and textures.  They can be used in beds or containers. Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is the foliage height. 
 Happy Dayz Leaves have yellow centres and darker green margins. Similar to ‘Ornge Marmalade’ but with wider and more blue-green margins. Light 

lavender flowers in midsummer. 
 Pale lavender Green/gold July 18”(32”) 28”   xx 

 Island Breeze A sport of ‘Paradise Island’. The improvements in this cultivar include more impressive variegation due to its wider margins, thicker leaf 
substance, and a strong growth rate. Wide, dark green margins stand in sharp contrast to the bright yellow centers in early spring.  As summer 
approaches, the centers become more chartreuse when plants are grown in heavier shade or lighter yellow if they are grown in more sun. Like 
‘Paradise Island’, this one also has showy red speckled petioles that bleed up into the leaves. Dark lavender flowers appear on reddish green 
scapes in midsummer. 

 Lavender Green/yellow July-August 12”(28”) 18”   xx 

 Ivory Coast A stunning sport of Hosta 'Sagae' with a very wide margin that can turn nearly white when grown in some bright light. It is similar to Hosta 
'Liberty'. 

 Pale lavender Green/cream July 22”(26”) 38”   xx 

 June 2001 Hosta of the Year! Wide, jetting blue-green margins and chartreuse centres in spring.  Centres turn gold in summer. 
 Pale lavender Blu-green/lime July-August 15”(20”) 30”   xx 

 June Fever A nearly all yellow sport of ‘June’ with a very narrow blue-green margin that jets towards the midrib.  Leaves are shiny and good substance.  
Darkens to chartreuse in mid-summer. 

 Lavender Yellow/green July-August 15”(24”) 30”   xx 

 Komodo Dragon Leaves are rounded with a twisted tip, blue-green to gray-green with a rippled edge. It is a vigorous grower that will develop into a huge clump. 
 Lavender Blue-green June-July 26”(30”) 60”   xx 

 Lakeside Paisley Print 2019 Hosta of the Year! This stunning Hosta produces heart-shaped leaves with very wide, wavy, green margins.  The narrow, creamy 
white markings in the center of the leaves shoot out from the cream colored petioles in a feathery pattern.  

 Purple White/green June-July 10”(22”) 22”   xx 

 Liberty 2012 Hosta of the Year! A sport of ‘Sagae’ with wide, jetting, yellow margins which lighten too creamy white. Leaves are of heavy 
substance for good slug resistance. 

 Lavender Blu-gren/cream June-July 26”(40”) 36-48”   xx 

 Loyalist  Textured heart-shaped leaves remain white in colour with showy dark green variegation throughout the season.  Reverse of Patriot. 
 Pale lavender Green/white July 18”(24”) 24”   xx 

 Mini Skirt  This petite and flirty Hosta forms a miniature mound of very wavy, thick, blue-green leaves with creamy yellow margins in spring. In summer, 
the center turns greener, and the edge lightens to creamy white.  Pale lavender flowers with deeper purple stripes appear closely packed together on 
short, very proportionately sized scapes in early to midsummer. 

 Lavender Green/yellow July 5”(7”) 13”   xx 

 Mr. Big This huge specimen selection has thick, quilted blue-green leaves. Near white flowers in August. 
 White Blue August 24”(36”) 50”   xx 

 Old Glory Heart-shaped leaves with golden-yellow centres and irregular 1” wide, dark green margins. 
 Light lavender Green/yellow July 14”(24”) 30-40”   xx 

 Orange Marmalade Leaves emerge all green then quickly develop a yellow centre with a hint of orange and a green margin. 
 Light lavender Green/gold July 17”(26”) 32”   xx 

 Paradigm 2007 Hosta of the Year! Thick gold leaves with jetting blue-green margins; variegation intensifies later in the spring. 
 Light lavender Green/gold July 20”(24”) 36”   xx 

 Paul’s Glory 1999 Hosta of the Year! Leaves are blue-green with a chartreuse centre in spring. By summer, they turn darker green and the centres 
brighten to gold. 

 Pale lavender Green/gold July 25”(40”) 36”   xx 

 Prairie Sky It forms a tight clump of powdery blue, lightly cupped leaves of thick substance and it keeps its showy color all season long. Pale lavender flowers 
top the clump in mid to late summer.  

 Lavender Blue August 14”(36”) 18”   xx 

 Praying Hands Hosta of the Year 2011! Upright, narrow, tightly folded leaves resemble hands folded in prayed.  The dark green leaves are heavily rippled 
with very thin, gold margins. 

 Lavender Green August 16”(18”) 24”   xx 

 Rainbows End Hosta of the Year 2021! This unique Hosta exhibits incredibly variegated, shiny foliage. The bright yellow leaves of good substance have 
dark green margins that jet into the center, and the center brightens to creamy white in summer 

 Purple Green/gold July 11”(19”) 21”   xx 

 Rainforest Sunrise Hosta of the year 2013!  Leaves emerge light green, then quickly develop dark green margins and a radiant gold centre.  As they mature, 
the thick leaves become lightly cupped and heavily puckered. 

 Pale lavender Green/gold July 8”(18”) 20”   xx 

 Regal Splendor Hosta of the year 2003!  Frosty blue leaves with wavy, narrow, creamy yellow to ivory margins.  Vase-like plant habit. 
 Lavender Blue July-August 36”(72”) 36-48”   xx 

 Revolution Dark green leaves have large, cream centers with soft green speckling in the spring; speckles darken by midsummer. Best color is achieved in 
open shade. Leaves are of heavy substance, possibly a tetraploid. Lavender, tubular flowers are borne on 22" scapes in midsummer. 

 Lavender Blue July-August 18”(22”) 30”   xx 

 Sagae Hosta of the Year 2000! Huge, wavy, frosted blue-green leaves with yellow to creamy with margins. 
 Lavender Blu-

green/cream 
August 28”(45”) 48”   xx 
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HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Specimen ⚫ Zone 3 One of the most popular perennials for the shade gardens. Hosta offer an amazing palette of colours, 

sizes and textures.  They can be used in beds or containers. Please note for height – the number in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is the foliage height. 
 Silly String This unique hosta has narrow blue leaves with intensely wavy margins. The leaves are the most blue in spring; as the season progresses the 

leaves become more blue-green. Pale purple flowers top the plant for a perfect package. Perfect for containers or the front of the shade garden. 
 Purple  Blue July 14”(20”) 28”   xx 

 Silver Bullet Like a giant 'Blue Mouse Ears', 'Silver Bullet' creates a densely packed clump of very thick, rounded blue leaves. The thick foliage provides 
great slug resistance. Near white flowers are held just above the foliage. While this technically meets the classification of a medium-sized Hosta, 
the landscape presence is more in accordance with a small Hosta. 

 White Blue August 11”(12”) 20”   xx 

 Stained Glass Hosta of the year 2006!  Huge, brilliant gold leaves with wide, dark green margins.  Large fragrant lavender flowers.  Sun tolerant. 
 Pale lavender Gold/green August 15”(30”) 36-48”   xx 

 Sum and Substance Hosta of the year 2004!  A giant Hosta.  Leaf colour varies with sun exposure from light green to chartreuse to gold.  Slug resistant.  
Sun tolerant. 

 Pale lavender Green July-August 36”(48”) 48-72”   xx 

 Sun Power Large chartreuse to gold leaves, with lavender flowers in mid summer.  
 Lilac Green/Gold July-August 32”(48”) 47-59”   xx 

 Sunny Halcyon This selection is a form of ‘Halcoyn’ with gold, heart-shaped leaves.  
 Lavender Yellow July-August 18”(28”) 24”   xx 

 Thunderbolt Leaves have very wide, blue-green margins and a narrow, creamy white centre. Very striking! 
 Cream Blu-

green/cream 
July 18”(26”) 30”   xx 

 Touch of Class Blue leaves with striking yellow-gold centres and green jetting.  The leaves are of heavy substance and more upright than ‘June’. 
 Lavender Blue/gold July 16”(22”) 24”   xx 

 Twilight This terrific specimen selection has thick green leaves with a stunning creamy-yellow edge. Pale lavender flowers appear in July. 
 Lavender Green/gold July 22”(28”) 32”   xx 

 Victory Hosta of the year 2015!  This sport of ‘Elatior’ has shiny green leaves with wide cream margins. These very large thick leaves are held 
upright as they emerge and form a massive mound when mature.  Absolutely stunning Hosta that should be used as a specimen plant where it 
can be appreciated! Near white flowers appear on very tall scapes.  

 White Green/cream July 32”(54”) 40”   xx 

 Whirlwind Dark green, jetting margins surround a cream-gold centre which darkens to green in late summer. Forms a unique upright, wavy mound. 
 Lavender Green/gold July-August 20”(30”) 36”   xx 

 White Feather  This miniature selection has unusual, pointed ivory-cream leaves when they first emerge, later developing green stripes. Lavender flowers appear 
in early summer.  

 Lavender Ivory-cream July-August 8”(12”) 18”   xx 

 Wiggles & Squiggles  A unique looking Hosta that lives up to its fun name! Bright yellow leaves are very long and thin and notable for their incredibly wavy 
margins. It forms a low, wide habit that really highlights the "wiggly" edges. Leaves will be more chartreuse green in more shade: for best yellow 
color, plant in a site with morning sun and afternoon shade. Lavender flowers.   

 Lavender Chartreuse July-August 8”(18”) 24”   xx 

 Wild Imagination This wild looking blue Hosta creates a sizeable mound of narrow twisted and ruffled leaves. Exceptionally large plant for a strap-leaf Hosta. 
Compared with recent new introduction 'Silly String', this plant is more than twice the size. Lavender flowers. 

 Lavender Blue July-August 22”(24”) 48”   xx 
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HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Specimen – Proven Winner! Varieties⚫ Zone 3 All Sold in Proven Winner Pots One of 

the most popular perennials for the shade gardens. Hostas offer an amazing palette of colours, sizes and textures.  They can be used in beds or containers. Please note for height – the number 
in brackets is the height of the bloom scapes, the number outside is the foliage height. 

 Autumn Frost This striking Hosta forms a medium sized mound of showy, frosty blue leaves with extra wide, bright yellow margins. The margins lighten to 
creamy white and light lavender flowers are produced in summer. 

 Lavender Blue/yellow July-August 12”(20”) 20”   xx 

 Coast to Coast This giant, solid gold Hosta makes a striking specimen. Emerges chartreuse yellow, then turns lighters gold in summer.  Thick puckered wavy 
leaves form an upright vase-shaped clump.   

 Pale lavender Green/cream July 24”(36”) 30”   xx 

 Empress Wu Very large Hosta!!  Huge, thick, dark green deeply veined leaves form a massive upright clump.  Pale reddish violet flowers.  
 Violet Green July 48”(48”) 48”   xx 

 Etched Glass This sport of 'Stained Glass' has wider margins and thicker leaves than the parent. Very wide, dark green margins contrast with a bright, 
brilliant yellow margin. Between the margin and the centers is a light green pattern. Margins have puckering when the plant is mature. Very large 
and fragrant, near-white flowers appear in late summer. 

 White Green/yellow July 18”(36”) 36”   xx 

 Love Story This Hosta will be a part of your garden "love story." Long heart-shaped leaves have medium green margins with chartreuse jetting that bleeds 
into creamy white centers. The medio-variegation extends from leaf tip to the petiole, flaring at the base of the leaf. A gentle piecrust wave edges 
each leaf. Tall scapes hold large clusters of tubular white flowers in early summer, creating a Hosta that can be enjoyed for its foliage and flowers. 

 White Green/yellow July 14”(22”) 36”   xx 

 Seducer This Hosta forms a large mound of dark green leaves with a chartreuse to gold margin and a trace of white between the centre and margin. 
Summer heat draws out the unique coloration. Near-white flowers. 

 White Green/lime July 24”(40”) 30”   xx 

 Shadowland ‘Diamond 
Lake’ 

Hosta of the Year 2022! Attractive, heart-shaped, thick and heavily corrugated blue leaves have wavy margins. Pale lavender flowers float 
on top of these leaves in summer.  

 Pale lavender Blue July 17” 45”   xx 

 Voices in the Wind This beautiful variegated hosta will catch your eye with its sophisticated beauty. Blue-green wedge-shaped leaves have very ruffled, creamy yellow 
margins. Pale lavender flowers appear in mid to late summer. 

 Lavender Blue 
green/cream  

July-August 17”(24”) 45”   xx 

 Waterslide Wavy, ruffled leaves with heavy substance. The blue, rippled leaves look like water splashing in the shade garden, and hold their blue color well 
into the summer season. 

 Purple Blue July-August 14”(17”) 18”   xx 

 Wheee  Extremely ruffled, cream-colored margins extend from the tip of each green leaf all the way down the petiole to the crown.  This ruffled margin is 
evident even in the juvenile stage of the plant before vernalization.  The leaves of this medium sized Hosta are of excellent substance, making them 
slug resistant in the landscape.  

 Purple Green/gold July-August 15”(24”) 24”   xx 

 Wu-la-la Blue-green leaves have striking apple-green margins. Violet flowers in summer. Will take 5 years to grow to mature size. 
 Violet Green July-August 36(48”) 5-6ft   xx 

 

HOUTTUYNIA (Chameleon Plant)Zone 4  Forms thick patch of brightly coloured leave.  Use as a groundcover, container plant, or by 

waterside.   
 Chameleon Leaves are variegated green, pink and red in full sun or green and yellow in shade.  Breaks dormancy late. 
 White Variegated June-July 8-10” 24”  xx xx 

 

HYPERICUM (St. John’s Wort)Zone 5 

 Inodorum  
‘Miracle Grandeur’ 

Zone 6. Enjoy bright yellow flowers during the Summer months and striking cerise red berries that attract birds and other wildlife in late-
Summer through Fall. 

 Yellow Green June-July 12-18” 24”  - xx 

 

IBERIS (Candytuft)Zone 3A blanket of white.  Quarter sized clusters of flowers carpet the narrow evergreen leaves.  Great filler between stones or use as a 

groundcover.    
 Mermaid Lavender From Syngenta, this is the deepest lavender on the market.  
 Lavender Green April-June 13” 10”  xx  

 Purity Loads of good-sized white flowers for several weeks, on a medium size plant. Extra compact and profusely blooming. 
 White Green April-June 10-12” 12”  xx  

 Snowdrift The first truly late-flowering Iberis to help extend the season. Compact habit.. Flowers on average four weeks later than other varieties 
 White Green April-June 10-12” 12”  xx  

 Tahoe Single white flowers early blooming.  A neat compact, well-branched variety. 
 White Green April-June 10-12” 12”  - xx 
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IRIS Ensata (Japanese)  Zone 4   Nearly every gardener who sees Japanese iris in bloom wants to try them. The huge blossoms can be dinner plate size, but 

6-8" is common. They require neutral to acidic soil, and lots of moisture until blooming time is over. Plants will be happy at the waterside, and can even be grown in pots sitting in water. 

 Dinner Plate Blueberry 
Pie 

Produces magnificent deep blue blooms of up to 15cm (6") across, borne upon stiff, upright stems. Like all Japanese Iris, this large-flowered 
variety is at its best in a damp border or in the moist soil close to the edge of a pond. Great for colour and drama in early summer months. 

 Royal blue Green June-July 24” 12”   xx 

 Dinner Plate Tiramisu The wide, speckled blooms of Iris ensata Dinner Plate 'Tirimasu' are quite exquisite! Each bloom boasts white petals, edged with a mauve 
picotee margin, reaching up to 15cm (6") across. The upright stems and slender, grassy foliage bring a lovely vertical element to planting schemes 
that adds movement and texture. With a neat clump-forming habit, this hardy perennial makes a superb addition to a damp border or the moist 
soil at the edge of pond.  

 White/mauve Green June-July 32” 18”   xx 

 Variegated Forms a vigorous clump of grassy green and white-striped leaves, bearing drooping purple flowers. 
 Purple Green/cream June-July 32” 18”   xx 

 

IRIS German (Tall Bearded)  Zone 4   When planting German Irises, be sure to leave the top 25-50% of the rhizome exposed above soil level.  

Water sparingly and avoid excess moisture during fall and winter. 

 Harvest of Memories Radiant yellow self with widely ruffled petals.  Slightly sweet fragrance.  Vigorous grower with high bud count.  Dependable fall re-bloom.   
 Yellow  Green June 38” 18”      xx 

 Immortality Ruffled, pure white self with pale lemon-yellow beards.  Strong sweet fragrance.  Good re-bloom. 
 White Green June 29” 18”      xx 

 Pink Attraction Profuse, pretty pink blooms erupt from abundant buds. Well-formed, ruffled and flared iris are of moderate height. Re-bloomer 
 Pink Green June 36” 18”      xx 

 Superstition Black-purple flowers with a hint of maroon. 
 Purple Green June 36” 18”      xx 

 Victoria Falls Very large, light blue standards and falls are reminiscent of magnificent waterfalls. White beards are highlighted by a patch of white in the centre 
of each pale blue fall, mimicking the glimmer of sunlight off rushing water. Re-bloomer 

 Blue Green June 36” 18”      xx 

 

IRIS Pallida (Sweet Iris)  Zone 3   Variegated forms of the tall, bearded irises. 

 Albo Variegata Foliage is boldly edged with pure white and occasional streaks of dusky gray green, the flat, sword-like leaves radiate out from the crown like a 
fan. Beautiful light blue-lavender bloom with a fuzzy orange beard and sweet scent 

 Lavender-blue Cream/green June 34’ 18”     xx 

 Aureo Variegata Striking golden variegated foliage with green and creamy yellow stripes making it attractive even when not in bloom. Lavender blue flowers. 
 Lavender-blue Gold/green June 34’ 18”     xx 

 

IRIS Sibirica (Siberian)  Zone 3   Siberian irises prefer moist to boggy soil.  They tend to bloom after the German iris and before the Japanese iris.  Their 

slender, spiky leaves add wonderful texture to a landscape. 

 Butter and Sugar Creamy white standard, butter yellow falls and greenish yellow veins. 
 Creamy yellow Green Mid-June 28” 18”   xx 

 Caesar’s Brother Deep purple self and a yellow and white blaze with black veining. 
 Purple Green Mid-June 40” 24”   xx 

 Jewelled Crown 3-5" flowers have rich wine purple standards and falls with lighter purple-blue styles. Semi-flaring falls display prominent white and yellow 
signals with purple veining. 

 Purple Green Mid-June 34” 18”   xx 

 Ruffled Velvet Dramatic red-purple standard, velvety darker purple falls and a black and gold blaze.  
 Purple Green Mid-June 26” 18”   xx 

 

IRIS Versicolor  Zone 4   Best grouped in sunny areas of ponds or water gardens. Also may be grown in moist border areas. 

 Gerald Darby The best ornamental feature of this selection is its spring foliage, which ranges from dusky purple to purple-black (usually, the cooler the weather, 
the darker the foliage).  The flowers are rather delicate-looking, in a purple-blue color. 

 Purple Green July 24-30” 18”  - xx 

 Versicolor (Harlequin 
Blue Flag) 

This is a wildflower of Eastern North America, and one of the few native iris species in garden cultivation. Although happiest at the waterside, 
or actually growing in shallow water, plants will also perform well under average border conditions. Clumps of tall sword-like leaves are 
produced, bearing medium-sized flowers with bright violet-blue, ruffled petals. Might begin to naturalize in waterside areas that are to its liking. 
In smaller water features, consider growing this in large pots submerged to the rim. 

 Purple Green July 24-30” 18”  - xx 

 

KNAUTIA macedonica Zone 4-5   
 Thunder & Lightning Light green leaves shaped like lightning bolts are outlined with creamy yellow to white margins which remain all season. Deep reddish purple, 

rounded flowers about the size of a quarter appear atop wiry stems above the contrasting foliage from early summer into fall.  
 Burgundy Green/cream  12”-18 16”  - xx 
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KNIPHOFIA (Red Hot Poker) Zone 6 Bottle-brush shaped flowers, over sword shaped leaves.  Excellent for attracting hummingbirds and butterflies. 

 Flamenco Mix 30” bloom spikes of creamy white, yellow , orange, red or shades of all 4 colours. 
 Assorted Green August-Sept. 12”(30”) 16”  xx xx 

 Papaya Popsicle A poker with a twist!  An all-summer bloomer which has a very short compact habit. A prolific bloomer with spikes of flowers the color of ripe 
papayas. 

 Orange/red Green July-Sept. 16”(24”) 18”  - xx 

 Red Hot Popsicle Lively, cinnamon red flowers on short, compact plants for the smaller garden. Narrow grassy leaves. Free blooming and re-blooming. Loved by 
hummingbirds! 

 Red Green July-Sept.. 12”(18”) 18”  - xx 

 

LAMIASTRUM (Dead Nettle, False Lamium) ⚫Zone 3 A hardy upright spreading groundcover for part to full shade.  It can withstand 

drought conditions therefore good for under trees and other difficult sites. 

 Galeobdolon 
(Yellow Archangel) 

Tiered whorls of hooded, butter yellow flowers in late spring with silver splashed, bright green foliage. Can be invasive. 

 Yellow Green/silver May-June 12-15” 12-18”  xx - 

 Herman’s Pride Forms a neat spreading mound.  Yellow flowers appear briefly in the spring over green foliage with a silver overlay. 
 Yellow Green/silver May-June 12” 12-18”  xx xx 

 

LAMIUM (Spotted Dead Nettle) ⚫Zone 4 Excellent weed smothering groundcover. Good for edging, walls, containers. Not suitable for rock gardens.   

 Anne Greenway Small leaves that are brightly marbled with light and dark green, chartreuse, and silver. Clusters of mauve-pink flowers appear in spring. 
 Pink Green/silver May-June 6-8” 12-23”  xx  

 Beacon Silver Silvery leaves with narrow, green margins provide a lovely backdrop for the lavender-pink, hooded flowers. 
 Lavender-pink Green/silver May-June 6-8” 12-18”  xx  

 Ghost Larger grower.  All silver leaves topped with clusters of large, bright orchid purple flowers in spring. 
 Orchid purple Silver May-June 10-14” 12-18”  xx  

 Pink Pewter Soft, shell pink blooms over greenish grey foliage edged with silvery grey. 
 Light pink Grey/silver May-June 6-12” 18-24”  xx  

 Purple Dragon Dense spikes of rich purple flowers and silvery foliage. 
 Deep purple Silver/green May-June 6-8” 12-18”  xx  

 Red Nancy Small silver leaves with narrow green edging. Clusters of purplish-pink flowers appear in spring. 
 Purple-pink Silver/green May-June 6-8” 18”  xx  

 White Nancy Nearly all silver leaves with narrow, blue-green margins topped with pure white hooded flowers in spring. Particularly dense growing variety. 
 White Silver/green May-June 6-8” 18”  xx  

 

LATHYRUS (Sweet Pea)Zone 3  Flowers are very similar in appearance to the annual Sweet Pea but lack the fragrance.  Requires a support to climb. 

 Splenden Mix Delicate flowers in shades of rose, pink, and white.  Blooms prolifically all summer long. 
 Assorted Green July-Sept. 4-8ft 12”  xx - 

 

LAVANDULA Angustifolia (English Lavender) Zone 5  A small aromatic evergreen shrub with gray-green leaves. Suitable for edgings, 

herb gardens, and containers. Deer resistant. 

 Grosso Evergreen, perennial shrub with gray green foliage and abundant spikes of fragrant, purple flowers from fat showy buds that attract butterflies. 
 Blue Silver-grey June-Sept. 24” 14”  - xx 

 Hidcote                      Very fragrant, deep violet-purple flower spikes.  Silver-grey foliage remains compact.  
 Violet-purple Silver-grey June-Sept. 16” 14”  xx xx 

 Munstead Rich lavender flower spikes over compact silver-grey foliage all summer long.  Thought to be the hardiest of the lavenders. 
 Lavender-blue Silver-grey June-Sept. 12-16” 14”  xx xx 

 Phenomenal Remarkable fragrance and flower presentation above uniform mounds of silvery foliage in spring and summer, it is truly 'Phenomenal' for fresh 
and dried flower arrangements, oils, and culinary delights – and of course, the perennial border or patio container! Extremely tolerant to heat 

& humidity with superior winter survival and hardiness to Zone 5  
 Purple Silver grey June-Sept. 24-36” 24”   xx 

 Provence Forms a sizeable bushy mound of grey-green foliage, with narrow spikes of light mauve-purple flowers. Choose a location with excellent 
drainage. Plants should be clipped back by half in spring. The narrow spikes and strong stems make this a good choice for weaving Lavender 
wands. Particularly attractive growing beside other Lavender selections with deeper coloured blooms. 

 Lilac Silver grey June-Sept. 24” 24”   xx 

 Sensational Boasting the largest purple flowers of this hybrid group with bright silver foliage. 
 Purple Silver grey June-Sept. 36” 24”   xx 

 Silver Mist This rare and unique selection has fragrant, silver foliage with purple-lavender flowers for many weeks, blooming a little later than other 
varieties. Prune lightly in early spring, no harder than 4 inches. 

 Lavender-Purple Silver June-Sept. 16” 14”   xx 
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LEPTINELLA (Black Brass Button’s)  Zone 5  Brass Buttons are low, carpeting perennials that are perfect for planting along the edge of 

pathways, or using in between flagstones.  Because of its spreading tendency, keep this away from slow-growing alpine plants that might get smothered. Easy to grow in any soil that does not 
completely dry out. Easily divided by digging up the clump and ripping into smaller pieces in spring or early fall. Evergreen.  Suitable for high traffic areas for grass replacement. 

 Platt’s Black Feathery foliage of an unusual bronzy-black shade, bearing insignificant green flowers during the summer. 
 Green  Purple  July 2” 10”  xx  

 

LEUCANTHEMUM (Shasta Daisy)   Zone 5  A standard for the garden.  The classic summer daisy.  Blooms can be single or double and 

bloom on long stems suitable for cutting.  May require staking if grown in rich soil. Thrive on full sun but can do well in partial shade.  Attractive to butterflies. 

 Alaska Praised for its consistently healthy disposition, heavy production of large 5” flowers and robust habit. 
 White Green July-August 36” 24”  xx xx 

 Becky Perennial Plant of the Year 2003! Durable in hot, humid summers. Large single white blooms on strong stems. No staking required. 
 White Green July-August 36” 24”  xx xx 

 Crazy Daisy No two blooms are alike on this fringed and frilly, semi to fully double variety.  2” wide, solid white flowers with buttery yellow centre. Prolific. 
 White Green July-August 24-28” 24”  xx  

 Freak Large white flowers bloom are evenly all over compact, well-branched plants. Reblooms, providing flowers over a long period. Dark green, toothy 
foliage provides excellent contrast. From Blooms of Bressingham. 

 White Green July-August 13” 21”  - xx 

 Madonna (Formerly Chrysanthemum maximum) Uniform in height and habit, this variety exhibits excellent tolerance to summer heat and humidity. 
Flowers are the classic, large single white daisies with a yellow eye, valued in the garden and excellent for cutting. May require staking if grown 
in rich soil. Attractive to butterflies. 

 White Green July-August 8-10” 10”  xx - 

 Snow Cap This is an especially compact selection, with masses of single white flowers, each with a yellow centre. 
 White Green July-Sept 12” 12”  xx xx 

 Spoonful of Sugar The first thing you’ll notice about this cute Shasta Daisy is the enormous flower size. The second thing you’ll notice is its incredibly compact, 
dome-like habit, with flowers produced almost all the way to the ground. 4.5in, creamy white flowers have two rows of very long petals. Flowers 
are held tight and compact against the attractive, dark green foliage, with a second wave of flowers following the initial wave. 

 White Green July-Sept 16” 25”  - xx 

 Whoops-a-Daisy Forms an exceptionally dense, rounded ball-shaped mound of dark green foliage that becomes completely blanketed in large 3-4”, white flowers 
with gold centers from early through midsummer. It has better flower coverage and a more uniform habit compared to ‘Snowcap’, and the 
individual flowers have a fuller, fluffier appearance. 

 White Green July-Sept 15” 22”  - xx 

 

LEUCANTHEMUM (Shasta Daisy) Proven Winner varieties   Zone 5  Sold in PW pot.  A standard for the garden.  The 

classic summer daisy.  Blooms can be single or double and bloom on long stems suitable for cutting.  May require staking if grown in rich soil. Thrive on full sun but can do well in partial 
shade.  Attractive to butterflies. 

 Banana Cream II Flower buds are lemon yellow and eventually brighten to creamy white. Improvements include being more floriferous, holding the yellow color 
longer, a more appealing habit, and earlier to start flowering. 

  Yellow Green July-August 15-18” 18-24”  - xx 

 Daisy May This is a super compact, highly floriferous selection. 3" wide, single, pure white, daisy-like flowers with a gold button center formed a solid dome 
of bloom atop these plants.  Will bloom from spring to fall with deadheading. 

 White Green June-Sept 20” 14”  - xx 

 Marshmallow Large, 3½" fully double, bright white flowers absolutely cover the medium-sized habit.  
 White Green July-August 18” 20”  - xx 

 

LEWISIA   Zone 4   Evergreen rosettes adorned with small, round-petaled blossoms in summer.  Native to the alpine regions, it requires perfect drainage and full sun. 

An excellent plant in crevices of rock gardens and retaining walls. 
 Little Peach Soft peach flowers blended with pinks and orange.  Heavy flower production on compact, upright stems. 
 Pink-orange Green May-Sept. 6” 10”   xx 

 Little Plum They form low, fleshy rosettes of tough evergreen leaves, bearing large star-shaped flowers in late spring and early summer. This selection features 
flowers of cotton-candy pink, touched with salmon when they first open. 

 Pink Green May-Sept. 6” 10”   xx 

 Rainbow Mix Mixture of many colours and forms from round flowers to semi-double and from white and yellow to pink, red-orange to blue-red. 
 Assorted Green May-Sept. 6-9” 10”   xx 

 

LIATRIS (Blazing Star, Gayfeather) Zone 3  The flower spikes of liatris are unique in blooming from the top down. They are prized cut flowers.  

The tall stems have narrow leaves.  Excellent choice for a border or informal garden in full sun and moist soil.  Adds a strong vertical element to the garden. 

 Floristan White Multiple wands of creamy-white flowers. 
 Cream-white Green July-Sept. 36-48” 12”  xx xx 

 Kobold Long lasting spikes of rosy lavender flowers.  
 Rose-lavender Green July-Sept 18-24” 12”  xx xx 
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LIGULARIA (Ragwort)  Zone 3-4 Ligularia has bold foliage and vivid flowers either as clustered daisies or in spikes.  Perfect in shade or partial shade, 

does well at the back of the border on in a woodland garden with regularly moist soil. 
 Britt-Marie Crawford Deep, dark, glossy bronze leaves and burgundy stems. The foliage colour is best in morning sun.  Golden, daisy-like flowers.   
 Yellow Bronze July-Sept. 20”(36”) 30”   xx 

 Little Rocket Compact selection has large, jagged-edged green leaves. Purplish black stems bear long spikes of bright-yellow daisy flowers in summer. Especially 
suited to smaller gardens. 

 Yellow Green July-Sept. 20”(36”) 30”   xx 

 Othello New leaves emerge beet-red in spring with purple undersides then fade to greenish bronze on top.  Orange-yellow flowers on deep purple stems. 
 Orange Bronze July-August 35”(48”) 36”   xx 

 The Rocket Forms a clump of large, jagged-edged green leaves. Purplish black stems rise above in summer, bearing long spikes of bright-yellow daisy flowers. 
 Yellow Green July-August 48” 48”   xx 

 

LILIUM Asiatic (Lily)Zone 2  Easy, dependable perennials that put on a great show in the early summer border.  Lilies are a good choice for tubs or mixed 

containers. Divide every three years in October, moving to a new location. Remove old stems in late fall to help discourage diseases. 

 Golden Matrix  Bright Golden yellow  
 Gold Green July 16” 6”   xx 

 Matrix Dwarf lily with fiery red flowers with deep orange throat. The flowers are large and extremely numerous on one stem 
 Red  Green July 16” 10”   xx 

 Kiss Lily ‘Elodie’ Double pollen free blooms in a soft pink with a few black freckles. 
 Soft pink Green July 48” 6”   xx 

 Pavia Rich yellow up-facing bloom 
 Yellow  Green July 44” 6”   xx 

 

LILIUM Oriental (Lily)Zone 4  Huge fragrant blooms in late summer.  Ideal for focal points in beds, borders and containers. 

 Casablanca Heavenly fragrance, long bloom period in the garden, long life as a cut flower, huge 6-10" blooms, exquisite colouring and form, and exceptional 
hardiness make this tall lily a winner. Usually needs to be staked, but worth it! 

 White Green August 48” 6”   xx 

 Dizzy White flowers with pink stripes. 
 White/pink Green July/August 24” 6”   xx 

 Salmon Star Salmon colored version of the popular Stargazer Lily. Lush salmon-colored blooms are very fragrant on strong 28" stems. 
 Salmon Green August 28” 6”   xx 

 Stargazer Very fragrant upward facing blooms with crimson centres, light edges and plenty of freckles.  
 Red-pink Green August 30” 6”   xx 

 

LILIUM Oriental Trumpet (Lily)Zone 4  Huge fragrant blooms in late summer.  Ideal for focal points in beds, borders and containers. 

 Rising Moon A luxurious, soft-hued variety with large, perfectly trumpet-shaped flowers. Primrose-yellow petals have a broad peachy-pink edge. When mature 
and covered in flowers, Rising Moon makes a dramatic statement with towering 5-6ft stems! These incredible Giant Lilies have large, impressive 
blooms that will create a garden masterpiece. Like other Orienpets, these lilies are hardy perennials that bulk up over time and get better each 
year.  

 Yellow/Pink Green August 60-72” 6”   xx 

 

LILIUM Speciosum (Lily)Zone 4  This is the last of the Lilies in our list to flower, and to our nose at least, it is also among the most fragrant. 

 Black Beauty Producing a cascade of the famous “black-red” tightly recurved flowers. 
 Black-red Green Mid-August 48” 6”   xx 

 

LILIUM Tigrinum (Tiger Lily)Zone 4 Nodding reflexed flowers with black speckles. Use as cut flowers, in borders, or woodland gardens. 

 Splendens Nodding flowers of orange-red speckled with black spots. 
 Orange-red Green August 40” 6”   xx 

 

LILIUM Trumpet (Trumpet Lily)Zone 3 Huge fragrant outward facing blooms in the shape of a trumpet. 

 Outback Soft Yellow, 3 to 4 Feet or taller, Mid to Late July Flowering, Fragrant. 
 Yellow Green August 3-4ft 6”   xx 

 Purple Prince This rare variety features the astonishing height, floriferous habit and reliable growth found in Lily Trees, but it has something more – a 
breathtaking colour! Big, beautiful, trumpet-shaped blooms of the most unusual purple lavender hue are accented by a bright green throat for 
extra eye-popping appeal 

 Purple Green August 3-8” 6”   xx 

 Regale A white fragrant lily with a yellow throat and pink reverses to the petals. 
 White Green August 40” 6”   xx 
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LIRIOPE (Lily-turf)⚫Zone 4-5  Evergreen grass-like plant used in beds or as a groundcover. Tolerates dry shade. 

 Big Blue Evergreen grass-like plant with dark green strappy leaves and a vase-like habit.  Delightful lilac-purple flowers resembling grape hyacinths are 
displays above the foliage.   

 Lilac-purple Green August 12-18” 12”  - xx 

 

LITHODORA Zone 5 Low growing evergreen, it thrives in sun.  Blooms with a profuse cover of blossoms.  Excellent in rock gardens and beds.  

 Grace Ward Narrow-leaved foliage with a slightly mounded habit.  Brilliant blue flowers are beyond compare. 
 Brilliant blue Green June-July 6-12” 18”  xx - 

 

LOBELIA (Cardinal flower) Zone 6  Upright spikes of large flowers, not at all like the more familiar trailing types grown in hanging baskets. They are 

good plants for the boggy garden, adapting well to ‘wet feet’, but growing equally well under average conditions. Excellent for using as a specimen or massing in the border, containers or tubs. 
Nice for cutting. Attractive to both butterflies and hummingbirds. 

 Cardinalis Forms an upright mound of green foliage, bearing taller spikes of scarlet-red flowers in mid to late summer. Attractive to both hummingbirds 
and butterflies. Not usually long lived but will sometimes self-seed where happy 

 Red Green August-Sept 35” 12”  xx - 

 Queen Victoria Beautiful beet-red foliage, with contrasting scarlet-orange flowers from midsummer on. 
 Red Purple-red August-Sept 30” 12”  xx - 

 Siphilitia Native species bears heads of dark blue to white flowers through late summer and fall, over dark-green leaves. Plants will usually self-sow, and 
the seedlings are easily moved while still small. 

 Blue Green August-Sept 30” 12”  - xx 

 

LUPINUS (Lupine) Zone 4  The tall spires of Lupines are an unforgettable sight in the early summer border. Plants grow best in a deep, rich soil, slightly on 

the acidic side. As these are biennial or short-lived perennials, allow some plants to set seed for future generations. Trim foliage back after flowers are finished. 

 Gallery Series Compact strong reliable variety. 

Blue Purple-blue Green June 24” 14”  xx xx 

Pink Rose-pink Green June 24” 14”  xx xx 

Red Scarlet-red Green June 24” 14”  xx xx 

Yellow Golden Yellow Green June 24” 14”  xx xx 

Mix Assorted  Green June 24” 14”  xx - 

 Popsicle Mix  Popsicle Series - Mixed is a mixed seed strain of lupines that includes a wide range of blue, purple, yellow, red, pink, and bicolor flowers. They 
are about a foot shorter than the Russell Hybrids and bloom about 2 weeks earlier too. 

 Assorted Green June-July 18” 20”  - xx 

 Russel Mix Produces white, pink, yellow, red, and deep blue flowers 
 Assorted Green June-July 29-39” 12-18”  xx - 

 Staircase Series Long-lasting flowers with day neutral timing. Plants will rebloom until night temperature are above 22C. 

Orange/White Orange/White Green July-June 18-23” 18-23”  - xx 

Purple Purple Green July-June 18-23” 18-23”  - xx 

Rose/White Rose/White Green July-June 18-23” 18-23”  - xx 

White White Green July-June 18-23” 18-23”  - xx 

 West Country Series A mass of sturdy upright flower spikes that reach up 24-36”. These spikes reveal periwinkle blue and white flowers. 

Blacksmith Dk Purple/White Green June-July 31-33” 24”  - xx 

Manhattan Lights Purple/Soft Yellow Green June-July 31-33” 24”  - xx 

Masterpiece Purple/Orange Green June-July 31-33” 24”  - xx 

Rachel de Thame Rose/White Green June-July 31-33” 24”  - xx 

Red Rum Red/White Green June-July 31-33” 24”  - xx 

 

LYCHNIS (Maltese Cross)Zone 3-4 This is a rugged and easy perennial for any sunny border. Excellent for cutting. In rich soils this may need to be staked 

to prevent flopping. Reliable and long lived. Clumps may be easily divided in spring or fall. Flowers are attractive to butterflies. 

 Chalcedonica Plants form an upright clump of bright green leaves, with taller stems in summer that bear large clusters of scarlet-orange flowers. 
 Scarlet-orange Green June-August 36” 18”  xx  

 Coronaria Plants form a low mound of felted silvery-grey leaves, bearing upright stems in summer with loads of bright magenta-pink to red flowers. 
Attractive to butterflies. 

 Pink Green June-August 25-32” 18”  xx  
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LYSIMACHIA Zone 4 This genus includes upright forms, as well as low, groundcover types.  All prefer regularly moist soil or damp gardens in full sun or partial 

shade.  The creeping varieties are used in hanging baskets as well as in beds.    
 Clethroides  Unique spikes of white flowers that are bent like a goose’s neck, appearing in late summer. 

            (Gooseneck Loosestrife) White Green June 25” 25”  - xx 

 Nummularia Creeping  Long stems of small rounded leaves form a thick, carpet.  Bright yellow flowers contrast nicely with the green foliage. 
          Jenny Yellow Green June 3” 18”  xx  

 Nummularia ‘Aurea’ Yellow flowers and foliage that is glowing chartreuse, almost gold.  Needs some sun to retain it golden glow. 
          Golden Creeping Jenny Yellow Chartreuse June 3” 18”  xx  

 Punctata ‘Alexander’ Lime green leaves with wide, ivory margins.  New growth is flushed pink in spring, then lightens by summer.  Bright yellow, star-like flowers. 
           (Variegated Loosestrife) Yellow Green/ivory June-July 24” 24”  - xx 

 

MALVA sylvestris (Hollyhock Mallow)   Zone 4   A lovely addition to any perennial border. Heat and drought tolerant 

 Zebrina Soft pink flowers with striking, raspberry-purple markings like a pinwheel. 
 Lavender Green July-Sept. 24-36” 18”  xx - 

 

MAZUS    Zone 5   A lovely ground cover, creeping among flagstones, pathways or rock gardens.  A steppable plant. 

 Reptans ‘Purple’ It forms a dense mat of foliage that stays green throughout spring and summer, and well into fall. In the summer, it is dotted with tiny blue flowers. 
 Purple-blue Green June 3” 36”  xx  

 

MONARDA didyma (Bee Balm)    Zone 4   Bee Balm is a traditional favourite for the perennial border, with a striking display of richly-coloured 

flowers through the summer months. Foliage is delightfully fragrant. Powdery mildew may be a problem in summer. A favourite of both butterflies and hummingbirds. Bee Balm spreads quickly: 

reduce clump size in early spring. Garden selections all have been bred from native North American wildflower species. Good heat tolerance. Flowers are edible. 

 Bubblegum Blast Forms a solid dome of hot pink, 2-2½” flowers on strong, well-branched stems. The dark green foliage forms an upright clump that will fill out 
containers nicely but won’t run all over the garden. 

 Pink Green July-Sept. 24” 32”  - xx 

 Fire Marshall Features oversized shaggy heads in red with pink undertones. Foliage is delightfully fragrant, and significantly more resistant to powdery mildew 
than most older varieties.  

 Red  Green July-August 30” 40”  - xx 

 Fireball Very compact plant with loads of bright scarlet red blooms 
 Scarlet-red Green July-August 15-18” 14”  xx xx 

 Grand Marshall Produces a profusion of brilliant fuchsia-purple flowers atop mid-sized, upright plants from mid through late summer. This cultivar exhibits very 
good mildew resistance. 

 Fuchsia Green July-August 16-18” 20-23”  - xx 

 Grand Parade Large shaggy, lavender-purple flowers. Foliage is fragrant and more resistance to powdery mildew than other varieties. 
 Purple Green July-August 16-18” 20-23”  - xx 

 Grape Gumball Forms a solid dome of vibrant magenta, 2-2½” flowers on strong, well-branched stems. The dark green foliage forms an upright clump that will fill 
out containers nicely but won’t run all over the garden. 

 Purple Green July-August 24” 32”  - xx 

 Jacob Cline Very frilly red flowers. Considered one of the best red Monarda on the market. 
 Red Green July-Sept. 48-60” 14-18”  xx - 

 Pardon My Series Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Sets full-size flowers on ultra-compact plants. Measuring 2½ to 3 inches wide, 
these blooms are magnets for bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds. Mildew tolerance 

Cerise Cherry Pink Green July-August 10-12” 12”  - xx 

Lavender Lavender Green July-August 10-12” 12”  - xx 

Pink Pink Green July-August 10-12” 12”  - xx 

Purple Lavender-Purple Green July-August 10-12” 12”  - xx 

Rose Rose Green July-August 10-12” 12”  - xx 

 Raspberry Wine Erect stems support uniquely shaped berry red tubular flowers. Large leaves sport wine colored highlights. A carefree strong grower.  
 Raspberry red Green July-Sept. 30” 14”  xx - 

 

MONARDA fistulosa (Bergamot)   Zone 3   A clump-forming, mint family member that grows typically to 2-4' tall. Foliage is delightfully fragrant. 

Powdery mildew may be a problem in summer. A favourite of both butterflies and hummingbirds.  Native North American wildflower species. Good heat tolerance. Flowers are edible. Meadow 

plant. 

 fistulosa Native variety.  
 Lavender  Green July-August 24-48” 24”  xx xx 

 

MYOSOTIS (Forget-Me-Not)⚫ Zone 3  Masses of bright flowers on uniform, compact globe shaped plants.  Short-lived perennial.  Must have moist soil 

and prefers a cool location. Will reseed if spent flowers not removed.   

 Sylva Bluesylva Clusters of single, bright blue flowes with tiny yellow eye on grey-green foliage mound.  
 Sky blue Green May-June 8” 8”  xx - 
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NEPETA (Catmint)Zone 4  The many selections of Catmint are well-known workhorses in the perennial garden, providing extended bloom as they knit and weave 

themselves beautifully through taller companions.   

 Cat’s Meow  Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Low maintenance selection; naturally keeps its tidy, dense rounded shape all 
season.  Grey-green, aromatic foliage is topped with well-branched stems carrying sky blue flowers with purple calyxes for months. 

 Blue Grey- green May-Sept. 17-20” 24”  - xx 

 Cat’s Pajamas  Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Ball-shaped habit carries long, dark flower stems with indigo blue flowers. 
Compared to ‘Cat’s Meow’, it has a smaller growing habit and blooms 2-3 weeks earlier. 

 Blue Grey- green May-Sept. 12-14” 18”  - xx 

 faassenii Purrsian Blue In its first year, ‘Purrsian Blue’ forms a small, perfectly rounded, densely branched clump of tiny, green leaves.  In year two, the plant maintains its 
compact mounding habit but nearly doubles its spread to just over two feet across. This is a very floriferous selection with flowers spaced closely 
together. Periwinkle blue flowers are coddled by dark purple calyxes just above the aromatic foliage from early summer into early fall.  

 Blue Grey- green May-Sept. 14-18” 18-30”  xx xx 

 Junior Walker’s  This selection of Catmint is a sterile dwarf of N. ‘Walker’s Low’ and only reaches approximately 40cm (16 inches) tall. It features blue-green 
leaves that are highly aromatic when crushed or bruised so an excellent addition planted along a garden path. Small pale lavender flowers are densely 
clustered and bloom from May to September. Shear back the initial flower spikes for continuous bloom. 

 Lavender-blue Grey- green May-Sept. 16” 24”  - xx 

 Walker’s Low Perennial Plant of the Year 2007! Grey-green, aromatic foliage on long, arching stems. Lavender blue flowers are produced over a long period 
of time. 

 Lavender-blue Grey- green June-Oct. 24” 24”  xx xx 

 

ORIGANUM (Ornamental Oregano)Zone 5  This plant forms a low trailing mounds foliage. Perfect for rock gardens or other areas of excellent 

drainage. 

 Kent Beauty Draping powdery blue-green foliage with drooping heads of hop-like flowers in a blend of shrimp pink, green, and cream. 
 Pink Blue-green June-August 6-8” 12-18”  xx - 

 

PACHYSANDRA (Japanese Spurge)⚫ Zone 5 Japanese Spurge is the most widely planted evergreen groundcover. Excellent under trees and in nearly 

any other shady site. Tolerates poor soil, but slow to establish and spread. Space closely, at 10 to 40 plants per square yard in order for plants to fill in reasonably quickly. 

 Terminalis Plants form an attractive low patch of shiny dark-green leaves, bearing clusters of white flowers in spring. 
 White Green June 6-12” 6”  xx - 

 

PAEONIA (Garden Peony) Zone 3 Garden peonies are classic garden plants that add a bit of nostalgia and charm to the garden. They will form a large clump 

with large, beautiful blooms in June.  

 Bowl of Beauty A fragrant and neatly formed combination, these Japanese-style peonies have a layer of soft pink petals cupped around the large and bushy pale-
yellow center. 

 Single Pink Green June-July 32” 24”   xx 

 Coral Sunset A favorite of the breeder, this outstanding peony produces intense sunset coral, semi-double blossoms with rose overtones and a fluffy boss of deep 
yellow stamens in the center.  The lightly fragrant flowers are long lasting in fresh bouquets.  ‘Coral Sunset’ blooms early in the peony season.  It is 
highly prized for its exemplary plant habit.   

 Coral Green June 28” 24”  - xx 

 Duchess de Nemours Fragrant, white, globe-shaped blooms with green carpels and a yellow centre glow.  A prolific bloomer. 
 Double White Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Festiva Maxima Noticeably fragrant, fully double, white blooms with red drizzled throughout the centre.  Massive, loose flower form. 
 Double white/red Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Francoise Ortegat A breathtakingly beautiful variety, deep purple-crimson that dates back to 1850! The large double flowers, often described as semi-roses, have 
golden stamens for an extra dash of colour. Softly fragrant, strong stems and beautiful foliage. 

 Deep purple Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Kansas Large, bright watermelon red flowers which are fully double appear on strong, dark green stems in early summer. The color is sunfast, ensuring top 
performance, and it contrasts well with the mid-green foliage.  

 Watermelon Green June-July 32” 20”  - xx 

 Karl Rosenfield Brilliant fuchsia-red blooms are a double, semi-rose type.  Mildly fragrant.  
 Double Red  Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Pink Hawaiian Coral Double flowers in an appealing salmon to coral-pink shade, held on strong stems. 
 Pink Green June-July 32” 24”  - xx 

 Primevere Incredible double selection feature’s ivory outer petals and a sulphur-yellow centre. 
 White/yellow Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Raspberry Sundae Lush raspberry and vanilla colored 7” double blooms surrounded by beautiful green foliage. 
 Pale Pink Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Sarah Bernhard Gigantic, double, apple blossom-pink flowers.  2004 Dried Cut Flower of the Year! 
 Double Pink Green June-July 34” 24”  - xx 

 Shirley Temple Highly fragrant, large, double flowers are pale pink when they emerge then lighten to white as they mature.  Highly floriferous, vigorous variety. 
 Double Pale pink Green June-July 32” 24”  - xx 
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PAPAVER Orientalis (Oriental Poppy) Zone 3 Large, stately, Oriental Poppies show off in the garden with incredibly big, dramatic flowers.  Black 

centre contrast with vivid colours.  Coarse, hairy foliage grows low, while the flowers stand up and demand attention.  A bold statement in the perennial border.  
 Beauty of Livermore Deep oxblood-red flowers measuring 4-6” across.  One of the finest reds. 
 Deep red  Green June 24”(30”) 24”  xx xx 

 Brilliant Vivid wildfire red flowers measure 4-5” across.  
 Scarlet red Green June 24”(36”) 24”  xx xx 

 Patty’s Plum Deep wine purple-red flowers, 
 Wine Green June 24”(30”) 24”  - xx 

 Picotee Frilly white flowers that are black in the centre and edged with pale orange. 
 White/Orange Green June 24”(30”) 24”  - xx 

 Princess of Victoria Louise Pastel salmon blooms with a black eye.  
 Salmon Green June 24”(30”) 24”  xx xx 

 Prince of Orange Vibrant orange flowers. 
 Orange Green June 24”(30”) 24”  - xx 

 Queen Alexander  Very large, satiny, salmon pink flowers with purplish black center, bloom in early summer on 24-36" stems with fine foliage.  
 Salmon Pink Green June 24”(36”) 24”  - xx 

 Royal Wedding  Papery white, flouncy flowers measure 4-6” across. 
 Cream-white Green June 24”(30”) 24”  xx xx 

 Turkenlouis  This mid-sized selection features fiery scarlet-red flowers with fringed edges. 
 Red Green June 24”(30”) 24”  - xx 

 

PAPAVER Iceland (Iceland Poppy) Zone 2 Iceland poppies are between Alpine and Oriental poppies in size but just as rich in colour.  Excellent in 

rockeries and containers.  
 Champagne Bubbles Fuzzy, course, bluish green foliage.  Tissue paper-like flowers in a mix of orange, yellow, salmon, gold, coral and white. 
 Assorted Blue-green May-Sept.. 12-18” 18”  xx - 

 Gnome Mix Lacy, blueish green mounding foliage.  Tissue paper-like flowers in a mix of orange, yellow, and white. 
 Assorted Blue-green May-Sept. 10-12” 18”  xx - 

 

PENSTEMON(Beard-Tongue) Zone 3 This is an easy and outstanding perennial. Tolerant of harsh conditions. Clumps may be easily divided in 

spring or fall. Flowers are attractive to butterflies.  

 Blackbeard Dark eggplant purple foliage, dark purple flower stems and lilac purple flowers.  Stays strictly upright all season. 
 Lilac purple Purple  June-July 30-34” 18”  - xx 

 digitalis Features white, two-lipped, tubular flowers (to 1.25" long) borne in panicles atop erect, rigid stems. Flowers bloom mid-spring to early summer. 
 White Green June-July 36-48” 18”  - xx 

 Husker Red Perennial Plant of the Year 1996!  Forms a sturdy mound of leaves, beet-red during the spring and fall, greener in summer. Upright stems 
of very pale-pink tubular flowers appear during the summer months. 

 Pinkish white Beet red June-July 30-34” 18”  xx xx 

 Red Riding Hood  This hybrid selection forms a low clump of thick, glossy green foliage, with upright spikes appearing in early summer. Flowers are bright red 
trumpets, attractive in the border, containers and useful for cutting. Long blooming. An excellent low-maintenance perennial, especially for hot, dry 
sites. Attractive to both butterflies and hummingbirds. The ‘Riding Hood’ Series of Beard-tongue was bred to provide winter-hardy plants with a 
longer flowering period and numerous, showy flowers. 

 Red  Dark green June-July 24-30” 18”  - xx 

 

PEROVSKIA (Russian Sage) Zone 4 Perovskia has finely textures, aromatic leaves and tiny flowers on tall spikes that bloom from summer to fall.  It is 

perfect for an informal garden or mixed bed where dry conditions exist. 

 Atriplicifolia Perennial Plant of the Year 1995!  Iridescent, violet blue flower spikes with airy, deeply lobed grey-green foliage. 
 Lavender-blue Grey-green July-Sept. 36”(48”) 36”  xx xx 

 Denim ‘n Lace Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. This variety doesn’t get too tall, has stronger stems and a more upright habit 
than most older varieties. Lacy-like, bright sky blue flowers are held on amethyst calyxes. Its calyxes are spaced very close together to give the 
flowers a very full look. The colorful calyxes make it look like it is still in bloom even when it is past peak.   

 Lavender-blue Grey-green July-Sept. 28” 34”  - xx 

 Little Spire A shorter variety that is very drought tolerant and whose compact habit make it ideal for smaller gardens. 
 Lavender-blue Grey-green July-Sept. 20”(24”) 30”  - xx 
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PERSICARIA (Fleece Flower, Knotweed) Zone 5 Often grown just for foliage interest.  Prefers a moist site.   

 Amplexicauli ‘Firetail’ Long spikes of poker flowers emerge from a tall, spreading clump of leathery green leaves. 
 Red Green July-Sept. 35-47” 35-47”  - xx 

 Bistorta Superba Plants form a low mound of dense green foliage, bearing upright spikes of bright-pink bottlebrush flowers through the summer months. 
 Pink Green July-August 24” 24”  - xx 

 Microcephala ‘Red Dragon’ Pointy heart-shaped leaves are medium green with a silvery V-shaped markings and a bronze centre. Tiny white flowers in late summer. 
 White Bronze/Green July-Sept. 23-35” 23-35”  - xx 

 polymorpha ‘Giant Fleece Flower’ Forms a big, bushy mound of large green leaves, in mid-summer bursting into bloom with masses of white flowers held in 
tapering, fluffy spikes. Stays in a nice clump. 

 Cream white Green June-Sept. 5-7ft 36”  - xx 

 

PHLOX divaricata (Woodland Phlox) Zone 4 This compact, spreading, semi-evergreen woodland phlox is one of the loveliest low-growing varieties. Try 

it en mass at the edge of a border in partial shade, or among deciduous trees. Hellebores and Ferns make a perfect combination to this Phlox. 

 Blue Moon This impressive little native is just perfect for your woodland garden. Phlox Blue Moon has outstanding larger over-lapping fragrant flowerheads of 
beautiful rich blue violet. A New England Wildflower Society introduction.  

 Blue Green June 12” 16”  - xx 

 

PHLOX panticulata (Tall Garden Phlox) Zone 4 Spectacular in the summer, Garden Phlox is sometimes known as the backbone of the perennial 

garden.  Sweetly scented flower clusters on stiff upright stems make them a good cut flower.  Attracts butterflies. 

 Baby Doll Series  If you liked the early bloom time of Fashionably Early Phlox, but just need something shorter, 'Baby Doll ' is your answer! At just a foot tall, 
this perennial is easy to tuck into small spaces in the garden or for use in containers. Flowers form a mass of blooms on top of the dark green 
foliage. Sheering back nearly to the ground after its done blooming will encourage rebloom. 

          Baby Doll Pink Pink Green July-August 12-16” 14”  - xx 

          Baby Doll White White Green July-August 12-16” 14”  - xx 

 Cloudburst  Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  A different type of Phlox that combines the rich color of Tall Garden Phlox 
and the dome-like habits of Cushion Phlox. This variety has dark purple buds open to lavender purple flowers with bright pink eyes that cover a 
broad, mounding, billowy habit. The pleasantly fragrant flowers cover the plant nearly all the way to the ground starting early summer and continue 
to bloom all summer long. Excellent disease resistance; with broad, glossy, dark green leaves staying clean all summer long. 

           Purple Green July-August 28” 42”  - xx 

 David  Sparkling white giant flowering clusters. Very fragrant with light green, mildew resistant foliage.  

           White Green July-August 36” 20”  - xx 

 Flame Series Large clusters of vibrant coral red flowers make this plant a real eye-catcher! They are produced in midsummer atop relatively short, bushy clumps 
of medium green foliage. This cultivar has demonstrated good mildew resistance in trials. 
Perfectly suited for containers, courtyard gardens, and the middle of the border, the Phlox FLAME™ Series is a group of naturally dwarf, 
compact cultivars.  All members of this series offer good disease resistance, a bushy habit, and large, fragrant flowers in midsummer. 

          Flame Coral Coral Green July-August 15-18” 18”  - xx 

          Flame Pink Pink Green July-August 15-18” 18”  - xx 

          Flame Purple Eye Purple/white Green July-August 15-18” 18”  - xx 

 Garden Girls Collection This collection is picked for its disease resistance, specifically mildew that often plagues Tall Garden Phlox.  

 Cover Girl  Lavender purple flowers with a white halo at centers. 

           Lavender Green July-August 38” 24”  - xx 

 Fancy Girl  Soft pink flowers have a dark pink eye surrounded by a white halo. Appears blushing pink from a distance. 

           Pink Green July-August 38” 24”  - xx 

 Glamour Girl This long-legged beauty stands tall, proudly showing off her large panicles of hot coral pink flowers held on dark purple stems.  Even the oldest 
flowers in her panicles are a beautiful shade of light coral pink. Mildew resistant. 

 Coral Pink Green August-Sept 32” 24”  - xx 

 Material Girl Fuchsia purple flower panicles are held on sturdy stems 
 Purple Green August-Sept 32” 24”  - xx 

 Uptown Girl Light pink flowers with a star-shaped dark pink eyes. 
 Pink Green July-August 32” 28”  - xx 

 Laura Fuchsia-purple flowers with starry, white centres and dark eyes.  Fragrant. 
 Purple/white Green August-Sept 24-36” 24”  xx xx 

 Nicky Glowing magenta flowers, the darkest of all tall garden phlox, make this plant a real eye-catcher! They are produced nearly all summer long atop 
clumps of medium green foliage. This cultivar has demonstrated good mildew resistance in trials 

 Magenta Green August-Sept 30” 18”  xx xx 

 Nora Leigh White flowers with a contrasting pink eye, and boldly variegated leaves, splashed with green and creamy-white. 
 Pink Green/white July-August 30” 24”  - xx 
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PHLOX panticulata (Tall Garden Phlox) Zone 4 Spectacular in the summer, Garden Phlox is sometimes known as the backbone of the perennial 

garden.  Sweetly scented flower clusters on stiff upright stems make them a good cut flower.  Attracts butterflies. 

 Opening Act Pink-a-Dot Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  This hybrid type will extend the color of Phlox by blooming even earlier, 
starting in early summer. The dark green, glossy foliage is mildew and disease resistant. Near white flowers with a dark pink, central star pattern 
appear from early summer well into midsummer. The overall look of the flowers is light pink.  

           Pink Green July-August 22” 30”  - xx 

 Opening Act Romance Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  This variety is the pinnacle of refinement, with a low-wide habit that's nearly 
dome-like, a unique look for Hybrid Phlox. Rich lavender pink flowers have a small white halo at the centers.  Blooms 2-3 weeks earlier than 
Tall Garden Phlox (Phlox paniculata) and is mildew and disease resistant. 

           Lavender Green July-August 20” 32”  - xx 

 Opening Act Ultrapink Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  This hybrid type will extend the color of Phlox by blooming even earlier, 
starting in early summer. The dark green, glossy foliage is mildew and disease resistant. In early summer, this plant produces fluorescent rose pink 
flowers. 

          Pink Green July-August 22” 32”  - xx 

 Red Riding Hood Cherry-red flowers, and wonderful dark bronzy-red leaves. 
 Cherry red Green July-August 22” 16-20”  - xx 

 Starfire Panicles of deliciously perfumed cherry red blossoms contrast sharply against the deep green foliage 
 Cherry Red Green July-August 36” 24”  xx xx 

 

PHLOX hybrid (Creeping)  Zone 4  
 Rocky Road Series  These hybrids are drought tolerant and grow easily on slopes. With bright, vibrant colors, these will certainly be the belles of the garden in 

springtime! Compared to Phlox subulata, these have a more compressed growth habit, have unique colors, and spread more slowly in the landscape, 
especially the first year in the ground. 

                 Rocky Road Grape Red-purple  Green May-June 4-6” 34-36”  - xx 

 

PHLOX subulata (Creeping or Moss Phlox) Zone 3 A very low-growing, groundcover-type species with needle-like foliage that is showiest when 

planted on slopes, among rocks, towards the front of the border, or along pathways. 

 Amazing Grace Pristine white petals with a dash of lipstick red at centre.  Flowers mature to pale pink 
 White/Pink Green May-June 4-6” 12”  xx xx 

 Bedazzled Lavender This series produces star-shaped, notched flowers that cover a round, spreading habit. Moderate growers in the first year but become groundcover 
with age. Lavender flowers with a lighter halo centre and dark, purple star-shaped eye. 

 Lavender Green May-June 6-8” 32-38”  - xx 

 Bedazzled Pink This series produces star-shaped, notched flowers that cover a round, spreading habit. Moderate growers in the first year but become groundcover 
with age. Bright, medium pink flowers with small, dark purple star-shaped eye. 

 Pink/purple Green May-June 6-8” 32-38”  -     xx 

 Candy Stripe White with pale rose, radiating stripes. 
 Pale rose/white Green May-June 4-6” 12”  xx xx 

 Crimson Beauty Rose red blooms in spring 
 Rose-red Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Drummons Pink Extra large deep pink blooms 
 Deep pink Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx  

 Emerald Blue Long-time favourite has clean medium blue, star-shaped blossoms virtually cover the foliage with flowers in spring 
 Blue Green May-June 6-9” 18”  xx xx 

 Emerald Cushion Blue Pine needle-like foliage with lavender blue flowers. 
 Lavender-Blue Green May-June 4-6” 12-14”  xx xx 

 Emerald Pink True rich pink, star-shaped blossoms virtually cover the foliage in spring.  
 Pink Green May-June 6-9” 18”  xx - 

 Eye Candy Mound of bright green, needle-like foliage that is totally covered in light lavender pink flowers with a dark wine purple eye. More refined habit than 
‘Emerald Pink’, but has a healthy, vigorous habit like ‘North Hills’. 

 Lavender/Pink Green May-June 6-9” 18”  xx - 

 Eye Shadow Forms a mound of bright green, needle-like foliage that is totally covered in vibrant, rosy purple flowers with a dark purple eye. This has a more 
refined habit than ‘Emerald Pink’, but has a healthy, vigorous habit in line with ‘North Hills. 

 Purple Green May-June 4-6” 18-20”  xx xx 

 Fort Hill Lightly fragrant, rose pink, star-shaped flowers with a dark burgundy eye. 
 Rose pink Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 GoldiPhlox Cherry  
  Cherry Pink Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 GoldiPhlox Pink  
 Pink Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 
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PHLOX subulata (Creeping or Moss Phlox) Zone 3 A very low-growing, groundcover-type species with needle-like foliage that is showiest when 

planted on slopes, among rocks, towards the front of the border, or along pathways. 

 Mountainside ‘Crater Lake’ Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Mountain side Phlox are more refined spreaders and more compressed to the 
ground. Cool indigo flowers. 

 Blue Green May-June 4-6” 24-28”  - xx 

 Mountainside ‘Majestic 
Magenta’ 

Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Mountain side Phlox are more refined spreaders and more compressed to the 
ground Star-shaped, rich dark pink flowers that bloom a few days earlier than ‘Carter Lake’ depending on weather. 

 Dark Pink Green May-June 4-6” 24-28”  - xx 

 Oakington Blue Eyes A showy display of soft lavender-blue flowers 
 Lavender Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx xx 

 Phlox Trot Pink Features masses of showy, soft lilac-pink flowers early. 
 Pink Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx xx 

 Purple Beauty Starry intense deep purple blooms. 
 Deep purple Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx xx 

 Ronsdorfer Beauty Rich rose-pink flowers with magenta-red centre ring 
 Pink/Red Green May-June 4-6” 12-14”  xx xx 

 Scarlet Flame Glowing cerise flowers. 
 Cerise Green May-June 6-8” 18”  xx xx 

 Snowflake Pristine white flowers. Dense compact habit. 
 White Green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx xx 

 Spring Bling ‘Pink Sparkles’ Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Bloom earlier than ‘Mountainside’ Phlox and have larger flowers and flower 
coverage. 1 ½”, soft, baby pink flowers with lighter halo centres.  

 Pink Green May-June 4-8” 24-28”  - xx 

 Spring Bling ‘Ruby Riot’ Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Bloom earlier than ‘Mountainside’ Phlox and have larger flowers and flower 
coverage. Reddish pink flowers with darker eyes at the centre. 

 Red-pink Green May-June 4-8” 24-28”  - xx 

 Sprite Series Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. This series does not spread aggressively as other creeping Phlox and will tolerate 
light shade. Low, mounding habit. 

Purple Sprite Purple Green May-June 6-8” 18”  - xx 

Rose Sprite Rose Green May-June 6-8” 18”  - xx 

 Violet Pinwheels  Masses of fragrant, rich violet-purple flowers with upturned petals over a low spreading mound of dark green foliage. 
 Violet Green May-June 4-6” 18”  - xx 

 

PHYSOSTEGIA (Obedient Plant)Zone 3 Have funnel-shaped flowers on spikes that are very polite and obedient.  If you push the blossom on the 

stem, it will stay where you move it.  It is fun to have up close in a border or bed.  

 Crown Rose Bright spreading perennial with long narrow leaves and spikes of tubular rose pink flowers from mid summer to fall. 
 Rose pink Green July-Sept. 30” 30”  xx - 

 Crown Snow Long-lasting, abundant snow-white blooms that sparkle against the deep green, toothed foliage. 
 White Green July-Sept. 16” 18-24”  xx - 

 Miss Manners Upright, blushy clump, bearing spikes of showy white flowers from midsummer through the fall 
 White Green July-Sept. 30” 18”  - xx 

 Pink Manners Spikes of blush lavender pink flowers contrast with dark green, glossy foliage. Well-behaved, clumping habit. 
 Blush Pink Green July-Sept. 30” 18”  - xx 

 

PLATYCODON (Balloon Flower) Zone 4  Grown for its unique flowers that pop open from balloon-like buds.  Slow to emerge in spring. 

 Astra Blue Compact mound of green foliage, bearing inflated buds that open into star-shaped single violet blooms. 
 Blue Green July-Sept. 12” 12”  xx  

 Astra Pink Very pastel pink blooms. 
 Light Pink Green July-Sept. 12” 12”  xx  

 Astra White Pure white flowers 
 White Green July-Sept. 12” 12”  xx  
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POLEMONIUM (Jacob’s Ladder) Zone 4  Fern-like foliage and clusters of flowers in clear, crisp colours make this a handsome charmer for a mixed 

border of woodland garden.  Needs a moist site. 

 Bressingham Purple  Violet blue flowers.  Green foliage is deep purple in spring and fall. 
 Violet-blue Green/purple June-July 24”(30”) 18”   xx 

 boreale ‘Heavenly Habit’ Forms a low, bushy mound of ferny green leaves, bearing loads of violet-blue, starry flowers, each with a white eye.  
 Blue Green June-August 10-12” 12-18”  xx - 

 Gold Feathers Golden variegated foliage lights up the shade. Produces bluish-purple flowers from late Spring to Summer. 
 Blue Green/Yellow May-June 8”(12”) 10”  - xx 

 Stairway to Heaven Green foliage variegated with a creamy white edge.  New growth has a soft rosy pink blush.  Bell shaped light blue flowers. 
 Light blue Green/cream May-June 12”(15”) 18”  - xx 

 Touch of Class Forms a low mound of fine lacy foliage; small, green leaves with narrow, bright white edge.  Pink buds open to pale blue flowers. 
 Pale blue Green/white June-July 14” 18”  - xx 
 

POLYGONATUM (Solomon’s Seal) ⚫Zone 4  Solomon's Seal prefers a cool position in a shady spot and looks wonderful in a woodland setting 

among shade-loving ferns. Does not like dry soil. Cut the plant down to the ground in autumn. Lift and divide large colonies in early spring, taking care not to damage the young shoots. 

 Giganteum Graceful, arching 48” stems of large, dark green, oval leaves strung with clusters of green-edged, white flowers that hang like little bells in June.  
 White Green June 48” 12”  - xx 

 Multiflorm Graceful, arching stems of large, dark green, oval leaves are enough to earn this plant its place in the garden. In early summer, these are strung with 
clusters of green-edged, white flowers that hang like little bells. The flowers are followed by small, black fruit.  

 White Green June 24” 8”  - xx 

 Variegated Arching stems lined with variegated green leaves with white edges.  Foliage turns gold in fall.  Unbranched stems support dangling white flowers. 
 White Green/white June 18-24” 8”   xx 

 

PRIMULA denticulate (Drumstick Primrose) Zone 4  Globular flower heads atop thin stems. Moist shaded areas required for best 

performance.   
 Ronsdorf Mix Mix of fuchsia, lilac, and white flowers.  Buds form dense, ball-shaped flower clusters.  Leaves partially emerged at bloom time. 
 Assorted Green April-May 6”(12”) 12”  xx xx 

 

PRIMULA vulgaris ⚫Zone 3  Compact, semi-evergreen perennial with masses of flowers.  

 Belarina Series  Their sizable double blossoms in a rainbow of colors bloom profusely throughout the spring season atop the compact, bright green foliage.  Sterile 
flowers result in plants that are particularly long blooming.   

               Blue Ripple – PW                Blue/white Green April-May 5-8” 10-12”  - xx 

               Cream White/Cream Green April-May 5-8” 10-12”  - xx 

               Mandarian -PW Golden Yellow Green April-May 5-8” 10-12”  - xx 

               Nectarine Yellow-Apricot Green April-May 5-8” 10-12”  - xx 

               Spring Sun Bright yellow Green April-May 5-8” 10-12”  - xx 

               Valentine Velvet Red Green April-May 5-8” 10-12”  - xx 

 Oakleaf Magenta A little something different for the spring garden with unusually lobed leaves that resemble oak leaves. This cultivar bears large umbels up to 18 
inches high of magenta coloured, single flowers with bright yellow centres in an upright clump that can bloom for months on end.  

 Magenta Green April-May 18” 14”  - xx 

 Oakleaf Yellow Picotee A very hardy primrose with unusual, oak leaf-shaped foliage. Displays an upright clump of bright yellow flowers with orange-red edges in early 
spring. 

 Yellow Green April-May 18” 14”  - xx 
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PULMONARIA (Lungwort, Bethlehem Sage) ⚫Zone 3  Lungworts are excellent plants for the 7, the wild garden, and as ground covers. 

They can be used on sloping ground shaded by trees-- a difficult site for growing most other plants. 

 Bertram Anderson Outstanding for mass plantings! Be dazzled by a sea of gentian blue flowers emerging from fuchsia buds in late spring. Like other P. longifolia, 
'Bertram Anderson' has long, narrow leaves heavily spotted with silver, and it tends to bloom a couple of weeks later than other species. 

 Blue Green/silver May-June 8-10” 18”  - xx 

 Majeste Solid silvery-grey leaves with a narrow green margin.  Light pink buds pop open to darker, bluish pink. 
 Pink Green/silver May-June 8-12” 18”  - xx 

 Pink-a-Blue Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  Pink flower buds open to medium blue flowers in early spring. Buds and 
blooms appear at the same time for an alluring two tone effect. Following flowering a robust habit of long green leaves dappled with silver spots will 
hold interest for the remainder of the growing season. The silver spotted foliage is perfect for brightening up the shade and resistant to both browsing 
deer and rabbits.  

 Blue Green/silver May-June 16-18” 22”  - xx 

 Pretty in Pink Large flowers stay consistently pink throughout the season. Dark green leaves are moderately speckled with silver. 
 Pink Green/silver May-June 14-16” 24-28”  - xx 

 Raspberry Splash Clusters of up facing deep raspberry-pink bells, the narrow green leaves are heavily spotted in silver. 
 Pink Green/silver May-June 12” 18”  - xx 

 Sissinghurst White Clean white flower bells. Extra large silver leaf spots on mounding foliage. 
 White Green/silver May-June 12” 18”  - xx 

 Spot On Proven Winner Variety!  Sold in Proven Winner pots. Flowers open a unique deep salmon pink that matures to a rich blue color. 
Silver speckling dusts the green leaves. This is one of the first Pulmonaria to have near-orange flower buds. Use the speckled foliage as an accent for 
other shade plants after its bloom season. 

  Salmon/blue Green/silver May-June 14-16” 18”  - xx 

 Trevi Fountian Large clusters of cobalt-blue flowers, set over a clump of pointed green leaves, heavily spotted with silver. Mounding habit, good vigour. 
 Blue Green/silver May-June 10-12” 18”  - xx 

 Twinkle Toes Starting in mid-spring, dainty light periwinkle blue flowers cover a low, mounded habit. After the flowers fade, you can enjoy its dark green leaves 
that are lightly sprinkled with silver. 

 Blue Green/silver May-June 12” 16”  - xx 

 

PULSATILLA (Pasque Flower) Zone 3  Cupped-shaped flowers in early spring are followed by attractive feathery seed heads.  The soft lacy foliage 

emerges with more vigour after the blooms appear. 

 Alba (White Bells) Pure white blooms on hairy stems and ferny foliage 
 White Green April-May 9”(12”) 12”  xx xx 

 Rubra (Red Bells) Wine-red, cup-shaped flowers with yellow eyes float above silvery fern-like foliage. 
 Deep Red Green April-May 8”(12”) 10”  xx xx 

 Violet Bells Purple flowers with contrasting yellow centres. 
 Purple Green April-May 9”(12”) 18’  xx xx 

 

RATIBIDA (Pinnate Prairie Coneflower) Zone 3 Prairie native  
 Pinnata A slender, hairy-stemmed plant bearing flower heads with drooping, yellow rays surrounding a roundish to ellipsoid, grayish central disk darkening 

to brown as rays drop off.  
 Yellow Green June-Sept. 36” 30”  - xx 

 

RODGERSIA (Rodger’s Flower) Zone 3 A beautiful perennial with bronze-tinted, palmate foliage that has a prehistoric look to it. The flowers are 

large, fluffy panicles on long stems.  Tough and long lived, Rodgersia is well suited for planting around a pond, in a moist border or in a woodland garden in full sun or partial shade.   
 aesculifolia Chestnut-leaved Rodgersia, this forms an exotic-looking clump of bold green foliage, supporting an airy plume of creamy-white flowers in mid-

summer. 
 White Green July 36” 36”  - xx 

 Pinnata ‘Bronze Peacock’ 
 

A shiny, bronzy beauty! The darkest foliage of any Rodgersia. The leaves are thick, glossy, indented and make a great sculptural addition to your 
woodland garden. Pink flowers emerge in late spring above the mound. In spring, the huge bronze leaves emerge like a peacock's tail! Zone 5. 

 Pink Bronze July 22”(50”) 28”  - xx 

  

http://home.howstuffworks.com/shade-gardens.htm
http://home.howstuffworks.com/tips-for-growing-ground-covers-and-vines.htm
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RUDBECKIA fulgida (Black-eyed Susan) Zone 4  Easy to grow Rudbeckia is a excellent choice for colour in summer and into fall.  With bright, 

daisy flowers and interesting seed heads, it makes a great cut flower for fresh or dried arrangements. 

 Goldquelle Forms an upright mound of bright-green leaves, bearing fluffy chrome-yellow double daisy flowers from mid-summer on. Although usually self-
supporting, this may require staking in especially rich garden soils. 

 Double yellow Green August-Sept. 40” 24”   xx 

 Goldstrum Perennial Plant of the Year 1999! Golden yellow flowers with a distinctive cone centre. 
 Golden yellow Green July-Sept. 24”(30”) 24”  xx xx 

 Herbstonne A must for back of border tall growing woody stems carries masses of attractive glossy green leaves crowned with large yellow flowers each with a 
conspicuous green central cone. 

 Yellow Green August-Sept. 60” 24”   xx 

 Little Goldstar It is much more proportional and compact, than Goldstrum standing just knee-high. It offers more blooms on a tighter habit and is excellent for 
containers as well as the sunny border. Loads of yellow daisy-like flowers surrounding a prominent brown cone that in winter, provide a healthy 
snack for birds. 

 Yellow Green August-Sept. 15” 15”  - xx 

 

RUBECKIA hirta (Black-eyed Susan) Zone 5  Biennials or short-lived perennials best used as additions to borders. Typically have daisy flowers with a 

chocolate central cone.  Long flowering.  Excellent cut flowers.  Also available in 10in summer product. 

 Autumn Colours Large daisy flowers in a mixture of bronzes and yellows. 
 Yellow/bronze Green July-Sept 18”(24”) 15”  xx  

 Cherry Brandy Large Maroon red daisy with a black eye 
 Maroon Red Green July-Sept. 24”(30”) 15”  xx  

 Indian Summer Huge, single, bright yellow daisy flowers with chocolate eye. 
 Golden yellow Green July-Sept. 36”(42”) 15”  xx  

 

RUBECKIA triloba (Brown-eyed Susan) Zone 4  Thin-leaved coneflower or three-leaved coneflower, is a species of flowering plant in the family 

Asteraceae with numerous, yellow, daisy-like flowers. It is native to the central and eastern United States and is often seen in old fields or along roads. 

 Triloba 
 

A bushy biennial or short lived perennial wildflower.   Leaves are toothed and pubescent with three lobes.  From mid-summer until autumn plants 
are crowned with a profusion of dainty daisies.  Individual flowers are 1-2” across with dark brown centers and bright yellow rays.  Plants thrive 
in sunny sites with moist or dry soil. 

 Yellow Green August-Sept. 36-42” 18”  xx xx 

 

SAGINA(Moss) Zone 4 Dense, mounded foliage that can form a soft mossy carpet. It makes a nice ground cover in small areas and can be planted between pavers.  A 

steppable plant. Also available in bulk cell packs. 

 Subulata ‘Aurea’  Yellow green foliage 
          Scotch Moss White Golden May-June 1-3” 18”  xx  

 Subulata Irish Moss Dark green foliage 
 White Green May-June 1-3” 18”  xx  

 

SALVIA nemorosa (Perennial Sage) Zone 3  The Perennial Sages are invaluable perennials for their rich display in the border. They form bushy 

mounds of grey-green leaves, with spikes of flowers in early summer, attractive to both butterflies and hummingbirds. Plants are reasonably drought tolerant, once established. 

 Blue Hill True blue and as tough and as profuse a bloomer as the others. Can be cut back to rebloom early in the fall. 
 Blue Green June-July 24-30” 24”  xx xx 

 Caradonna A starkly upright habit and dark purple flower stems which really set off the bright violet-blue flowers. 
 Purple Green June-July 24-30” 24”  xx xx 

 East Fresiland Spikes of violet-purple flowers stand at attentions above the nicely formed foliage.  Long flowering time. 
 Violet purple Grey-green June-August 16-18” 24”  xx - 

 Marcus This compact selection produces spikes of deep violet-blue. Remove faded flowers to encourage repeat blooming, or simply cut back hard after 
flowering is finished. Plants are reasonably drought tolerant, once established. Terrific in containers.  

 Violet blue Grey-green June-August 12” 12”  xx xx 

 May Night Perennial of the Year 1997! Dense spikes of deep violet purple flowers over a long period which can be extended by deadheading.   
 Violet blue Grey-green June-August 18” 24”  xx xx 

 New Dimension Blue Compact, with chubby spikes of deep violet-blue flowers. Remove faded blooms to encourage repeat flowering. 
 Violet Green June-July 12” 15”  xx - 

 New Dimension Rose Compact, with chubby spikes of bright rose-pink flowers. Remove faded blooms to encourage repeat flowering. 
 Rose Green June-July 12” 15”  xx - 

 Snow Hill 'Snow Hill' is a reliable garden plant with a more compact habit than many other perennial salvias. Pure white flower spikes put on a marvelous 
show beginning in early summer and continue well into the summer if deadheaded. For the greatest impact in the garden, plant in drifts. Its foliage 
is aromatic when crushed. 

 White Green June-July 20” 15”  xx xx 
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SALVIA – Proven Winner varieties  Zone 3  Proven Winner Varieties.  Sold in Proven Winner pots The Perennial Sages are 

invaluable perennials for their rich display in the border. They form bushy mounds of grey-green leaves, with spikes of flowers in early summer, attractive to both butterflies and hummingbirds. 
Plants are reasonably drought tolerant, once established. 

 Colour Spires ‘Back to the 
Fushia’ 

Darkest pink in the Colour Spires collection. Fushia pink flowers on dark charcoal stems over a canopy of dark leaves. 

             Dark Pink Green June-July 22-24” 22-24”  - xx 

 Colour Spires ‘Crystal Blue’ Unique light sky blue coloured flowers (most perennial Salvias are darker purple. 
 Blue Green June-July 18-24” 24”  - xx 

 Perfect Profusion This series reblooms multiple times throughout the summer if the flower stems are cut back. Dense flower stems are covered in icy-blue flowers. 
Compared to ‘Crystal Blue’, it has thinner flowers and a rounder habit. 

 Blue Green June-July 16-20” 16-20”  - xx 

 Pink Profusion Dark pink flowers and dark pink calyxes. Uniform, rounded clump of aromatic, rugose green foliage. 
 Pink Green June-July 14-16” 16-20”  - xx 

 White Profusion This Salvia will reflush with flowers if sheared back and will do so many times. A full, round habit that's unbothered by deer and rabbits make it 
a perfect choice for the early summer garden. 

 White Green June-July 22” 20”  - xx 

 Violet Riot Produces a riot of vivid violet blue flowers with deep purple calyxes from late spring into early summer. Compared to the industry standard ‘May 
Night’, it has a much denser habit, a more concentrated show of color, and a neater habit in containers. 

 Violet Green June-July 22” 20”  - xx 

 

SALVIA pratensis Zone 3  
 Midnight Model Striking violet blue flowers are produced in a round, dense clump. An improvement over other blue Salvia on the market. 
 Violet blue Green June-July. 12-24” 20”  - xx 

 

SANGUISORBA Zone 4 The ornamental Burnet or Bottlebrush are just beginning to be used here in North American gardens. Plants prefer a moist site. Clumps may 

be easily divided in early spring. Cut foliage back if it gets tired-looking after blooming. Ideal for the middle of a sunny border, or in containers.  Rabbit resistant. 

 Obtusa Forms a low mound of lacy grey-green leaves, bearing bottlebrush spikes of soft-pink flowers in summer. 
 Pink Green July-August 30” 24”  - xx 

 Officinalis ‘Pink Tanna’ Upright stems, dark pink flowers with pale pink stamens in mid summer. Attractive fern like foliage. 
 Pink Green July-August 32” 24”  - xx 

 

SAPONARIA (Rock Soapwort) Zone 3 Forms a nice patch of semi-evergreen foliage that works well as a filler between stones on a path, in the crevices of 

walls, or in rock gardens. It is called soapwort because crushing the leaves with water will form a lather that was once used as soap.  Thrives in full sun. 

 Ocymoides Thick, oval, dark green leaves covered with single pink flowers.  Rapidly growing ground cover. 
 Pink Green June 8” 18”  xx  

 

SAXIFRAGA (Mossy Rockfoil) Zone 5 Mossy saxifrage forms a soft green cushion.  Flowering in spring, it does well in rock gardens or at the front of 

borders.  It prefers partial shade with moist, well-drained soil conditions. 

 Lofty Pink Shades  Light pink and white flowers on compact short stems. A very uniform, mounded plant. 
 Shades of pink Green May-June 6”(9”) 12”  xx - 

 Lofty White Blush Very uniform with short, large, white flowers.  
 White Green May-June 6”(9”) 12”  xx - 

 

SCABIOSA (Pincushion Flower) Zone 4  Excellent for the front to mid border.  Good cut flowers. Attracts bees and butterflies.  Drought tolerate once 

established.  Benefits from deadheading.  

 Butterfly Blue Lavender blue, pincushion -like flowers hover over a short mound of ferny basal foliage all summer long. 
 Lavender-blue Green June-Sept. 8”(18”) 18”   xx 
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SEDUM (Creeping Stonecrop) Zone 4 The creeping Sedums come in a large range of foliage colours and textures. Easy to grow, they prefer full sun and drier 

soil conditions.  These low-growing succulents are a good choice for green roofs, rock gardens or containers.  As a ground cover, they can be mixed and matched for a tapestry effect that will catch 
the eye.  

 Acre  Bright yellow, star-shaped flowers cover a trailing mat of pale green, fleshy leaves with golden tips.  Evergreen. 
             Yellow Green June-July 3” 15”  xx - 

 Acre ‘Octoberfest’ Green leaves, smothered by star-shaped creamy-white flowers in summer. 
             Cream-white Green June-July 3” 15”  xx - 

 album ‘Coral Carpet’ Low carpet of small, rounded green leaves that are clustered together like little beads, taking on rich red tones in summer and winter. White star 
flowers in summer. 

             White Green/Red June-July 3” 12-23”  xx - 

 Dasyphyllum ‘Major’ Carpet of tiny round powdery blue-grey leaves, remaining evergreen in mild regions. Clusters of white star flowers appear in early summer. 
 White Blue-grey June-July 4-6” 18”  xx  

 Kamtschaticum  Yellow blooms turn crimson, making a pretty contrast to the cream-edged foliage. 
           ‘Variegatum’ Yellow orange Green/cream August-Sept. 6-9” 18”  xx - 

 Kamtschaticum Yellow-orange flowers on scalloped, dark green foliage. 
 Yellow-orange green July 6” 18”  xx - 

 Kamtschaticum  A low carpet of small, scalloped green leaves, spreading to form a dense patch. Clusters of golden-yellow star flowers.  Red foliage in fall 
           ‘Weihenstephaner Gold’ Golden-yellow Green June-July 3-5” 18”  xx - 

 Lineare ‘Variegatium’ Low, scrambling sedum of muted soft green with a subtle creamy white stripe along the outside of the smooth, tiny, linear leaves. 
 Yellow Green/cream July 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Little Miss Sunshine  Prized for its incredibly dark green, glossy foliage, compact size, and tidiness in the landscape. From early to midsummer, tiny clusters of yellow 
flowers cover the polished habit.  

 Yellow Green July 6-8” 18”  - xx 

 Rhodiola Pachyclados Rosettes of grey-green leaves trap and hold water droplets in a charming way. Sprays of tiny white to soft-pink flowers appear in summer. 
 White Green July 4” 8-12”  xx - 

 Rupestre ‘Angelina’ Forms a trailing mat of succulent golden-yellow leaves. Clusters of yellow starry flowers. 
 Yellow Golden-yellow July-August 4-6” 18”  xx xx 

 Rupestre ‘Reflexum’ Mat forming with tiny, spiny, bluish green foliage.  Bright yellow flowers.  Evergreen. 
 Yellow Blue-green June-August 3-6” 12”  xx  

 Sexangulare Very similar in appearance to Sedum acre, but a much tougher plant. A low carpet of tiny spiralling green leaves, spreading to form a thick patch. 
Tiny yellow star flowers. Performs equally well in sun or shade. 

 Yellow Green June 3” 10”  xx  

 Sieboldii A low mound of succulent silver-blue leaves with a pencil line edging of pink. Clusters of bright-pink star shaped blooms appear in fall. 
 Pink Silver-blue Sept-Oct. 6-8” 12-18”  xx xx 

 Sieboldii  Powdery-blue leaves with contrasting creamy yellow centres. In late spring, starry soft-pink flowers appear at the end of the stems 
           ‘Mediovariegatum’ Pink Blue/Yellow Sept-Oct. 6-8” 12-18”  xx xx 

 Spathulifolium Silvery grey rosettes form a thick cushion.  Yellow flowers.  Evergreen 
          ‘Cape Blanco’ Yellow Silver-grey August 3-6” 18”  $38.00 - 

 Spurium ‘Blaze of Fulda’ Forms a very low mat of rounded, red-orange foliage with small clusters of red, star-shaped flowers on short stalks appearing in late summer. 
 Red Red-orange June-July 2-4” 10-12”  xx - 

 Spurium ‘Bronze Carpet’ Dense mat of coppery-bronze leaves edged in red that transforms into a glowing deep red in autumn. Pink star-shaped flowers in early summer. 
 Pink Bronze/Red June-August 3-6” 18”  xx - 

 Spurium ‘Dragon’s Blood’ A low carpet of small, bronzy green to beet-red leaves, spreading to form a thick patch. Clusters of ruby-red star flowers appear in summer. 
 Ruby-red Bronzy-green July-August 4-6” 18”  xx xx 

 Spurium ‘John Creech’ Ground-hugging slightly cupped, soft green leaves with soft pink flowers. 
 Soft pink Green June-August 1-3” 18”  xx  

 Spurium ‘Red Carpet’ Similar to Dragon’s Blood.  A low carpet of small, bronzy green to beet-red leaves, spreading to form a thick patch. Clusters of ruby-red star 
flowers appear in summer. 

 Ruby-red Bronzy-green July-August 4-6” 18”  xx  

 Spurium ‘Tri colour’ Green leaves with cream and red-edging.  Pink flowers. 
            (Variegatum) Pink Cream/red June-August 3-6” 18”  xx  

 Spurium ‘Voodoo’ Intense dark mahogany foliage provides a stunning contrast to the almost neon, luminous rosy-red flowers which appear June through August. 
             Rose-red Red June-August 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Steel the Show One of the most silver leafed Sedums with its bright, blue green tiny, leafed foliage. One of the latest blooming Sedums with its rosy pink flowers. 
             Rose-Pink Green-Blue August-Sept 6-8” 14-16”   xx 

 Sunsparkle ‘Dazzleberry’ Giant 6- to 8-inch flowerheads top the smoky-blue foliage for nearly 2 months in late summer and fall!  
 Raspberry Blue-grey August-Sept 6” 18”  - xx 

 Sunsparkle Firecraker It is a very dense growing, well-branched selection that won’t split open in summer. It puts on a strong show of burgundy red color all season long, 
with only the tiniest new leaves emerging mint green. Plant ‘Firecracker’ en masse in the landscape as a colorful, weed-suppressing ground cover and 
enjoy its vibrant pink flowers in late summer to early fall as an added bonus.  

 Pink Burgundy Aug-Oct. 6” 18”  - xx 

 Sunsparkle ‘Lime Zinger’ Apple green leaves edged with cherry red grow into a tight weed suppressing mat with large clusters of soft pink flowers. 
             Pink Cherry -Red August-Sept 4-6” 18”  xx xx 
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SEDUM (Creeping Stonecrop) Zone 4 The creeping Sedums come in a large range of foliage colours and textures. Easy to grow, they prefer full sun and drier 

soil conditions.  These low-growing succulents are a good choice for green roofs, rock gardens or containers.  As a ground cover, they can be mixed and matched for a tapestry effect that will catch 
the eye.  

 Takesimense ‘Altantis’ Small, serrated leaves are dark green with very wide creamy yellow margins. From a distance, the margins are what catch your eye. You may notice 
that the creamy margins become tinged with pink blush tones with cold temperatures late in fall. 

 Yellow yellow/green Sept.- Oct. 4” 10-12”  - xx 

 Vera Jameson Forms a medium-height, non-spreading clump of powdery, mahogany-purple leaves. Dusky-pink starry flowers appear in late summer, 
             Pink Mahogany June-August 6-8” 12”  - xx 

 

SEDUM Proven Winner varieties Zone 4 Proven Winner Varieties!  Sold in Proven Winner pots.  

 Rock n’ Grow Midnight 
Velvet 

A tall upright Sedum. Rich, dark purple leaves comprise the domed habit, adding garden interest from the moment they appear in spring. 
Beginning in late summer clusters of mauve buds cover the habit, before bursting open with rose red flowers. After bloom seedheads appear a dark 
red color. Leave seedheads standing for seasonal interest and as a food source for birds in winter. UV light is required to see true foliage color; 
leaves will be more green in too much shade. 

 Rose -red Purple August 24” 30”  - xx 

 Rock n’ Low Boogie 
Woogie 

 A fantastic summer-flowering groundcover type that will definitely make your garden feel groovy. This sport of 'Little Miss Sunshine' has cream 
margins that make the plant look bright and yellow all over and are sprinkled with yellow flowers during early to midsummer. A fantastic, 
variegated option for a groundcover in the landscape. Perfect for rock gardens! 

 Yellow Green/cream June-July 6-8” 16-18”  - xx 

 Rock n’ Round Popstar Dense mound of creamy grey buds that burst open into salmon pink flowers. Flowers mature into darker pink seed pods. Darker hued counterpart 
of ‘Superstar’  

 Pink Turquoise August-Sept 12” 16”  - xx 

 Rock n’ Round Pride and 
Joy 

Same habit, serrated leaves, and bloom time as ‘Pure Joy’ and ‘Bundle of Joy’, but with darker leaves and darker pink flowers.  

 Rose-Pink Turquoise August-Sept 12” 16”  - xx 

 Rock n’ Round Superstar Dark turquoise succulent leaves have a smoky gray overlay with rosy pink flowers with hot pink carpels. Dark purple seed heads extend the color 
long have it has finished blooming. Although compact, 'Superstar' is more of an intermediate groundcover, more in line with the height of the 
popular 'Pure Joy'.  

 Pink Blue-green August-Sept 10” 16”  - xx 

 Rock n’ Round Pure Joy Forms a low, rounded mound in spring, growing to just under 1’ tall by summer. Light green leaves become covered in a dome of bubblegum pink 
flowers followed by pretty seed heads. 

 Pink Blue-green Sept.-Oct 10” 12”  - xx 

 

SEDUM upright (Autumn Stonecrop) Zone 4 Tall, upright sedums form substantial clumps of foliage which can be substituted for shrubs in the 

landscape. Their stout, sturdy stems support the massive flower heads which develop in summer and burst into bloom in fall. If left standing, they provide winter interest and food for birds. 

 Autumn Charm This variegated sport of top-seller 'Autumn Joy', discovered by Intrinsic Perennial Gardens, is very stable and incredibly showy.  The grey-green 
leaves have butter yellow, serrated edges and form an upright clump just like its parent. In August, panicles of cream buds top the entire clump, 
then open to light pink flowers in September, followed by russet red seed heads in October.  

 Pink Green/yellow Sept.-Oct. 24-30” 24”  - xx 

 Autumn Delight This showy variety of upright sedum has chartreuse-yellow leaves with a narrow, blue-green, serrated margin. The leaves are presented on thick, 
upright stems. In late summer, cream buds open to large clusters of light pink flowers which almost completely cover the entire clump of foliage. 
Bronze seed heads extend the plant's interest well into winter.  

 Pink Chartreuse Sept.-Oct. 24-30” 24”  - xx 

 Autumn Fire Similar to ‘Autumn Joy’ but selected for it tighter growth habit, thicker foliage and more brightly coloured rosy flower heads 
 Deep rose Blue-green Sept.-Oct. 24-30” 24”  xx xx 

 Autumn Joy One of the most popular perennials.  Flowers are deep rose when young, aging to a beautiful bronze.  Seed heads remain attractive in winter. 
 Deep rose Blue-green Sept.-Oct. 24” 24”  xx xx 

 Dark Magic This outstanding dwarf selection has multiple crowns of dark pink flower clusters and glossy purple-black leaves. 
 Dark Pink Purple-Black Aug-Oct. 10-12” 18-20”  - xx 

 Frosted Fire A variegated sport of ‘Autumn Fire’. This plant shares the same brightly colored rosy flower heads, tighter growth habit, and thicker foliage as 
‘Autumn Fire’. Light green leaves with creamy yellow, serrated margins form a dense, upright mound 

 Pink Cream/green Sept.-Oct. 15” 18”  - xx 

 Hot Stuff A very compact form of stonecrop, one of the shortest varieties on the market; flowers range from hot pink to fuchsia and command attention 
against the green foliage of the plant. 

 Fuchsia Blue-green Sept.-Oct. 12” 18”  - xx 

 Marina Produces a low mound of blue-grey, oblong leaves that tint purple in summer. Clusters of rich rose-pink flowers are held on strong, compact stems in 
late summer. Even the dried seed heads have good winter effect. Good cut flower, also attractive to butterflies.  

 Rose-pink Blue-Green Aug-Sept. 10” 22”  - xx 

 Matrona Sturdy, upright grower that has grey-green leaves infused with rosy pink and purple stems.  Flower clusters are mauve-pink aging to chocolate. 
 Rose  Grey-green Sept-Oct. 18-24” 20”  xx xx 

 Mr Goodbud This terrific compact Sedum has blue-green foliage with reddish edges and red tinted stems and is topped with eye catching magenta-purple flowers in 
late summer. Very unique flower colour. 

 Magenta purple Green August-Sept. 18” 18”  - xx 
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SEDUM upright (Autumn Stonecrop) Zone 4 Tall, upright sedums form substantial clumps of foliage which can be substituted for shrubs in the 

landscape. Their stout, sturdy stems support the massive flower heads which develop in summer and burst into bloom in fall. If left standing, they provide winter interest and food for birds. 

 Neon Upright variety with vivid rosy-magenta pink flowers and light green leaves. 
 Magenta pink Light green Sept.-Oct. 18” 15”  xx xx 

 Night Embers This late season bloomer can be admired for its strictly upright habit of dark black-purple, semi-glossy succulent leaves. Small clusters of light 
mauve pink flowers are produced on deep red stems, the perfect accent color to the darkly colored foliage. Flowers are produced on the top half of this 
tall Stonecrop, with no lodging. With a narrow base and a vase-like habit, this perennial combines well with shorter companions in a limited space. 

 Pink Black-Purple Sept.-Oct. 24” 24”  - xx 

 Night Light Deep olive-green leaves on dark purples stems that hold clusters of light yellow flowers. Mature flowers have blush tones. Unlike other Sedum that 
lodge during flowering season, 'Night Light' has stocky stems and holds its dome-like shape late in the season. 

 Yellow Olive green Sept.-Oct. 22-26” 30”  - xx 

 Thundercloud Native to the Far East, forms a strong, compact mound of heavily serrated, grey-green foliage. Billowy clouds of white star-like flowers that are 
lightly flushed with pink appear in summer. 

 White Green August-Sept. 10” 18”  - xx 

 

SEMPERVIUM (Hens and Chicks) Zone 3   
 Black Green centers with dark black, red tips 
 Rose-red Green -black August 3-4” 12”  xx xx 

 Cobweb Named for the fine, white, cobweb-like hairs that criss-cross between the leaves’ tips.  Each rosette of pointy blue-green leaves grows about 1” wide. 
Colour may vary per season.  Rose-red flowers.  

 Rose-red Blue-green August 3-4” 12”  xx xx 

 Killer Forms rosettes of narrow, succulent leaves that change from nearly black, purple-red with blue-green tips to mottled red and green, varying with the 
season. 

 Pink Black-purple-red August 3-4” 12”  xx  

 Pacific Blue Ice Unique cupped form and produces rounded rosettes. Leaves are icy, blue-green with centres flushed rose, especially in cooler temperatures. 
 Pink Blue-Green August 3-4” 12”  xx xx 

 Piloseum Forms medium to large rosettes of grey-green leaves. This color may vary from season to season. These rosettes have a rounded, semi-loose form. 
 Pink Green August 3-4” 12”  xx xx 

 Purple Beauty Semi-open rosettes of succulent leaves with deep purple tips and green centers. This color may vary from season to season. This variety requires 
especially sharp drainage. 

 Pink Purple August 3-4” 12”  xx xx 

 Ruby Heart Forms rosettes of sharply pointed silvery blue to blue-green leaves which are flushed rosy red at the base.  This colour varies by season, intensifying 
in cold temperatures.  

 Pink Blue-green/red August 3-4” 18”  xx xx 

 Red Beauty Medium sized, fairly open rosettes of grey-green leaves with blood-red tips. 
 Pink Green/red August 3-4” 18”  xx - 

 Silverine Forms rosettes of sharply pointed silvery green leaves which are flushed with reddish-purple at the base. This colour may vary from season to 
season.  

 Dark pink Green/purple August 3-4” 12”  xx xx 

 

SIDALCEA (Prairie Mallow)Zone 4 Prairie Mallows are related to Hollyhocks, and produce spikes of similar satiny flowers, though smaller in size, held on 

compact, bushy plants. 
 Party Girl This strain has flowers in a range of shades from pink to magenta-red. Stems are upright, and nice for cutting. Attractive to both butterflies and 

hummingbirds. Prune back hard after blooming, and plants may flower a second time in the fall. 
 Pink Green June-August 24” 16”  xx - 

 

SISYRINCHIUM (Blue-Eyed Grass) Zone 5 Not really a grass, these are close cousins to the more familiar garden Iris.  Great for areas with hot, 

humid summers. Use as an accent plant along walkways or in rock gardens.  Rabbit resistant. 

 Lucerne Bright purple-blue, star-like flowers top the dark green, grass-like foliage of this long blooming perennial. 
 Purple-blue Green June-July 10” 12”  - xx 

 

STACHYS (Lamb’s Ears) Zone 4  Good ground cover for dry, sunny spots. 

 Fuzzy Wuzzy Leaves are velvety soft, silver and shaped like lamb’s ear.  Tends to spread more quickly than other varieties. Non-flowering cultivar, it 
occasionally sends up a flower stalk.   

 - Silver-grey - 6-8” 24”  xx - 

 Helene Von Stein Velvety soft, greenish leaves twice the size of ‘Silver Carpet.  Non-flowering cultivar, it occasionally sends up a flower stalk.   
 - Silver-grey - 8-10” 24”  - xx 
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STACHYS officinalis Zone 4  A cousin to the familiar Lamb's-Ears, but not at all similar. This is a clump-forming perennial, forming a low mound of crispy 

green foliage. Removing faded flowers will encourage more buds to form for weeks on end. 

 ‘Hummelo’ Perennial of the Year 2019!  In early summer the upright spikes of tiny, two-lipped, rose-lavender flowers appear in dense spikes atop mostly 
leafless flowering stems rising well above the foliage. 

 Purple Green June-July 20” 22”  - xx 

 

STOKESIA (Stokes’ Aster) Zone 5    Blooms are similar to asters but have a leafy bract around the bud.  Useful in borders or containers, it requires light, 

moist, well drained soil. 

 Colour Wheel Starting in July 'Colour Wheel' sends up branched bloom stalks which open almost pure white. As the days progress, the same bloom fades to 
lavender, then to deeper lavender and finally to purple. During the lavender and purple stages, new white blooms open on the same bloom stalk. 
The overall effect is as many as five different colors on the same plant 

 White to purple green July-Sept. 18-20” 12”   xx 

 HoneySong Purple  A true royal purple flowers with a hint of red towards the centre that darkens as it ages. The contrasting white stamens and purple-tinged stems 
add to its appeal. The individual flowers measure 4 inches across and have petals with deeply serrated edges. 

 Purple Green July-Sept. 14” 12”   xx 

 Mary Gregory Distinctive soft yellow flower over nicely mounding deep green foliage. 
 Pale yellow Green July-Sept. 12-18” 12”   xx 

 Peachie’s Pick Has typical lavender-blue, stokesia-type flowers but they bloom longer and a bit later in the season. Upright habit and attractive green foliage. 
 Blue Green July-Sept. 12-18” 12”   xx 

 

TANACETUM (Painted Daisy) Zone 5 Painted Daisies are old-fashioned perennials that have always been popular as cut flowers. Foliage is bright green 

and ferny, with upright stems bearing loads of single, yellow-eyed daisies. Remove faded flowers to encourage more buds to form. Plants may be trimmed hard after blooming to rejuvenate the 
foliage. 

 Robinson’s Single Mix  2.5”, daisy-like flowers with bright yellow centres.  Ferny, green foliage much like yarrow. 
 Mix  Green June-July 25” 18”  xx  

 Robinson’s Red Crimson 2.5”, daisy-like flowers with bright yellow centres.  Ferny, green foliage much like yarrow. 
 Crimson Green June-July 25” 18”  xx  

 

THALICTRUM (Meadow Rue) ⚫Zone 4 With attractive leaves and delicate flowers,  Thalictrum is perfect for the back of the border or woodland garden.  

The foliage resembles a tall Columbine and the flowers are small but plentiful, in airy clusters excellent for cutting.   

 Black Stocking Produces rather tall clumps, with near-black stems that bear huge clusters of bright lavender-magenta flowers in midsummer. 
 Lavender Green June-July 36”(60”) 20”   xx 

 Hewitts Double Features cloud-like sprays of double mauve flowers that are outstanding for cutting. Despite the delicate appearance, it is fairly tolerant of warm, 
humid summers. Plants are tall and narrow in habit, so staking is usually required. 

 Lavender Blue-green June-July 36” (6-8’) 30”   xx 

 

THYMUS (Creeping Thyme) Zone 4 Creeping thyme take the wonderful aroma of the herb and put it into the ornamental garden.  Outstanding used as 

small groundcovers, tucked around steppingstones, or placed as colour spots in a rock garden.  They attract bees while they are covered in their tiny flowers. 

 doerfleri ‘Doone Valley’ Has dark green foliage, tipped with bright gold in fall and winter. Pleasant lemony fragrance. 
 Purple-pink Green July-August 2-4” 18”  xx - 

 praecox ‘Highland Cream’ Pink flowers in summer. Tiny, variegated cream and silver and green leaves. (sys. Hartington Silver) 
 Pink Cream/green July-August 1-3” 18”  xx  

 praecox ‘Coccineus Major’ Red blooms; evergreen foliage turns bronzy in fall 
            (Red Creeping) Red Green June-August 1-3” 18”  xx - 

 Pseudolanuginosis 
‘Woolly’ 

Dense mat of grey leaves with pink flowers 

 Pink Grey July-August 1-3” 18”  xx  

 serpyllum ‘Alba’  White flowers over bright green foliage. 
             White Green June-August 1-3” 18”  xx  

 serpyllum ‘Minus’ Rounded, emerald green leaves in dense, spreading mounds.  
 Lavender Green June-August 1-3” 12”  xx  

 serpyllum ‘Purple Carpet’ This flat-growing variety features tiny dark green leaves, smothered by bright mauve-purple flowers in early summer. A strong grower.  
 Purple Green June-August 2-4” 12”  xx  

 serpyllum ‘Pink Chintz’ Flat-growing variety features fragrant fuzzy green leaves, smothered by soft salmon-pink flowers in summer.  
 Pink Green June-August 2-4” 12”  xx  

 

THYMUS (Upright Thyme) Zone 5 Woody, low-growing shrubs, upright thymes are evergreens that bring a wonderful scent to an ornamental garden.  
 Golden Lemon Pale lavender flowers. Leaves are variegated with yellow and have a lemon scent. 
 Lavender Gold/green July-August 6-9” 18”  xx  

 Silver Pale lavender flowers. Leaves are variegated with grey and white. 
 Lavender Grey/white July-August 6-9” 18”  xx  
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TIARELLA (Foam Flower) ⚫Zone 4  Graceful in woodland gardens or along a shady pathway.  Palmate leaves come in a range of patterns and colours, but 

flowers spikes are generally white to pink. 

 Candy Striper  Huge, lush leaves with a dark stippled stripe each lobe form neat mounds of foliage.  Pink flower buds open to foamy white flowers. 
 White Brown/green May-June 10”(14) 10”   xx 

 cordifolia This species is a native wildflower and a parent to many of the new hybrids. Plants form a spreading mat of scalloped green leaves, turning bronze 
in colder months and remain evergreen in mild winter regions. Short sprays of airy white flowers appear in early summer. An excellent woodland 
groundcover, preferring rich, moist soil. Runners are produced in summer and these trail around the plant, rooting to form new plantlets. These can 
be easily moved in early spring to start a new patch. 

 White Green May-June 6-12” 18-24”   xx 

 Pink Skyrocket Deeply-cut green leaves with attractive red veins. Chubby spikes of delicate soft to medium-pink flowers appear in late spring.  
 Pink Green/brown May-June 12” 12”   xx 

 Spring Symphony A smooth melody of compact foliage with leaves “painted” with black along the mid-rib. Profuse, light pink flowers reach their crescendo in mid-
spring. 

 Light Pink Green/black May-June 10” 10”   xx 

 

TRADSCANTIA(Spiderwort) Zone 3  
 Billbary Ice Triangular snow-white blossoms with a fuzzy splash of lavender in the centre.   Blooms up to 8 weeks.  Has a more compact growth habit and 

foliage that stays attractive even in drier conditions. 
 White/lavender Green July-August 15” 15”   xx 

 Concord Grape Triangular, concord grape blossoms with sulphur yellow stamens.  Has frosted blue-green foliage which remains clean and compact. 
 Purple Green July-August 15-18” 15”   xx 

 Sweet Kate Triangular, violet-blue blossoms with sulphur yellow stamens contrast sharply with the brilliant gold foliage.  Protect from afternoon sun. 
 Violet-blue Gold July-August 12” 12”   xx 

 

TRICYRTIS (Toad Lily) Zone 5  Blooms in later summer with unusual, orchid-like blossoms.  The flowers can appear at leaf joints or in terminal clusters, 

depending on variety, but all have unique blooms.  Foliage resembles Solomon’s seal, makes a great addition to any woodland garden.    
 Gilt Edge  Lance-shaped, shiny dark leaves with irregular streaked margins of creamy yellow. Heavy purple spotted lavender-pink flowers on arching stems. 
 Purple/Pink Green/Cream August-Oct 24” 24”  - xx 

 Samurai  Starfish-like flowers appear in late summer, pale mauve with purple spotting.  
 Pink Green August-Oct 20” 20”  - xx 

 

TRIFOLIUM(Clover) Zone 4 The attractive foliage of this species is suitable in front of borders, and its low-spreading habit is appreciated for ground cover.  

 Atropurpureum The dark reddish leaves are edged in green and accented with white clover flowers in the summer. 
 White Red/Green July 3-6” 18”  xx  

 

TROLLIUS (Globe Flower) Zone 3 An excellent choice for bog gardens or waterside plantings, Trollius can thrive anywhere it can get regular moisture.  

Clump-forming growth habit. Basal leaves are glossy, toothed, with five lobes up to 7 inches long. Each lobe is divided into toothed segments and are lance-shaped. Stem leaves are smaller and 
finely divided. Flowers are cup-shaped, 1 to 2 inches across, in a variety of yellows.  Looks best when planted in groups. 

 Golden Queen 2-3” wide, golden-orange, bowl-shaped flowers on dark green foliage 

 Orange Green May-July 24-36” 18-24”  - xx 

 

VERBENA Zone 3-6  
 Homestead Purple Zone 6 Vigorously spreading, deep purple clusters from July to frost. Excellent clean, deep green foliage with a trailing habit. Has been surviving the 

winter here lately, but it gets a very slow start in the spring. 
 Purple Green July-Sept. 10-12” 18”  xx - 
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VERONICA(Speedwell) Zone 4 Popular for a border or informal garden, Veronica comes in a wide range of flower colours and shapes.  Often on spikes, 

sometimes in clusters, the flowers have the characteristic two stamens that show on the face.  A showy plant in borders and beds, low-growing varieties look great in rockeries. 

 Giles Van Hees Dazzling sunset pink florets on 6” spikes add vibrant colour to the garden in midsummer. 
 Pink Green May 8” 12”  xx - 

 Peduncularis Round, powder blue blossoms; spreading habit.  Foliage turns chocolate bronze in cool weather. 
           ‘Georgia Blue’ Blue Green May 6(9”) 18”  xx - 

 Red Fox 3-4” long spikes of rose red spikes. 
 Rose-red Green June-July 14” 18”  xx - 

 Spicata ‘Pink Candles’ Beautiful, vivid deep pink flowers appear in early summer. Compact and disease tolerant. 
 Pink Green June-August 9”(12”) 24”  - xx 

 Spicata ‘Royal Candles’ Compact upright habit.  Blooms with an abundance of deep violet blue spikes. 
 Violet-blue Green June-August 9”(12”) 24”  xx xx 

 Sunny Border Blue  Perennial Plant of the Year 1993. Spikes of deep violet-blue flowers, bright green foliage is unusually crinkled and remains fresh looking 
throughout the season. 

 Violet-blue Green July-Sept. 18”(36”) 18”  xx xx 

 Waterperry Blue Sky blue flowers. Spreading habit.  Shiny green foliage turns bronze in the winter 
 Sky blue Green June 3”(6”) 18”  xx  

 Whitewater Dainty, pure white flowers dot this dense groundcover from early spring to midsummer. Glossy, dark green foliage turns burgundy to bronze in fall. 
 White Green June 3” 18”  xx  

 

VERONICA Proven Winner varieties Zone 4 Proven Winner Varieties. Sold in PW pots. 

 Magic Show ‘Ever After’ Similar to 'White Wands' but with a lavender blue flower, among the longest blooming Veronica now available. Flower spikes reach nearly a foot 
in length, with each spike showing color for many weeks. An excellent season extender! In peak, flowers cover the top two thirds of the plant. The 
flowers are self-cleaning, resulting in a fresher looking plant in the landscape. Vernalization required for best performance. 

             Lavender Green May 14-16 16-20”  - xx 

 Magic Show ‘Pink Potion’ Baby pink flowers that cover the top half of the plant, a great match to ‘Wizard of Ahhs’ in terms of habit and landscape performance. The deep 
green foliage forms a rounded, low habit that is wider than typical and packed full of flowers. 

 Pink Green June-August 14-16” 20”  - xx 

 Magic Show ‘Purple 
Illusion’ 

Matches the habit and flower size of 'Wizard of Ahhs', but with thick, purple flowers. Dark green leaves form a thick foliar canopy, so the plant 
has substance even after it has finished blooming. Requires vernalization to bloom. 

 Purple Green June-August 22-24” 20”  - xx 

 Magic Show ‘White Wands’ Pure white flower wands are borne prolifically atop the short, dense clump of dark green foliage. 
 White Green June-July 16” 16”  - xx 

 Magic Show ‘Wizard of 
Ahh’s’ 

One of the earliest Veronica to bloom, this plant produces thick spikes of violet blue flowers that cover the top half of a low, wide habit. Requires 
vernalization to bloom. 

 Blue Green June-July 14” 18”  - xx 

 

VERONICASTRUM Zone 5.  Best used in back of borders, meadow or naturalized gardens. 

 Virginicum Regal plant hovers above the border with long spikes of pale purple flowers mid summer. 
 Purple Green August 4-5ft 30”   xx 

 

VINCA MINOR (Creeping Myrtle, Periwinkle) ⚫Zone 4 A prostrate, creeping perennial with showy blossoms in early spring.  It can be 

used as a ground cover in a woodland garden of a shady area or as an addition to baskets and containers for a trailing accent.  Most prefer some shade but will grow in a sunny spot with 
adequate moisture.   

 Alba Glossy green foliage and clean white flowers 
 White Glossy green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Atropurpurea Glossy green foliage and deep plum flowers 
 Deep plum Glossy green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Illumination Bright golden-yellow leaves edged in green, studded with blue flowers in spring. 
 Blue Gold/green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Mrs. Bowles Similar to the common variety but has better bloom. 
 Blue Glossy green May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 

 Ralph Shugert Green foliage edged with white and blue flowers.  
 Blue Green/white May-June 4-6” 18”  xx - 
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VIOLA(Violet) Zone 4  Sweet Violas are cousins of Pansies that will bloom all summer and fall.  A dainty plant that fits in a mixed container, rock garden or mixed 

border.  Preferring cool weather for best bloom, they will put on a good show spring and fall. 

 Columbine  Features white flowers strongly edged in streaky dark purple, and a tiny yellow eye. 
 White/purple Green May-Oct. 6”(12”) 12”  xx - 

 Etain Beautiful, with large, creamy yellow flowers accented by lavender purple edges.  Slightly fragrant. 
 Yellow/lavender Green May-Oct. 6”(12”) 12”  xx - 

 pedate ‘Eco Artist Palette’ A selection of the US native Birdfoot Violet, distinct in the Violet world for its bi-color flowers and narrow dissected foliage resembling that of a 
bird's foot. It forms a dense clump of foliage that is covered in flowers beginning in spring. The superior petals are a dark purple while the lateral 
and interior petals are a lilac blue. Expect sporadic rebloom until fall frost.  Unlike other Violets the Birdfoot Violet requires full sun and well 
drained soils to thrive. This species also has improved garden performance compared with the genus and is considerably less "weedy."  

  Green May-Oct. 6”(12”) 12”  - xx 
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ARISAEMA (Jack-in-the-Pulit) ⚫ Zone 3   
 Triphyllum One to two large, glossy leaves, divided into three leaflets, rise on their own stems 1-3 ft. The intriguing blossom of this woodland perennial 

occurs on a separate stalk at the same height as the leaves. It is a large, cylindrical, hooded flower, green in color with brown stripes. Distinctive 
Jack-in-the-pulpit formation grows beneath large leaves. In late summer, a cluster of bright red berries appears. 

 Green/brown Green May-June 16” 8”   $45.00 - 

 

ASARUM (Wild Ginger) ⚫ Zone 4   
 Canadensis 

(Little Brown Jug) 
A native plant that features two smooth, broad spade-shaped, dark green, basal leaves. Cup-shaped, insignificant, purplish brown flowers give 
the plant its nickname, "Little Brown Jug", and appear in spring on short, ground-level stems. 

 Purplish brown Green May 6-12” 12”  $45.00 - 

 

GERANIUM ⚫ Zone 4   
 Maculatum Native to Eastern North America. Green leaves with black ring accent maintains its appearance all season long. Small, light pink flowers 
 Pink Green May-June 3-4ft 18”  $45.00 - 

 

HEPATICA    Zone 4  Grows in dry rocky woods 
 Americana Pale purple, lavender-blue, pink or white flowers.  Blooms early spring to June.  
 Light blue Grey-green May 20” 12”  $45.00 - 

 

MERTENSIA (Blue Bells)  Zone 4  Must have rich moist soil.  Dormant in summer. 
 Virginca Nodding, trumpet-like 1 inch light blue flowers with five petals.  Buds are pink.  Leaves are oval, smooth, strongly veined, alternate grey-green. 
 Light blue Grey-green May 12” 12”  $45.00 - 

 

PODOPHYLLOM Peltatum (May Apple) ⚫ Zone 3   
 Peltatum White flower May. 
 White Green May 8-18” 8”  $45.00 - 

POLGONATUM (Solomon’s Seal) ⚫ Zone 3   
 Biflorum The zig-zag arching stalks. Nodding, greenish-white, tubular flowers hang in pairs from the axils of the oval, conspicuously veined leaves. 

Hanging from the leaf axils on an arching stem are a few (often 2) greenish-white, bell-like flowers. Blue berries follow the flowers. 
 Green-white Green May-June 12-36” 12”  $45.00 - 

SANGUINARIA (Blood Root) ⚫ Zone 3 The single bloodroot leaf and flower each rise on a separate stem, and at first the leaf completely enwraps 

the flower bud. The clear, white, many-petaled blossom may open before the leaf has completely unwrapped. Roots and stem with acrid red-orange juice. Moist location. 
 Canadensis Leaves, which are large, round and deeply cleft, eventually reach a height of 12-14 in. On a smooth stalk a solitary white flower, with a 

golden-orange center, grows beside a lobed basal leaf that often curls around the stalk. 
 White Green May 6-14” 12”  $45.00 - 

TIARELLA (Foam Flower) ⚫ Zone 3   
 Cordifolia Long, slender stamens give heart-leaf foamflower’s spikes of white flowers a frothy appearance. The small, star-shaped flowers occur in compact 

racemes on 6-12 in. stalks rising above a mound of attractive, lobed leaves.  
 Cream-white Green May 6-12” 12”  $45.00 - 

TRILLIUM ⚫ Zone 3 The whole plant usually disappears by late summer. Best in a woodland situation with rich, moist acidic soil. Not always easy to establish. 

Plants resent being disturbed but division every 5 to 8 years is possible. This is best done in late summer after plants become dormant. When happy these may begin to spread by self seeding.  
 Erectum (Red) Forms a low mound of large dark-green leaves. The flowers appear in spring, with narrow maroon-red petals. Blooms often nod shyly, and also 

have an unpleasant odour.  One of the quickest to form a good clump. 
 Maroon red Dark green Late May 10-16” 12”  $45.00 - 

 Grandiflora (White) The Provincial flower of Ontario, this has larger blooms than nearly any other species of Trillium. Plants form a low mound of dark-green 
leaves, bearing large wide-open white flowers in spring that often age to pink.  

 White Green Late May 8-18” 12”  $45.00 - 

 Luteum 
(Yellow Toad) 

Three yellow petals stand upright in the midst of three green sepals that can either lay flat or be partially upright like the petals. The upright 
petals lend it the folk name "goblet trillium.". The three large leaves are mottled. 

 Yellow Green/grey Late May 8-18” 12”  $45.00 - 

 Recurvatum  
(Purple Prairie) 

Flowers deep red to red-purple and the petals point upward. The sepals hang downward. The flower is sessile (stemless) to the whorl of three 
leaves. Its leaves are mottled with pale grey over the green background.  

 Red-purple Green/grey Late May 8-15” 12”  $45.00 - 

 Sessile (Red Toad) Has mottled leaves with three leaflets, and deep red flowers with quite long, narrow petals, growing right in the middle of the leaves. 
 Deep red Green/grey Late May 8” 10”  $45.00 - 
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EUONYMUS (Wintercreeper)⚫Zone 4 Can be used as a shrub or trained as creeping ground cover or to climb.  
 Coloratus Forms a dense carpet of dark green leaves with a course to medium texture. Foliage turns dusky purple during the colder months 
 - Green - 18” 24”  (6x6)36 xx 

 

HEDERA HELIX (IVY) ⚫ Zone 5  Excellent groundcover,  will also climb a wall.   
 Thorndale One of the hardiest of the English Ivies. Evergreen. 
 - Green - 6-8ft+ 12”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 

PACHYSANDRA (Japanese Spurge)⚫ Zone 5  Japanese Spurge is the most widely planted evergreen groundcover. Excellent under trees and in 

nearly any other shady site. Tolerates poor soil, but slow to establish and spread. Space closely, at 10 to 40 plants per square yard in order for plants to fill in reasonably quickly. 

 Terminalis Plants form an attractive low patch of shiny dark-green leaves, bearing clusters of white flowers in spring. 
 White Green June 6-12” 6”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 

SAGINA(Moss) Zone 4  Grown for its dense, mounded foliage that can form a soft mossy carpet. It makes a nice ground cover in small areas and can be planted 

between pavers.  A steppable plant.  

 Subulata Irish Moss Dark green foliage 
 White Green May-June 1-3” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Subulata Scotch Moss Lime yellow foliage 
 White Yellow May-June 1-3” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 

SEDUM (Creeping Stonecrop) Zone 4 The creeping Sedums come in a large range of foliage colours and textures. Easy to grow, they prefer full sun and 

drier soil conditions.  These low-growing succulents are a good choice of green roofs, rock gardens of containers.  As a ground cover, they can be mixed and matched for a tapestry effect that 
will catch the eye.  

 Acre  Bright yellow, star-shaped flowers cover a trailing mat of pale green, fleshy leaves with golden tips.  Evergreen. 
                Yellow Green June-July 3” 15”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Arce ‘Octoberfest’ Green leaves, smothered by star-shaped creamy-white flowers in summer. 
 White Green June-July 2-4” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Angelina Forms a trailing mat of succulent golden-yellow leaves. Clusters of yellow starry flowers. Tips with red in the fall 
 Yellow Yellow June-July 2-4” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 spurium ‘Blaze of Fulda’ Dark maroon ruffled rosettes tinted with bronze green. Rose-red clusters of blossoms form at tips 
 Rose-Red Red-green  July-August 3-6” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 spurium ‘Dragon’s Blood’ Clusters of deep red buds open into brilliant pink, star-shaped flowers. Green foliage with wine red margins turn red in cooler temperatures. 
 Red-Pink Red-green  July-August 3-4” 10”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 spurium ‘Voodoo’ Spreading mat of deep-red succulent leaves and clusters of tiny rose-pink flowers. 
 Deep Pink Red June-August 4-6” 12-23”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 

SEMPERVIVUM(Hens and Chicks) Zone 3   
 Black Green centres with dark, black red tips 
 Red-rose Green/Black August 3-4” 4-6”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Killer Forms rosettes of narrow, succulent leaves that change from nearly black, purple-red with blue-green tips to mottled red and green, varying with 
the season. 

 Pink Black-purple-red August 3-4” 4-6”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Pacific Blue Ice Unique cupped form and produces rounded rosettes. Leaves are icy, blue-green with centres flushed rose, especially in cooler temperatures. 
 Pink Blue-green August 3-4” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Purple Beauty Medium sized semi-open rosettes of succulent leaves with deep purple tips and green centres 
 Pink Green/purple August 3-4” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Ruby Heart Forms rosettes of sharply pointed silvery blue to blue-green leaves which are flushed rosy red at the base.  This colour varies by season, 
intensifying in cold temperatures.  

 Pink Green/red August 3-4” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 Silverine  Produces sharply pointed, silver-green leaves flushed reddish-purple at the base. 
 Pink green/purple August 3-4” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 

 

VINCA MINOR (Creeping Myrtle, Periwinkle) ⚫Zone 4 A prostrate, creeping perennial with showy blossoms in early spring.  It 

can be used as a ground cover in a woodland garden of a shady area or as an addition to baskets and containers for a trailing accent.  Most prefer some shade but will grow in a sunny spot 
with adequate moisture.   

 Mrs.Bowles Glossy green foliage and true-blue flowers.  Flowers more profusely than minor 
 Blue Glossy green May-June 4-6” 18”  (6x6)36 $38.00 
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ACORUS (Variegated Sweet Flag)  Zone 4  A lover of damp places,  it is excellent for bogs and pond edges.  Can be used as a slow growing 

ground cover.  The fan-shaped foliage is showy but the plumes are usually insignificant. 

 Calamus ‘Ogon’ Forms a low tuft or mound of narrow sword-shaped leaves that are bright glowing golden yellow. 
 Insignificant Green/yellow - 12” 12”   xx 

 Calamus ‘Variegatus’ Long, wide, strappy leaves stand tall, displaying their striking bright green and creamy yellow variegation.  When crushed, they emit a delicious 
tangerine scent.  Will grow in shallow water.  Non-invasive. 

 Insignificant Green/yellow - 36” 36”   xx 

 

ANDROPOGON (Big Blue Stem) Zone 4  Native to the prairies. Makes an excellent tall screening or hedge.  
 gerardii Fine to medium blue-green sod forming (slow spreader) 
 Burgundy-tan Blue-green August 6-8ft 36”   xx 

 gerardii ‘Raindance’ A long-lived grass that forms a tall, strictly upright clump of red-tipped foliage. The foliage transitions to red in midsummer and turns totally 
maroon in fall. Deep purple flowers with bright red-orange pollen top this colourful and statuesque display. 

 Purple/orange Red/green August 4-6ft 24”   xx 

 

BOUTELOUA  Zone  3 Native to the short grass prairies of North America. 

 Curtipendula Tiny bright purple and orange flower parts lend to its grace and beauty.  Small oat-like seeds are on a 3 foot stem.  Very attractive. 
           (Sideoats Grass) Purple to tan Green June-august 2-3ft 12”   xx 

 Gracilis A low growing, low maintenance grass with blue-green blades and extremely decorative seed heads.  Can be mowed and used as a lawn.  
            (Blue Gramma Grass) Burgundy to tan Blue-green June-Aug. 12-15” 12”   xx 

 

CALAMAGROSTIS  acutiflora (Feather Reed Grass) Zone 5 Upright and often tall, Reed grass makes an architectural statement at 

the back of a border, as a vertical accent or as a specimen. 

 Avalanche Variegated form of ‘Karl Foerster’. Deep Green leaves with a wide, white stripe down the centre.  Distinctly upright, clumping habit. 
 Green to tan Green/white July 4-5ft 24”   xx 

 Brachytricha Grass forms an upright and fairly narrow clump of feathery plumes, beginning in early fall. Flower heads start out silvery-pink, fading to more 
of a creamy-white tone and remaining attractive for most of the winter. 

 Pink to white Green August 3ft 18”   xx 

 Eldorado A gold variegated form of ‘Karl Foerster’.  Narrow, green leaves with a bright gold mid-rib.  Feathery plumes in early summer 
 Green to tan Green/gold July 4-5ft 24”   xx 

 Karl Foerster Perennial of the Year 2001! A clumping, compact, erect habit.  Wheat-like seed heads appear in late spring.  Does not reseed  
 Green to tan Green June 5ft 24”   xx 

 Overdam Variegated foliage has bright creamy-white margins which turn to white with a pink flush.  Strikingly erect, feathery plumes with purplish seed 
heads turn tan as they age.  

 Purple to tan Green/white June 5ft 24”   xx 

 

CAREX  Zone 5 Carex are not true grass at all, though they certainly look similar.  Primarily grown for its foliage.  They are warm season plants, they do well in 

containers and at the edge of borders.  Flowers are insignificant panicles of short spikes. 

 Blue Sedge Forms a low, creeping mound of narrow blue-green, grassy looking leaves. 
 - Blue - 4-8” 18”   xx 

 Bowles Golden Bright gold foliage with thin green margins.  Needs constant moisture to thrive.  Grows well in shallow water or a bed watered regularly. 
           (Gold Sedge) - Gold/green - 2-3ft 24”   xx 

 Evergold Creamy-yellow leaves with deep green margins.  Foliage cascades softly to the ground in a fountain-like manner.   
         (Vareigated Japanese Sedge) - Yellow/green - 12” 24”   xx 

 Golden Fountains Soft green and gold, variegated foliage in a fountain shape.  Evergreen and clumping. 
 - Green/gold - 12-18” 30”   xx 

 Ice Dance Dark green leaves with bright white edges.  Grows in full sun to full shade. 
           (Variegated Sedge) Tan Green/white June 12-16” 24”   xx 

  muskingumensis A dense, clump-forming sedge which is grown for its foliage effect. Produces rigid, erect stems to 20" tall with 8" long, pointed, grass-like, light 
green leaves radiating from the stem tops. Commonly called palm sedge since the leaves somewhat superficially resemble miniature palm fronds.  

 Brown Green June-July 20” 18”   xx 

  pensylvanica North American native. Clumps spread quickly making an excellent groundcover.  Soft, gently curled foliage turns pale brown in winter. 
 - green - 8-10” 24”   xx 

 

CHASMANTHIUM   A woodland, warm-season grass known for its narrow, bamboo-like foliage.  Tolerate of some shade, as well as coastal salt air.  

 Latifolium              Zone 3 A clumping grass with showy, drooping flowers and unique bamboo-like foliage.  Seed heads can be harvested for bouquets. 
          ‘Northern Sea Oat’ Green to tan Green July 2-3ft 36”   xx 
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DESCHAMPSIA  cespitosa  Zone  4  Grown for its mat, neat mounds of arching slender foliage and graceful, airy panicles.  It does best in moist soil. 

 Cespitosa  
(Tuffed Hair Grass) 

Tufted hair grass is clump-forming, cool season grass. Numerous flower stems rise in summer from the foliage mound. Airy panicles of tiny, 
variably coloured flowers (tones of gold, silver, purple and green) form a cloud over the foliage that is particularly attractive when backlit. 

            Green to gold Green July 36” 24”   xx 

 Cespitosa ‘Goldtau’ Smaller, more compact variety with very dark-green leaves, later blooming habit, and golden inflorescence. High impact can be obtained by mass 
planting along a driveway or walkway.  

            Green to gold Green July 12-24” 18”   xx 

 Cespitosa ‘Northern  Slender foliage is green and cream white with tinges of pink. 
           Lights’           Tan Green/cream July 18-24” 24”   xx 

 Cespitosa ‘Pixie Fountian’ Dense evergreen foliage clumps produce bright silvery-white flowers that mature to rich brown. A dwarf selection, less than half the height of the 
species 

 Silver-white Green July 16-24” 18”   xx 

 

FESTUCA Zone 4 Plants often look best if flowers are sheared off upon drying. Common blue fescue makes a superb color accent and grows well in containers. A cool-

season grower, it often sulks during hot, humid summers. 
 Blue Whiskers   Taller more vigorous than ‘Elijah blue’ with longer leaves and a brighter, silvery blue foliage colour 
 Tan Blue July-August 10-12” 10”  - xx 

 Elijah Blue Soft powdery blue, spiky foliage forms a rounded clump and keeps it colour all year.  A durable and long-lived variety. 
 Tan Blue July-August 8-10” 10”  xx xx 

 

HAKONECHLOA (Japanese Forest Grass, Hokone Grass)⚫Zone 5  The ideal grass for the shade garden with its graceful 

arching foliage that resembles a small clumping bamboo.  Foliage turns colour in the fall.  A nice mix with Hostas. 

 All Gold Brilliant solid gold foliage glows in the shade.  Has a more upright habit and increased vigor compared to ‘Aureola’.  Reddish brown plumes. 
 insignificant Gold - 9-14” 18”   xx 

 Aureola Perennial Plant of the Year 2009! Green and yellow variegated foliage forms a cascading clump like a golden waterfall.  Reddish pink 
fall colour. Spreads but not invasive. 

 insignificant Yellow/green - 12-24” 18”   xx 

 Macra This green-leaved form of Hakone Grass may have been overlooked while variegated and gold cultivars grabbed the spotlight. But the species 
offers a tranquil green often needed in landscape design. In addition, Hakonechloa macra tolerates more sun and drier soil, and it is hardier 
and faster growing than most of its cultivars. It grows in a mounding, cascading shape, and spreads very slowly by rhizomes. 

 insignificant Green - 8-12” 18”   xx 

 Sunflare This stunning form of Hakonechloa macra is a sport selected from the popular cultivar ‘All Gold’ and boasts vibrant, cascading, chartreuse 
leaves that with more sun become intense golden yellow, randomly highlighted in deep crimson. Fall colouring is a combination of chartreuse and 
gold saturated with tones of burnt orange and burgundy-red. This neat, strong-growing grass has a compact habit and forms an upright mound 
with graceful cascading foliage. 

 insignificant Cream/green - 8-12” 18”   xx 

 

HELICTOTRICHON (Blue Oat Grass) Zone 3  A tidy grass grown for its gray blue foliage that is useful in beds , borders and containers. 

 Sempervirens Dense mounds of blue-grey leaves gently spray upward and arch back downward at the tips.  Small tan seed head appear on tall stems held well 
above the foliage.  Resembles a tall Festuca. 

 Tan Blue June 24-30” 18”   xx 

 Sempervirens ‘Sapphire’ Similar to sempervirens but shorter.  Bright steel blue leaves tend to widen as they mature.  Resistant to rust. 
 Tan Blue June 18-24” 16”   xx 

 
 

IMPERATA (Japanese Blood Grass) Zone 5 An unusual and dramatic grass, slowly forming a low clump. Effective as an edging, in the rock 

garden, and especially when mass planted. Although this prefers moist soil, plants require good drainage, especially in winter. Remove any all-green shoots if they appear. 
 Red Baron Leaves are green at the base, with red tips that become more intense over the summer and fall until they appear to glow. 
 - Green/red - 20” 12”   xx 

 

JUNCUS Zone 6 Native to damp places, Juncus prefers moist sites and is an excellent edging for ponds and streams.  Not a true grass, it has mostly inconspicuous green or 

brown flowers in small clusters. 

 Effuses ‘Spiralis’ Deep green, spiralling, tubular stems. 
 Insignificant Green - 18-24” 12”   xx 

 

LEYMUS Zone 3 Grown for its foliage, this is a spreading grass that needs to be used carefully. Best to contain this in a planter, or use as a groundcover in a large sunny 

area. Mow the old foliage to the ground in late fall or early spring. Very drought tolerant.  Can be invasive. 
 Blue Dune Beautiful steel-blue foliage. Arching tan spikes appear in summer are often removed. 
 - Steel-blue - 36” 36”   xx 
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MISCANTHUS Zone 4-5 One of the showiest of the grasses.  Large or short, it is grown for its vertical or mounding habit and showy, fluffy flower panicles that 

are so striking in late summer and fall.  Fond of moist sites. 

 Adagio (Dwarf Maiden 
Grass)                      Zone 6 

Hundreds of plumes held above the foliage emerge bronzy-pink, fading to white. A dwarf plant with graceful, silvery-green arching foliage 
becoming a whirl of orange, gold and burgundy in fall.  

 Bronze-white Silver- Green September 4-5ft 24”   xx 

 Autumn Light Pinkish-red feathery plumes emerge high above green, finely textured foliage that turns shades of yellow, gold and burgundy in fall. The foliage, 
if left to grow tall, provides winter interest and can be used as shading or screening. Moderate growth rate.  

  Pink Green September 4-8ft 36”   xx 

 Cabaret A wide leaf slightly arching grass that grows to 6 feet tall. Cream stripes run down the middle of the blades. The copper-coloured flowers appear 
in the fall and mature to a cream color. 

 Copper to cream Green September 6ft 36”   xx 

 Cosmopolitan Wide, robust leaves of creamy white and green variegation. Non-floppy habit. Billowy texture, silky tassels, many different heights and 
colorations. Great winter interest. 

 White Green/white September 6-7ft 36”   xx 

 Dixieland A dwarf form of ‘Variegatus’; similar green and white variegated foliage.  Silky pink plumes.  
 Pink Green/white August 4-5ft 24”   xx 

 Giganteus 
(Giant Silver Grass) 

This is a grass of monstrous proportions, forming very tall clumps of green leaves, their tips arching gracefully in layers. Useful as a living screen 
or hedge, bearing soft-pink plumes in the fall. The corn-like stalks turn creamy tan in winter. Lower leaves have a tendency to wither in late 
summer, so planting something tall in front is recommended. Plants require plenty of moisture and are even happy growing beside water. 

           Pink Green September 10ft 36”   xx 

 Gold Breeze Green tapered foliage with broad, creamy-yellow bands. Purple-red flower tassels in late summer. 
 Purple-Red Green/gold September 60-72” 30-36”   xx 

 Gracillimus  
(Maiden Grass) 

Beautiful rounded mounds of fine, silver-veined, green leaves with an arching habit.  Fan-like plumes emerge with a reddish tint, then age to a 
soft silvery-white and remain all winter. 

 Reddish to white Green September 5-6ft 24”   xx 

 Graziella Fine green blades, more erect and arching than ’Gracillimus’. Tall plumes in August. Red-orange colour in fall. 
 Reddish to white Green August 5-7ft 24”   xx 

 Huron Star Compared to the older cultivar ‘Silberfeder’ this grass is similar with a few notable improvements such as a stronger and more upright habit, 
purple flowering stems, and brighter fall colour.  In the fall foliage turns colourful shades of red, orange, burgundy and gold 

 Creamy-tan Green August 7-8ft 6ft   xx 

 Huron Sunrise The most profusely blooming Miscanthus.  Full, burgundy plumes sweep the sky and remain standing through winter.  Mid-green leaves with 
silver midrib. 

 Burgundy Green August 5-6ft 36”   xx 

 Little Miss This series sports a neat, compact habit with glossy, arching foliage. The blades emerge green and transition to carmine and purple tones late 
spring through summer. Foliage at the center of the clump stays green, giving it an appealing, two-toned look. Reddish blooms appear in 
midsummer, rising above the foliage and turning buff-colored as they age. Fall color is outstanding; an excellent alternative 
to M. ’Purpurascens’ when space is limited.  

 Tan-white Green August 24”(36”) 15”   xx 

 Little Zebra Like ‘Zebrinus’ but shorter and more upright.  Reddish-purple plumes turn to creamy tan in winter.  
           (Dwarf Zebra grass)  Red to tan Gold/green August 3-4ft. 24”   xx 

 Malepartus Large soft-pink flowers, maturing to silvery-white, over an arching mound of dark green leaves. The foliage dries and turns a light tan shade for 
the winter. 

 Pink to white Green August 7ft 36”   xx 

 Morning Light Narrow leaves with fine green and white variegation.  A late-bloomer.  Plumes emerge bronze red, turning cream as they age. 
 Bronze to cream Green/white Late Sept. 4-5ft 24”   xx 

 Oktoberfest The wide, deep green leaves with a white midrib form a narrowly upright tower about 4 ½’ tall before blooming. In late summer or early fall, 
the foliage develops deep purple and red highlights which complement the showy flowers that emerge a rich shade of shimmering burgundy and 
copper, then mature into fluffy, creamy tan seed heads. 

 Burgundy-tan Green/yellow August 6-7ft 36”   xx 

 Purpurascens  
(Flame Grass) 

Forms an upright clump of foliage which starts out green, then takes on a reddish hue later in summer.  Brilliant fall colour.  Magenta coloured 
fans turn into bright silky white panicles. 

 Magenta to white Green to red August 4-6ft 18”   xx 

 Silberfeder  
(Silver Feather Grass)  

Large, feathery plumes emerge pinkish-silver in late summer.  They stand well above the clump of foliage.  Leaves have narrow, white mid-ribs.  
Leaves tend to arch downward. 

 Silver Green August 8ft 4ft   xx 

 Strictus Distinctive yellowish-white, horizontally banded leaves.  Similar to ‘Zebrinus’ but has an upright habit instead of arching downward. 
           (Porcupine Grass) Tan Green/gold September 4-6ft 24”   xx 
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MISCANTHUS Zone 4-5 One of the showiest of the grasses.  Large or short, it is grown for its vertical or mounding habit and showy, fluffy flower panicles that 

are so striking in late summer and fall.  Fond of moist sites. 

 Tiger Tail Uniform green and yellow banded blades. A cross of  M.‘Cosmopolitan’ and M. ‘Strictus’ yields a strongly upright, yet gracefully flowing stand. 
 Tan Green/yellow September 5-7ft 36”   xx 

 Variegatus Wide, green and white striped leaves have a silvery glow when seen from a far. Cascading habit. Red tinted plumes become fluffy as they age. 
           (Striped Eulalia Grass) Red tinted Green/white September 5-7ft 36”   xx 

 Zebrinus Has large coppery flowers over an arching clump of green leaves, uniquely banded with yellow. The foliage dries and turns a light tan shade for 
the winter. 

 Copper Green/gold September 7-8ft 30”   xx 

 

MOLINA (Moor Grass)  Zone 4-5 
 Skyracer  

(Purple Moor Grass) 
Forms an upright clump of narrow, blue-green blades. In August, airy plumes of tan-purple flowers rise on upright stems well above the foliage. 
The entire plant turns yellow in fall. 

 Tan-purple Green August 5-7ft 24”   xx 

 Variegata Graceful clumps of fine blades heavily striped with yellow and a purple-red inflorescence will appear in mid-July 
 Purple-red Yellow/green Mid-July 24-36” 18-24”   xx 

 

MUHLENBERGIA  Zone 6 
 Fast Forward  Clumps of glossy green foliage are topped with vibrant pink, airy flowers on 4 ft stems as early as August. A highly ornamental grass that 

would be great as a specimen or in mass plantings. 
 Pink Green August 4ft 18”   xx 

 

PANICUM (Switch Grass) Zone 4  Switch Grass is one of the easiest and most attractive ornamental grasses, with no tendency to spread or become 

troublesome. Usually attractive in the garden all winter long.   Flowers are good for cutting, fresh or dried.  Trim back to the ground in early spring.  Drought tolerant once established. 
 Cheyanne Sky Proven Winner Variety! Sold in PW pot. Forms a dense, upright clump of blue-green leaves that turn wine red in early summer. 

Purple flower panicles appear just above the foliage in late summer. This petite red grass is ideal for containers. 
 Reddish Blue August 3ft 14”   xx 

 Heavy Metal 
(Blue Switch Grass) 

Handsome grass with stiff, metallic blue leaves that form a rigidly upright clump.  Delicate pink panicles dance 12-16” above the foliage.  
Turns bright yellow in the fall.  

            Pink Blue August 5-6ft 24”   xx 

 Hot Rod Blades emerge blue-green and rapidly turn deep rich maroon. Panicles are airy red. Compared to other Panicums, this one colours earlier in the 
season  

            Soft cream-tan Blue-
green/Marron 

August 36-40” 24-36”   xx 

 Northwind Perennial Plant of the year 2014! A very strong, upright grower with wide, steel-blue foliage.  Flower panicles occur in the middle of the 
clump, appearing as a hovering red haze.  Foliage turns golden-yellow in fall. 

           Reddish Blue-green August 7ft 24”   xx 

 Prairie Sky Forms an arching clump of steel-blue leaves, bearing airy heads of tiny green flowers in August. Fall colour is bright butter-gold, fading to tan. 
 Green Steel blue August 3-4ft 24”   xx 

 Shenandoah Forms an upright clump of green leaves with distinctive red tips appearing by midsummer. Airy heads of tiny reddish flowers appear in August, 
followed by amazing deep purple-red fall colour. 

 Reddish Green/red August 3ft 24”   xx 

 

PENNISETUM (Fountain Grass)  Zone 5  Warm-season grasses grown for their wonderfully soft, feathery, bottlebrush flowers in summer.  They are 

clump forming and come in a range of sizes and colours.  

 Alopecuoides A clumping selection with finely textured, glossy, bright green foliage.  Turns gold in fall.  Plumes emerge reddish- brown maturing to tan. 
 Red to tan Green August 3-4ft 24”   xx 

 Hameln Finely textured, mid-green leaves. Compact.  Soft greenish-cream panicles appear a few weeks earlier than others. 
          (Dwarf Fountain Grass) Green-cream Green July 2-3ft 18”   xx 

 Karley Rose           Zone 6 Forms an upright clump of arching dark-green leaves, with bottlebrush spikes of soft-pink flowers from midsummer into the autumn 
           Pink Green August 36” 24”   xx 

 Little Bunny Truly miniature. The tufted, cream seed heads look like little bunny tails.  Excellent in rock gardens. 
          (Miniature Fountain Grass) Cream Green August 6-12” 8”   xx 

 Red Head An early form of red-flowering Pennisetum.  Deep purple buds mature to smoky purple plumes that measure 3” wide and 8-10” long.  Foliage 
turns gold in the fall.  

 Purple Green July 3-4ft 24”   xx 
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PHALARIS Zone 3 This is a spreading grass, forming a wide patch of medium height.  Choose a site where this grass can wander freely, or plant in tubs and containers. 

Often this will benefit from a hard clip back in midsummer, just as the flower spikes appear, in order to rejuvenate the foliage. Easily divided in spring or fall. Loves moisture. 
 Picta Leaves are striped lengthwise with light green and creamy-white. Tan spikes appear in summer.  
 Tan Green/cream July 36” 36”   xx 

 Strawberries and Cream Multi-coloured fine-textured leaves, blushed pink in spring, turning white in summer. 
 White Green/white July 36” 36”   xx 

 

SCHIZACHYRIUM (Little Blue Stem) Zone 3  Grows in hot dry areas where many other plants can not grow. Primarily grown for its foliage 

colour – its fall colour is outstanding. 

 Prairie Blues Bright grey-blue foliage and red-orange fall colour.  Fluffy, silver seed heads.  Narrow, upright habit.  
 Silver-white Grey-blue August 3ft 18”   xx 

 Smoke Signal This selection of our native Schizachyrium has a beautifully refined habit and puts forth a strong show of color in late summer and fall. The 
glaucous blue-green foliage begins to take on scarlet red tones in late summer, turning a deeper red-purple through the fall. Tiny, tan seed heads 
appear in early fall on the top half of the stems. An improvement over older cultivars, this grass maintains its strictly upright habit through 
fall.  

 Tan Grey-blue August 3-4ft 24”   xx 

 

SELSLERIA (Autumn Moor Grass) Zone 4   
 Autumnalis Bright lime green foliage and small, frosty-white flower spikes. Excellent groundcover when massed planted. Likes rocky sites. 
 White Lime green September 20” 12”   xx 

 

SORGHASTRUM (Indian Grass) Zone  4  A colourful selection of a grass native throughout the tall grass prairies of central North America. Very 

drought tolerant once established, and tolerant of a wide range of soil conditions. Flowers are good for fresh or dried cutting. Winter interest is good, at least into the new year. Cut the dead 
foliage back to the ground in late winter or early spring. Clumps may be easily divided in spring. Self sown seedlings may appear. 

 Indian Steel Forms a non-invasive clump of steely blue-green leaves, with long and narrow tan-coloured spikes. 
 Tan Blue August 3-5ft 24”   xx 

 

SPORPBOLUS (Praire Dropseed) Zone 3   
 Heterolepis A graceful American Native.  Fine, emerald arching blades. Lightly scented blooms in fall.  Gold-orange fall foliage fades to creamy-white. 
 Tan Green August 2-3ft 12”   xx 

 


